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ABSTRACT

Australia has traditionally ddined ib security interests in
terms of military threab to the nation's territorial integrity and
sovereignty, and since the 1986 Dibb Report, Reoiat, of Australia's
Defence &pabilitia, Southeast Asia and the South Pacific have been
accepted as Australia's 'sphere of primary strategic interest'. This
monograph argues that both these assumptions are seriously flawed.
In the more complex and interdependent world of the post{old War
era, Australia must take a more holistic approach to security which
recognises the linkages between the political, economic and strategic
dimensions of national security, and the increasing salience of
economic factors.

The nnnograph seeks to illustrate these linkages by
identifying Australia's national security interests in the dynamic
Northeast Asian states of fapan, China and the Republic of Korea
(ROK), and analysing the implications for Australia of developments
in, and betweery these states. One of the principal conclusions reached
is that the Northeast Asian subregion is alrcady critical to Australia's
security, whether broadly or narrowly defined. Individually, and
conircintly, Japan, China and the ROK have as much claim to inclusion
in Australia's primary area of security interest as the more
gmgraphically proximate countries of Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific.
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PREFACE

This paper advances the proposition that any meaningful
examination of national security today must transcend the narrowly
defined, militarydominated notions of the Cold War era. In the more
complex, interdependent and multi-polar world of the 1990s, economic
issues will increasingly come to define and shape global and national
agendas. At the very least nations, particularly those like Australia,
which are highly dependent on intemational trade and hence more
vulnerable to the vagaries of the global trading system, will be forced
to accept the need for a more integrated and holistic approach to
security poliry. This is not to deny the continuing relevance of
strategic factors to any discussion of international security. It is simply
a recognition that security is not synonymous with defence against
military threab to a nation's territory or sovereignty. National security
may equally imply dealing with the economic consequences of
military conllict, or of decisions by other states, or groups of states,
which rnay place at risk bilateral or multilateral trade, or imperil the
economic welfare of the nation.

Orthodox Western 'rational actor/ paradigms of decision-
making theory and international security studies tend to ignore, or
discount, the distorting effects of the psychological and cultural prisms
through which nations assess and view each other. This paper
aftempts to weave into the montage of its analysis the perceptions
which colour and inform the attitudes of Australians towards the
Northeast Asian countries which are the focus of this study $apan,
China and the Republic of Korea (ROK)) as well as encapsulating
these countries' perceptions of Australia, and of each other. Although
relatively distant from Australia and located at the northern pole of the
Asia-Pacific axis, in terms of a geostrategic and geoconomic entity
Japan, China and the ROK constitute a region of primary security
interest for Australia. This is a reflection of the gfowing strength and
multiplicity of the political, bade, defence and 'people.to-people, ties
which bind Australia to these nations, and the capacity of these
nations to influence and shape Aushalia's security environment.

The paper is divided into four chapters and a conclusion.
Chapter 1 explores the strategic and political imperatives which drive
fapan's security policies, and their implicatioru for Australia, while
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ChapEr 2 deals with the economic dimension of Australia's securi$r

interess in |apan, and highlights Austsalia's growing economic and

financial dependence onfapan. Chapter 3 examines China's transition
from adversary to friend, the impact of the Tiananmen rrassacne on
Australia's perceptions of China, and strategic and economic

developments in china. chapter 4 looks at the emerging partnership

between Australia and the ROK and assesses the consequences for

Australia of the changes which are taking place on the Korean

peninsula. Within this structure, the PaPer depicts_ 9" ry.otity
environment as seen from the different perspectives of Tokyo, Beiing
and Seoul, and endeavours to convey some understanding and

appreciation of the dynamics which govern their strategic and political
relationships.

My thanks go to Des Ball for his support aryf enclgagement
of this prfiect and io Tina Lynam, Helen Wilson, Elza Sullivan and
Helen Hookey for their invaluable assistance.

Alan Dupont
September 1991



CHAPTER 1

IAPAN: POL_ITLCAL AND STRATEGIC
IMPERATIVES

f apan's S earrity Environment

Despite their impressive economic, financial and technological
achievments, the fapanese ane an insular people with an abiding sense
of vulnerability. The origin of |apan's insecurity rnay be traced to the
realities of its geostrategic circumstances. The |apanese islands are
small, densely populated, featuring long coastlines with little strategic
depth. Although protected by a significant sea gap from the Asian
landmass, Iapan is faced on three sides by neighbours who have
historically pos€d a threat to the nation's interests and territorial
integrity. Japan also sits astride the main sea lines of communication
to its neighbours,'in the middle of the very route of advancement
from the continent into the ocean'.l Its historical political and strategic
importance at the fulcrum of Northeast Asia was heightened during
the Cold War era, when fapan was seen in the West as a bastion
against the perceived expansionism of communist regimes which held
sway in the Soviet Union, China and North Korea.

In addition to these factors,Iapan has always suffered from a
lack of natural resources, a deficiency which contributed in no small
part to the fapanese decisiory in 1941, to embark on its ill-fated attempt
to create a'new order in East Asia' and secure the rubber, tin, bauxite,
and oil upon which its industries depended.2 In the post-Second
World War period, Japanese dependence on imported raw materials
and prirnary products has increased substantially. Most of fapan,s
coal, oil and uranium is imported, along with a high percentage of its
food. Tokyo has evinced pa.rticular concern about the consequences of

Defense Agency of |apan, Defmx of \aryn, L983, p.?8, cited in P.
Y'.eal, lapnw Defnce and Australian lnttats, Legislative Research
Service Dscussion Papers No.8, 198$86 (Departrnent of the
Parliancntary Library, Canberra, 79%), p.4.
F. Michael and G. Taylor, The Far East in tlrc Modern World
(Methuen and Company, londory 1964),pp.567 and578.
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a maior disruption of food imports, either as the result of a deliberate
act by a hostile state, or as the indirect consequence of military,
industrial or economic actions involving its mapr suppliers or
affecting its trade routes.3

]apan's Threat Perceptions

Historically, Japan has regarded the Soviet Union in
adversarial terms and, in modern times, distrust of Moscow has been

heighbned by the Soviet Unionis uncrcmpromising attempts to detach

Japan from the Western alliance. Soviet military Power was

emphatically demonstrated in the dosing stages of the Second World
War, when Stalin's forces occupied Manchuria, and indelibly etched in
the fapanese consciousness by subsequent rnanifestations, whidr
included support for the communist regimes in North Korea and

China and the stationing of substantial milita{y garrisons on Sakhalin
and the Kurile Islands.4

In the 1970s and 1980s, the modernisation and expansion of
the Soviet Union's conventional and nudear forces in the Soviet Far
East 5 616 regular penetrations of |apan's airspace by Soviet military
aircraft, provided japan-s defence planners with a higNy visible threat
and a rationale for improving their own military capabilities.

f. Chapman, R Drifte I. C'ow, lapn's Quat for Cotngehasioe
Suurity: Defance, Aplorrucy, Dqenilance (Frances Pinter
Publishers, Londory 1983), pp.21G274.
The Kuriles, or Northern Territorie as they are commonly
referred to in Japan, consist of the islands of Shikotan, Etorofu,
Kunashiri and the Habomai group.
The highly accuraE, mobile S$20 Intermediate Range Ballistic
Missile (IRBM), with a range of 5,00 kilometres, was first
deployed in the Soviet Far East r^ 1978, and the nuclear<apable
Backfir€ bomber followed in 1979. The Soviet Pacific Fleet is
based at Vladivostok, and a major subrnarine base is located at
Petropavlovsk on the Kanrhatka Peninsulia. J.R. Van de Velde,

Japan's Nuclear Umbrella: US Extended Nuclear Deterrence for
fapan', lounul of Noilheast ' sian Studia, (Vol.V[, No.4), Winter
1988.
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However, while fapan's defence effort has been directed almost
exclusively at the Soviet Union, and the lapanese Defense Agercy
(DA) continues to portray the Soviet Union as a direct threat to lapan,
many analysts question the extent to which the Soviet theatre
improvements are actually directed against fapan.e Privately, jDA
officials discount the possibility of military confrontation with the
Soviet Union, outside the context of general war, and concede that
Moscow's ability to threaten lapan militarily has significantly
diminished as a result of the Soviet Unionis disinbgrating empire and
corroding economy. Such views are now openly reflected in official
pnliqr, although in a qualified way.7 For example, the 1990 Defense
White Paper acknowledges that it would be'difficult for the Soviet
Union to take offensive actions against other countries, considering its
domestic situation and international environrnent'.E

However, it is not the Soviet Union which is seen as the
greatest threat to fapanese security, but the prospect that a conflict in
the Middle East would igniE a rnapr conflagration which could sweep
away the preeent world order under which japan has prospered, and
imperil fapan's crucial supply of Middle Eastern oil. This conflict
scenario has been given added credence by the Gulf War, whidr has
forced a rnaix revision of fapan's security poliry. The other
contingency which rrost concerns fapanese defence planners is the
possibility that a renewal of hostilities on the Korean peninsula might
directly involve lapan, and threaten its vital security interests.

See P. Dibb,'The Soviet Union as a Pacific Military Powey', Pacifb
Defence Reporter, November 7984, pp 2U24.
fapanese officials are dubious about the benefits for Asia of
European arms reductions, pointing to the Soviet Union's large'
scale redeployment of advanced military equipment east of the
Urals in order to meet the new anrur ceilings stipulated by the
Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) agreement. Ear Eastern
Economic Roieut, 27 fune 1991.
Defense Agerrcy of J apn, Defase of lryn 7990, p.37.
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The Strateglc Significance of Korea forJapan

The Korean peninsula has traditionally occupied a position of
politico-strategic significance for laPan as a natural bridge to the Asian
landmass, along which have passed generations of aspiring
conquerors as well as the scholars and priests to whom the nation

owes its cultural and linguistic heritage. Since the 1953 division of the

Korean peninsula, successive governments in Tokyo have

acknowledged the vital importance of the Korean peninsula to |apan's
seorrity, although it was not until after US President Nixon's 1959

Guam Declaration that Tokyo felt compelled to develop a Korean
policy based on |apanese, rather than US, interests.

Between 1971 and 1975, Tokyo made strenuous efforts to
develop its relationship with the Derrpcratic People's Republic of
Korea @PRK), in recognition of its broader interests in the Korean
peninsula, which included attemPts to improve ties with the Soviet
Union and China. ln\975, howwer, faced with the prospect of a US

withdrawal from the Republic of Korea (RoK), and with the initial
optimism whidr acrompanied the fading of detente,IaPan concluded
that its security relationship with the US was of primary importance
and that Iapan had little room for developing ancl pursuing policies
which deviated significantly from those of the US in the security
arena.g This applied particularly to the Korean peninsula. Since 1975,

japan's Korea pottsy has remained fairly constant. While fapan has

been careful not to isolate the DPRK - indeed, ttrere rernains significant
sentiment in the Opposition parties and the ruling Liberal Democratic
Party for further impnovements in relations with llongyanglO - JaPan
is unlikely to jeopardise its relations with the ROK or the US by taking
initiatives on the Korean question which are not acceptable to
Washington or Seoul.

At the very heart of fapan's preoccupation with the Korean
peninsula is a recognition that a renewal of hootilities between the two
Koreas would pose a grave threat to fapan, and to the broader region.

[.ee Chong Sik,lryn and lbrea: Thc Political Dimension (Hoover

lnstitution Press, California, 19&5), p.lm.
W. Barnds (d), Thc Ttn lbreas in Fllst 'Asbn 

Affiirs (New York
University Press, New Y ork, 1976), pp.9T9a.

10
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Iapan would find it difficult, if not impossible, to quarantine itself from
any Korean conflict, because of the nature of the US security
guarantees to the ROK specifying the deployment of US air and naval
forces based in fapan against the DPRK. The seriousness of military
hostilities on the Korean peninsula would be heightened by the
probable involvement of the three maior nuclear powe$ (the US,
China and the Soviet Union) and the destabilisation of the complex set
of interrelatiorships between these states which define the Northeast
Asian balance of power.

Iapan sees itself as rnaking a significant contribution to the
security of the ROK by hosting US forces and bases, which are an
integral and vital component of the US strategic posture in the region
and a rnaior deterrent to a North Korean invasion of the South.ll
fapanese political leaders accept that the ROK is 'essential' to fapan's
own security.I2 Under the terms of the U$fapan Security Treaty, ]apan
is obliged to support US military operations on the Korean peninsula,
and the Japanese goverrunent has repeatedly affirmed its preparedness
to respond 'promptly and positively when asked for the use of bases in
defence of Korea'.l3 It is less dear how Japm might respond in a
situation less threatening than allout invasion of the ROK by the
DPRK.Iapan has also helped the ROK to develop its defence industry
by providing economic and technical assistance.

In the short term, the prospects for enhanced bilateral security
cooperation between the ROK and fapan are not promising. There are
some limited defence and intelligence exchanges,l4 but these are
prirnarily in the context of their triangular security relationship with

This perception is not shared by the ROK which believes that
fapan has bought ib defence on the cheap and at the expense of
the ROK, which spends a far higher proportion of its budget on
defence.
Park Yong Qk, Korun-lapanee-Amuican Triangle: Problmts anil
Prospects (The Rand Corporatiory Santa Monica, California,
September 1985), p.12.
ibid., p.l1.
There are occasional naval ship visits and contacts between senior
defence officials. There is also a Japan-ROK Parliamentary
Security Consultative Council, which was established in 1979.
Chaprnan et al.,lapan's Quest for Compehmsioe Security, p.11,4.

1l

72

13

14
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the US. The high level of distrust between the two nations, stemming
fromhistorical animosities and fapan's forty-year ocrupation of Korea,

is a significant emotional and psychological barier to the develoPment
of stronger defence ties.ls The potential for cooperation is_ further

circumscribed by international and domestic constrainb on the force

stmcture and r;h of the fapanese Self-Defense Forces qSDF), and

differing threat perceptiors. Iapan sees Moscow as the most likely
thrcat to its secotity- while the ROK is still preoccupied with the
DPRK.I6

The issue on the Korean peninsula of most immediate strategic

consequence for |apan is the acquisition of nudear weaPons by the

DPRK. fapan s concerns in this area are four-fold. First, there is the
direct threit to |apan that a nuclear-armed DPRK would pose. Second
is the destabilising effect of such a development on the strategic

baLance of power in Nortlreast Asia. Third is the possibility that the

ROK rep6nse might include a pre+mptive strike -ag{nst 
the

Yongbyon nuclear faciUties or, even more seriousll, provgfethe ROK

into developing its own nuclear weaPorui. Fourth is the added Pressure
on |apan tb consider the nudear option.l7 In the longer term, the
emergence of a nuclear-armed, reunffied Korea is not a prospect that

See L.Niksch, 'Fuhrre Issues in ROK-US Security Cooperation'in
ibid., pp.13l-132; and Park Yong Ok, Kotean-lryane-Amrican
Triangle, pp.11-12.
L€e Ki Tak,'Some Questions on fapanese Defense', in W. Taylor,
Young Koo Cha, |. Blodgett, M. Mazarr (eds), Tfte Fututgof Sou-th

Xorui-IIS Security Relatbns (Weswiew Press, Boulder Colorado,
and Crnter for Strategic and International Studies, Washington,
1989),p.79.
fire general feeling in the fapanese Foreign Minisbry is that even if
Ilongyang were prcved to possess nuclear weapons, it is

unlikely that Tokyo would respond by developing its own
nuclear weapon capability because of donrestic considerations
and the enornrous international Pr€ssure which would almost
certainly be brought to bear on |apan by the rnapr nuclear
powers. Intenviews, fapaneee Foreign Ministry, Tokyo, March-
April1991.

15
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Iapan would view with equanimity,lS although |apanese officials
doubt that a united Korea could sustain a nudear weapons program in
the face of concerted opposition from its neighbours and the US. In
addition, a unified Korea would almost certainly be higNy dependent
on trade, and consequently vulnerable to sanctions or other more
subtle means of economic dissuasion.

The Strategic Significance of China forlapan

Iapan is cpnrious of the cultural and linguistic heritage
bequeathed by China over the course of two milleniums. fapan has
also historically regarded China as a source of wealth, a natural
competitor for regional influencE, and a potential threat to the nationis
security. This ambivalence towards China has been complicated in
this century by the consequences of fapan's brutal occupation of
Manchuria and the Chinese heartland. The sense of war guilt and
moral responsibility felt by many lapanese leaders br the excesses of
this period has paid useful economic and political dividends for
Beiiing, which has managed to extract generous trade concessions from
Iapan and acquiescence to its defenqe modernisation program, which
in other times and under other circumstances rnay not have been so
readily forthcoming.

Nevertheless, although the possibility of a direct attack by
China is usually dismissed out of hand, there are influential policy-
makers in fapan who regard China's naval build-up and defence
modernisation as antithetical to fapanls long-term security interests,
and have taken careful note of China's proclivity for using force as a
means of conllict resolution. As a maritime power, fapan has a direct
interest in sea-lane security, which may not necessarily coincide with
China's rnaritine security interests. More specifically, fapan is in
dispute with China over the Senkaku (iaoyutai) islands, and the
extraction of oil from the Sea of )apan.l9 China's military action in

The worst case scenario, froma fapanese point of view, would be
the emergence of a unified communist state on the peninsula as
the result of military victory by Pyongyang. Barnds, Tle Two
I@rus in tust Asian Affairs,pp.92-93.
Chaprnan et aI., I apan' s Que.t f u Cony elwnsioe S uurity, p. 1 1 3.
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support of its claim to the Spratly Islands, and its subsequent
justification of the use of military force,20 was not particularly
reassuring to the fapanese, who also have lingering conc€rrui about
how China will seek to resolve the status of Taiwan which, as noted by
several Japanese Defense White Papers, is located close to fapan and
forms part of an important sea-lane.

Howevet it is China's historical vulnerability to recurring
cycles of political instability arrc chaos which rnost Preoccupies the
sociatty diriplined lapanese. Potitical turmoil in China could disrupt
Sino-Jipanese trade and creaE a dirnate of uncertainty and
unpredictability enveloping the whole of Northeast Asia. For the
mornent, however, Tokyo aPPears relatively sanguine about Beiiing's

ability, in th€ short term at least, to reconcile the contradictions of a
policy which enshrines ecronomic reform without concomitant political
liberalisation. There is an equally strong belief that China's long-term
problems are so imnense that it will never be able to fully realise its
economic and strategic potential, an outcome which is not without its
attractions for lapan.

The possibility of rapprochement between the Soviet Union
and China, and the development of a cooperative partnership between
these two erstwhile protagonists, is a scenario which evokes mixed
emotions in |apan. On the one hand, a further reduction of tensions
along the Sino-Soviet border would be welcorned by Tokyo, as would
the possibilities for enhanced trade linkages between the Northeast
Asian states and the Soviet Far East. On the other hand, some

Japanese defence analysts believe that China might eventually
redeploy some of its military assets southwards, and concentrate on

20 A few months afEr China dashed with Vietnam over the Spratly
Islands (h fuly 1988), Beiiing declared that the'army must do its
best... to defend our brritorial int%rity... [and] ensure that our
rights and interests at sea will not be encroached uPon. We
should give full play to the special role of our military forces in
intemational competitionl. Foreign Broadcast Information Service
(FBISKhina,29 luly 798,p.32, cibd in l.Malik, 'Chinese Debate

on Military Strategy: Trends and Portentsi, lournal of Northeast

Asbn Stuilia, (Vol.Dg No.2), Summer 190,p.74.
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the proiection of its naval power into the South China Seall r'v1'ti"n *
turn could force fapan to reassess its defence posture and match any
Chinese naval build-up. Most of these conoerns are long term,
however, and for the mornent Sino-fapanese relations are too
important for either side to contemplate gratuitously upsetting the
stafus quo. Trade is continuing to grow at a healthy pace, and both
China and fapan agree that the US presence in Northeast Asia is
critical to the stability of the region. In |apan's case, the US still
remains the principal guarantor of fapan's security while the Chinese
see the US presence as a hdge against a revival of fapanese militarism.

The Evolution of Japan's Security Policy

Japan's security p"licy has evolved through a number of
distinct phases since the nation's devastating defeat in the Second
World War. From 1945 until the early 1970s, economic reconshuction
was pursued with characteristic single-mindedness under the aegis of
a benevolent United States, which shielded fapan from disruptive
external influences.22 Traditional japanese security concerns were
subsumed in United States global policies designed to shape the post-
War international order and to consolidate United States and Western
security interests in Northeast Asia. In exchange for United States
patronage,Iapan permitted Washington to dictate the fundamentals of
its defence and foreign policies.

Within the parameters of the US security framework, fapan
developed a 'market place' foreign policy which separated economics
from politics as much as possible, thus enabling Japan to keep 'a low
political and strategic profile'.23 The declining emphasis on the
politico-military aspects of policy, what Scalapino has called a

G. Klintworth, Chitu's Modernistion: The Strategic lmplications for
thc, sia-Pacifb kston (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1989), p.94.
Chaprnan et al.,lapan's Quest for Comprehauioe Secuity,p.i.
R.Scalapino, 'Relations between the Nations of the Pacific
Quadrille: Stability and Fluctuation in East Asian Politics' in
H.Ellison (ed.), lapan and the Pacifrc Quadrille: The Majm Pouers in
Fy'st Asit (Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1987),p.8.

2l

2:2

23
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minimum-risk, maximumgain foreign policy,zl was aimed in part at

reassuring domestic and inErnational opinion that |apan would not
return to the aggressive militarism of the past. It came at a cost,
however, measured in ttre lack of political and strategic leverage which

Iapan poss€$sd in regional and global forums, and its over-

dependbnce on the united states. This in turn reduced Japan's ability
to ionstruct and pursue policies which wer€ not co-terminous with the

interests of the United Sates.

In the lg7}s,it was possible to discern inJapan two competing
conceptual approaches to tlre conduct of foreign poficy. One, which
has been labelled'omnidirectional foreign Polig/, advocated'primary
reliance on fapanls economic Power to establish the broadest possible

international ties cutting acrosl ideological and political boundaries'.2S

The proponents of the alternative approach argued thlt, as a global
economii lrcwer, Iapan had a maix stake in the politico-strategic
equilibrium of the world order, and it was therefore in japan's

inierests to increase its defence qommitrnents and honour the

obligations of alliance with the West.25 Central to both schools of
thought was acc€ptanc€ of fapan's sPecial relationship with the United

Statei as the sine qu non of national security and economic

advancement.

|apanis confidence in the efficacy of an omnidirectional
foreign policy and Washington's ability and willingness 9 acl as the

sole 
-guirantor of Japanese security began to erode in the 7970slz

fotlovhng the united state's defeat in Vietnam and the oil shock of
\9T3,inwniA the nation's dependence on overseas raw materials and
energy resourc€s wils painfully driven home. The )apanese
government dedded that the time had corne to sbengthen its defence

ibid., p.9.
ibid. See also Y*al, I apnw Defarce and Austr alian lntu ats, p.19.
Scalapino, Telations between the Nations of the Pacific

Quadrille/, p.10.
Comprehensive National Security Study GrouP. Rqott on

Comgehmsioe Natiotul Smrity, Z luly 198O p.25. The officially
sanctioned fapanee Study Group wrote: The most fundamental
fact in the changing international situation in the 1970s is the
termination of dear American suPr€macy in both military and
ecpnomic sptreres'.

24

25

26
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commiunent to the West, and that in the abuence of dear alternatives
to the US alliance this should be done within the framework of the Ug
Iapan Security Treaty. The new emphasis on the defence aspects of
security was accompanied by a determination that fapan should more
actively pursue ib own political and strategic interests, and adopt
measures to ensure a reliable supply of the energy and food resourc€s
essential to its prosperity and survival.

In 1978, the Nomura Research Institute published a paper
which advanced the concept of comprehensine national security. A
subsequent private study group established by Prime Minister Ohira,
developed the concept further, and identified six securityobjectives:

o Promoting closer military and general cooperation
with the United States.

. Strengthening Japan's defence capability.

. Improving the management of relations with China
and the Soviet Union.

o Achieving energy security.

o Achieving food security.

o Adopting rrreasures for coping with mapr earth-
{Pakes'28

The underlying assumption of comprehensive security, that
Iapan must provide for its security on a broad front, was in a sense the
logical development of earlier policies which recognised the economic
vulnerabilities of a resourae-poor nation like ]apan. Comprehensive
security, as pointed out by Alan Rix, brought together the two
peviously separated political and ecpnomic constituents of foreign
policy into a broad policy framework, which was cnnsistent with the
philosophical origins of Japan's Peace Constitution forbidding the use
of force in the seftlement of international disputes.29

ibid., pp35-35.
A. Rix, 'fapan's Comprehensive Security and Australia',
Ausbalian Outlook, (Vo1.41, No.2), August 1987,p.79.

28
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Japan's Security Policy Today

)apanls security Pohcy today remains predicated on the

concept of comprehensive securig, in which all the elements of
national power are mobilised for the protection of fapanis tenitorial
integrity and the maintenance of a favourable world order.
Comprehensive security is specifically aimed at ensuring a stable and
reliable supply of raw materials essential to Japa.n's ecrcnomic growth,
and'provides a strategic setting for existing diplornatic efforts for food
and resources polic5/ within a'politically acceptable framework for
maintaining a shong emphasis on a selfdefence capacity'.30

Under this new policy framework, Australia assumed a
greater prominence in |apan's strategic calculations, both as a principal
supplier of the food and energy raw materials essential to Japan's
security and as a co-member of the U$led Western alliance.3l As

observed by Alan Rir; comprehensive security marked 'a decisive
change in fapan's international profile'because it potentially placed
'all policies with international ramifications into a security contexf
most notably '(in addition to defence) food, resources, energy and
foreign aid'.32 This multidimensional approach to security has not
been without ie critics in |apau who have branded it as too vague to

be useful as a policy prescription or, in the case of the JDA, claimed
that 'non-military defence' is inappropriate in the 'cunent world
climate'.3 Generally, however, comprehensive security has found
broad acceptance in the Japanese communi$r.

Under the 'Initiative for International Cooperation'34
(announced in May 1988), which reflects fapanls broad interpretation

30

31

ibid.
The Rryrt on Comprehasioe National Security noted the
importance of forging closer relations with Western Europe,

Canada, Australia and New Zealand as Part of its 'efforts to build
a new international orde/ (p.a0).

Rix,lapn's Conprelrcnsizte Secuity anil Australia, p.80.
ibid.,p.79.
The initiative's three pillars are: tooperation for peac€',

'promotion of international cultural exchange', and 'expansion of
official development assistance' . D$enx of IaWn 1.990, p.81.

32
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of security, Iapan has substantially increased its economic assistance to
countries deemed to be of strategic importance to the Western alliance,
and provided increased levels of financial assistance to defray the
cosb of Unitd States troops stationed in |apan and in suPPort of allied
deployments overs€as. fapanls substantial financial contribution to the
multi-national forces deployed against Iraq during the Gulf crisis was
consistent with this'money for guns'approach, although |apan's Gulf
polrcy was clearly a series of ad hrc political compromises cobbled
together at the last rnoment, following the embarrassing failure of the
governmen(s atEmpts to depatdr elements of the ]SDF to the Persian
Gulf.35

The security treaty with the United States, incorporating
wide-ranging military, political, economic and technical cooperation, is
still regarded by Tokyo as fundamental to national security, despite
suggestions that |apan might have to consider altemative security
stsategies in the light of the more complex, multi-polar world of the
1990s. The arguments in favour of retaining the U$Japan treaty as the
cornerstone of fapanls security posture were set out by Takakazu
Kuriyama, Vice.Minister of Foreign Affairs, in a seminal PaPer entitled
'New Directions forlapanese Foreign Policy in the Changing World of
the 1990s'.36

Essentially, the Kuriyama paPer presents a case for fapan to
take a more active and constructive role in building a new
international order in coniunction with the US and Western Europe.
The paper's aentral thesis is that while US power has decreased in
relative terms, it is still preeminent in both the shategic and economic
domains. Nevertheless, the US can no longer assume sole

responsibility for protecting the broad interests of the industrial

fapan contributed US$1l billion, plus another US$2 billion in
ecpnomic assistance to countries rmst affected by the United
Nations sanctions against lraq. It also transported over 1,000

evacuees, on board four civilian aircraft, to their home countries.
Se lapnae Eoreign Minbfu Prais Relsse, No. 009L-1.9 of 7
February 1991, for a full breakdown of fapan's financial
contributions.
This paper, written in 199O is of great significance because it is
widely regarded as representing the views of the |apanese foreign
policy establishment.
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democracies, and Japan and Western Europe should assume a greater

portion of this burden. Kuriyama notes, however, that within this
irilateral relationship there are special ties linking fapan and the US
'which cannot exist in the ]apan-Western Europe side of the triangld
because of geopolitical imperatives and the alliance relationship with
the US.37

Kuriyama advances three arguments for the continuing
relevance of the US alliance to |apan. First, the U$fapan Security
Treaty deters Soviet military adventurism - the threat of which has not
diminished, however much the Soviet Union may have changed in
other respects. Second, the heaty provides a 'foundation on which
positive dialogue with the Soviet Union may take place', particularly
in regard to tfie unresolved Northern Territories issue and the related
question of 'concluding a peaae treat5/. Third, the treaty is the corner-
stone for stability and developnrent in the Asia and Pacific region'.
Kuriyama also acknowledges the security trea$/s function in
rendering'international credibility to fapan's fundamental stance that
it will not become a maior military Power, thus facilitating the

acceptance of a larger political and economic role for fapan by its
neighbours'.38

The arguments in favour of maintaining and strengthening the
US alliance have been reinforced by the Gulf crisis and the failure of
the Gorbachev visit to cut the Gordian knot on the status of the Kurile
Islands, which remains the maior impediment to improved Soviet-

fapanese relations. The Gulf crisis brought home to the government,
and to a lesser extent the fapanese public, the nation's vulnerable
dependence on critical energy resouroes, as well as highlighting
fapan's relative inability to safeguard its oil supplies in the Middle East

or to significantly affect the outconre of the confrontationbetween Iraq
and the U$led multinational coalition. Apart from frustration, and a
degree of embarrassment over the widespread international
perception of Japan's strategic impotence, the Gulf crisis reaffirmed the

T. Kuriyama, New Drections for |apanese Foreign Policy in the
Changing World of the 1990s' (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tokyo
1990), p23.
ibid.,pp.24-26.
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centrality of the US security reLationship in the collective mind of the
fapanese defence and foreign policy community.39

The Corbachev visit, which initially raised hopes of a
substantive change in the region's Cold War alignments, tailed to
advance the cause of Soviet-fapanese rapprochement.4o Gorbachey's
clearly weakened domestic position renewed fears in Tokyo that the
Soviet Union faced a prolonged perid of political instability, which
would not only retard and complicate attempts to improve bilateral
relations, but might also pose a direct threat b Japan's own security.
For the foreseeable future, thereforc, Iapan will continue to operate
within the familiar US alliance framework, albeit one modified by the
financial exigencies of the massive US balance of payments deficit.
The US is clearly committed to rctaining a substantial military
presence in Japart although there will be some reductions and
restructuring of US theabe forces.4l As a result, Japan will be required
to increase its financial contributions to US forces based in<ountry and
to take a greater responsibility for sea-lane defence.42

The |apanese goverrurEnt is also coming under increasing
pressure from the US, and from conservatives at honre, to redefine the
fSDPs role in the aftermath of the Gulf crisis and in the new political
and strategic circumstances of the 1990s. It is probable that the JSDF
will eventually be permitted to participate in UN-sanctioned peace.
keeping operations, and that there will be further overseas
deployments of military personnel in nonombat-related roles, such
as the April 1991 despatch of minesweepers to the Gulf. Both
measures clearly have mairrity public support and will go some way

Interviews with fapanese Defense and Foreign Minisby officials,
Tokyo April191.
It has been pointed out, with some justification, that expectations
of a settlernent of the Kurile Islands imbroglio during
Gorbachey's visit were unrealistic, and that Soviet preparedness
mercly to consider negotiations represented progress of a kind.
See report submifted by the Department of Defense to the
Congless in April 1990, entitled 'A Strategic Frarnework for the
Asian Pacific Rirn Looking Forward to the 21st Centu4/. The
report was written after a maix review of US strategic interests
and military deployments in the Asia-Pacific region.
Defnx of I apan 79N, p.54.
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to rebutting criticisms that |apan is not fulfilling its international
responsibilities and obligations.a3

Australia's Political and Strategic Interests in Japan

The future of the UgJapan security alliance and fapan's
regional security role are issues of direct concern for Australia, because

ofJapanls c€ntrality to the regional and global balance of power and its
position as Australia's most important trading Paltnel. Australia's

|rincipat strategic and political interest is to ensure that Japan remains

i stable, peacefut and reponsible rnember of the international

community, and utilises its considerable inlluence and Power in a
constructive rnanner.

Defence cooperation will feature more prominently in
Australia's relations with Japan; a development which is overdue,

pven tlre importance of fapan to Australia's security, and the

iirto.tittg dominance of trade issues which has tended to unbalance

the overill relationship. Since the late 1950s, Australia has maintained

only the most tenuous of defence links with Jalan+l despite their

"eriecti.'e 
military partnerships with the United States and the rapid

expa.nsion of bilateral economic and cultural ties. Japanese
constitutional restraints and Australian donrestic political sensitivities

mitigated against defence cooperation in the early years of the post-

ucted in March 1991, showed that 67

pei cent of those 
-p"nua 

were critical of fapan's-G_ulf policy but
irearly 60 per cent supported the participationo! ISOI -personnel
in peace'k-eeping operations. Nihon Keizai Shinbun ('Nil*cf), n
M;ch 1991. 

-A 
Yomiuri Shimbun Survey, published on 25 April

1991, found that three out of four |apanese supporEd the decision
to deploy mine'sweepers. The initiative also received broad
regional'endorsernent, including from the ROK. Far Eastqn
Economic Reriett), 9 MaY 1991, P.19.u Apart from Defence Attaches who were exchanged in the early
tgos,occasional ceremonial visits by senior military officers, and

the triannual attendance of a Japanese officer of colonel rank at
the Australian |oint Services Staff College. Ausfialian,3O April
1990.
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Second World War relationship. Defence attaches were exchanged in
the early lg6os, but apart from irregular naval ship visits, and the
ocrasional, largely ceremonial rrreetings between senior military
officers, there was little dialogue or substantive exchange on matters of
mutual defence interest, either bilaterally or regionally, before the
Hawke Labor Government came to power in 1983.

Early in the Hawke Government's first term of office, Foreign
Minister Haydery aware of residual domestic sensitivities about
renewed |apanese militarism, expressed reservations about any
sudden changes to the |SDFs force structure and capability which
might suggest a regional security role.45 However, following the visit
of Prime Minster Hawke to Tokyo in February 1984, reciprocated by
his counterpart Nakasone in January 1985, Australia adopted a more
positive and supportive attitude towards fapanese security concems.'t6
The barriers to closer defence cooperation were further reduced by
changes in the international security environment in the late 1980s.

Chief among these were a reduction in East-West tensions in the
afterrnath of the Cold War, and doubts about the US military
commitrnent to the Asia-Pacific region. These changes prompted
Canberra to articulate a new security strategy featuring closer defence
cooperation with key Asian and Pacific neighbours, including Iaparl
reinvigorating the Five Power Defence Arrangement, and exploring
the possibilities for a regional security francwork.

In early 1989, the Australian Chief of the Defence Force,
General Peter Gration, went to Tokyo in the first of a series of high-
level visits by senior Australian defence officials and military officers
aimed at establishing the foundations for doser bilateral defence ties.
He was followed in March 1990by Dr Paul Dibb (Deputy Secretary of
Defence), accompanied by Vice'Admiral Alan Beaurnont (Deputy
Chief of the Defence Force), and in April by another senior naval
officer, Vice'Admiral Hudson. The most significant of these was the
delqgation of officials led by Dibb, the first of its kind to visit Iapan
since the end of the Second World l,far.o The Dibb team conducted
broad-ranging discussions with the japanese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the |apanese Defense Agency, on topics which included

Rix,'Japan's Comprehensive Security and Australia', p.83.
ibid., p.83.
Australian F innncial R@ieu), 6 April 1 990.

45
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the changing nature of East-West rclations, the planned visit by Soviet

Preident Gorbachev to fapan in April 1991, and the consequences of a

Unied Sates withdrawal from the Philippines. Preliminary talks were
also held on the possibility of intelligence exchanges and defence
science cooperation.4S

Hard on the heels of Paul Dibb came |apan's Minister for
Defense, Yozo Ishikawq who arrived in Canberra with minimum
fanfare on 1 May 1990 - the first tirne a fapanese Defense Minister had
ever visited Australia.4g Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Gar€th Evans, continued the expanding dialogue on security issues in
Tokyo in fune and, after another Prirne Ministerial aPPearance by fo!
Hawte in Septernber, this unpredecented sequenc€ of visib concluded
in October with the arrival in Ausbalia of General Taizo Terashima,

Chairrnan of ttre JSDFs Ioint Staff Council.So

fapan resporuCed positively to the Australian initiative because

it too saw a need to develop a more regionally orientated defence
posture. Tokyo was also acutely awarre that the relative decline in
Uniea States military capabilities and Washington's softening
perception of the Soviet threat would complicate japan's defence
ptaruring. It was considered prudent, therefore, in the new era of
multipolarity, to engage in dialogue on issues of mutual security
interest with like'minded countries. Australia was seen as a reliable
ally, a force for stability in the regiory and sympathetic to the idea of an

enhanced security role for fapan. Moreover, the Australian Defence

Force has long experience in operating n'ith US forces and is known
for ib professionalism, characteristics whidr are attractive to the JSDF.

In the future bilateral defence cooperation will almost
certainly be extended to include mone frequent exchanges of
personnel,Sr inforrnatiory ship visib, and academic conferences on
sbabgic issues. There is also the possibility that Australia may invite

fapanee Maritime Self-Defense Force $lvISDD persorurel to observe

ibid.
Australbn, 30 April f 990.
Austr alian Fhuncial Rsoiew, 1 6 &tober 1990.

Austsalia has, for the fint time, a Deferrce Attache designate at a

Japanese Defense C-ollege, while |apan sends a colonel-level
officer to the foint Services Staff College every two years.

4E
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naval exercises in Australian waters, and that there will be regular
attachmenb of Australian and fapanese defence personnel to each
othey's training colleges.52 The fapanese are partiorlarly interested in
the use of Australian defence facilities for |SDF training, research and
development, and equipment testing. There have already been
suggestions, for example, that the new |apanese FSX fighter aircraft
might be tested at the Woonrera Rocket Range in South Ausbalia.53

Australia's decision to upgrade bilateral defence links stems
from a belief that fapan will, over the course of time, accrue a greater
measure of political and strategic influence, to match its economic and
technological strength. While there is rcom for debate about the
inevitability or desirability of an enhanced strategic role for japan, it is
difficult to contest the Hawke Governmenfs underlying assumption
that it would be unwise and counterproductive to isolate Japan from
the expanding regional dialogue on security issues. By engaging ]apan
on these issues, Australia will at least have an opportunity to influence
and shape fapan's security policies in a forrn and rnanner consistent
with Australia's own obFctives.

There are, of course, risks attached to an expanded defence
relationsNp with fapan and arguments, both in Australia and in the
region, about the direction this process should take. For example,
while Opposition Liberal{ountry Party (LCP) leader, fohn Hewsory
has accepted that fapan should adopt a more active and prominent
international profile, he has reiected the notion of a broader security
role for the JSDF. Hewson argues that there is little popular
enthusiasm in japan for a |apanese international military role, even in
peace-keeping, and that 'negional tensions would be aggravated
unnecessarily'.54

Interviews with officials of the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Canbera.
This sublect was apparently raised by Defence Minister Ishikawa
during his visit in May 1990. The FSX is being ilintly developed,
by C*neral pynamics and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, as an
advanced version of the F-15 (Falcon) fighter aircraft. Age, 30
September 1990.
Age,17 October 1990.
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Many of Japan's neighbours are also apprehensive about the
idea of Iapan projecting itself militarily into the region, particularly in
ttre conteit ofa US wi-thdrawal from the Philippines and the Pacific

power vacuum which, some argue, might eventuate. A number of
3outheast Asian countries are also uneasy about US presure on fapan
to assurr greater responsibility for sea-lane security, fearing that this
might provl a suitable pretext for ]apan to extend its military readt
beyond the existing f,Om'mite maritime to*iry zone.55. The

acreptanceby most rbgional countries of ]apan's deployment of mine'
sweepers to the Persian Gulf would suggest that- these fears have

eased.r However, Australia will need to ensure that its expanding

defence links with |apan take account of regional and donestic
sensitivities, and do not proceed too quickly or in a rrurnner which
would |eopardise Australia's relations with other countries of the
region, notably China and the ROK.

Regional Security

There are a number of other issues relating to Japan's role
which Australia will have to address. Foremost among these is the

question of a fufure regional security framework and what form, if
any, it should take. when Australia's Minister for Foreign Affairs and

tride first floated his proposal for a Conference on Security arxt
cooperation for Asia (cscA) Japan was unenthusiastic, believing that
ttre CSCA might weaken ib security ties with the United States. The

fapanese also iontended that a European-style institutional framework

wis both prernature and inappropriate for the Asia-Pacific reglon,

because oi ttre disparate interests and political and ideological

diversity of regionaf states.S7 There are no indications that fapan's

tskiY, 'JaPan and the SecuritY oj
Southeast Asia:- fearing the fuggernaut?', Asian Defaw lourtul,
November 199O, pp.2*3Q and Gregory Clarkds article in the
Austtalian, 26 October 1990.

% Asiaueek,T7 May 7997,p.27.
57 ibid.
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views on a CSCA have changed, and the proposal itself has run into
problems with the United States.SE

Despite doubts about the CSCA, there is a reasonable prospect
that, over time, some kind of regional security forum or dialogue
process will evolve, possibly along the lines of the less ambitious
Evans proposal for confidence'building measures and subregional
building blocks.sg From Australia's viewpoint, japanese involvement
in such a process is essential for a number of reasons:

o The exdusion or absence of Japan would seriously
weaken the prospects for greater regional security
cooperation, because of ]apan's status as the leading
economic and financial power in Asia.

. Reglonal dialogue on security issues would serve to
reduce tensions and encourage the kind of conflict
resolution and accountability which was sadly absent
when fapan embarked on its disastrous conquest of
Asia fifty years ago.

o Greater cooperation on security rnatters would
facilitate Japan's integration into the region and
complement existing economic structures, such as
APEC.

. Re$onal security cooperation could prove a useful
adjunct to existing bilateral and multilateral defence
arrangements, and could facilitate the resolution of
international security disputes of a non-military
nature, such as rain forest destruction, and the
depletion of ocean resources, many of which involve
]apan.

The US objection seems to be related to a fear that the Soviet
Union might hijack the framework or agenda to pursue its long-
held goal of naval arms control in the Pacific. Age,24 April 1991.
S€e D.Ball, Air Powr, theDet'ence of Australia anil Regiorul Security,
Working Paper No.229 (Sbategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, 197), pp.78-20.
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Appropriate Defence

Perhaps the most critical defence interest, and one which

Australia s.-t'"es with the regiory is the question of Japanese

rearnrament or, as one analyst hai postulated, how much, and in what

nranner, fapan should reairneo Numberilg some 154,000. personnel,

tlre JSDF is comparable in size with the conventional forces of
Gerrnany and France.61 This is a force of modest proportions given
japan's fopuhtion and global stah$.luP?., of course, does not have

ir,ir 
"n""' 

to derend of China or the Soviet Union, nor is it directly

confronted by large, combat-ready forces as in tlre case of the two

Koreas.

Excluding the US and the Soviet Union,IaET has by.far the

largest defence birdget in Asia, and the third or sixth largest globally,

deiending on whicl method of calculation is used.62 |apan's 1990

deience bidget, totalling Y4.16 trillion (US $30 billion), is equal to the

combined -ItiOty budgets of its Northeast Asian neighbours, China,

Taiwan and the-two Koreas.63 However, much of the increase in

dollar terms has been due to the sharp appreciation of the Yen since

1985, and the strong growth in the fapanese econgmy' lapan's defence

spending as a peic-entage of budget oullay's tgs lernained fairly
c-onstaniat aro.nd one per cent of GNP, which is the lowest of dl the

Northeast Asian states and far less than Australia's in percentage

terms.

of East and Southeast Asia', in Ellison
(&.\, I aryn anil the P ocifrc Quadille, p.43.
These ane only rough ipproximations, but ttrey give some sense of
the relative 

-capauitities 
and strengths of nations which rank

nearest to tapan in terms of the indices of power: Gtgt National

Product (GI.IP), population, political and economic influence'

Pensioru are not norrnally hctuaea in fapan's calculations, but
they are in those of NATO. IaPan argues that if pensions are

ottitted, then fapan would rank sixth, not third, in levels of
military erpenditure. Briefing to the Defence subcommittee of the

Parliamentay Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and

Trade by the fapanese Embassy, Tokyo,4 December 1990'

My calc-ulationi from data provided by the lnternational Institute
for Strategic Studies 0ISS).
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The underlying reason for the concern about whether fapan is
exceeding the self-imposed limit of one per cent of GNP on defence64
is thab even if the ceiling is maintained at the current level of GNP,
military outlays will continue to insease as the size of the economy
grows. Some critics have argued that |apan will acquire, by osmosis, a
formidable military capability whidr it rnay be tempted to use in ways
which are inimical to other regional states. The more extrerne
adherents of this view contend that Japan's advanced industrial and
technological base, including its extensive nuclear-power infra-
structure and rapidly developing sPac€ Program, would enable it to
very quickly establish sophisticated, stateof-the art, conventional and
nuclear forces, which might be deployed offensively if, for example,
essential food or energy imports were threatened.5S

What this view ignores, or at least underestimates, however,
are the considerable emotional, political and constitutional restraints
on ]apan's military capability. While Artide Nine of the Constitution
does not legally proscribe |SDF force expansion or modemisation, it
does restrict certain classes of weapons systems and plafforms which
are dearly offensive in nature, such as aircraft cariets, long-range
transports and heavy bombers. The Constitution is also a significant
political barrier to militarisation because any reinterpretation of what
is legitimate selfdefence must be measured against the barometers of
domestic and international acceptability.65

There is much dispute about the actual system for calculating the
one per cent ceilin& which was exceeded for the first time in 1987.

If the NATO system of assessment is used, the figure would be
closer to 1.5 per cent.
See, for example, N. Lindeman,lapan Thrut: Australia anil Nant
Zalanil in the Coming Worlil Crisis (Nicholas Undemary Armidale
NSW, 1970, pp54. Lindeman contends that fapan 'possesses a
powerful motive for attacking' Australia, because she lacks
indigenous resources of food, energy and raw materials, and that
'she alone at present has both the military strength and the
maritime capability to launch a major invasion of Australia ...'.
I. Van de Velde, 'Article Nine of the Postwar fapanese
Constitution: Codified Ambiguig/, lourtul of Ncr.thalst Asian
Studia, (Vol.VI, No.l), Spring 1987,p.42.
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Japan has not renounced the utility of nuclear deterrence, nor
has it foreclosed the option of developing an independent nudear
force. However, Japan relies on the shield provided by US theatre
nuclear forces to deter would-be protagonists by raising the threshold
of both nudear and conventional attack, thus enabling it to remain
ostensibly free of nudear weapons and committed to nuclear
disarrnarnent.6T fapan's'three non-nudear principles'6E would geatly
complicate any lapanese decision to develop a nudear-weapons
capability, particularly while tlre U$IaPan Security Treaty remained in
effect. The domestic nudear industry is subiect to an International
Atomic Energy Agency OAEA) safeguards reginre, and any aftempt to
circumvent its conventions would be quickly detected and almost
certainly invite international condemnatiory as well as provoking
widespread domestic opposition from a public which remains
implacably opposd to nuclear weapons.

For these reasons, it is doubfful whether any fapanese
government would countenance a radical departure from current
defence policy or practice in the short-to-medium term. Even among
the defence and foreign poliry establishment, tlrere is little sentirnent
in favour of an expansion in the fSDFs capabilities. The Kuriyama
paper, for example, explicitly reiects the notion of a more assertive

naiionat military posture, pointing to the 'tragrc aonsequences' of

fapan's choice of lorce to change the international order in 1941.59

Kuriyama argues that Japan can and should play a nrore active role in
world affairs but'through non-military rneans'.Z)

Australia should lend its weight to the Kuriyama view that

Iapan would be best served by channelling ib energies into non-
military fields. With its existing commitments, and assuming the

I.Van de Velde, 'fapan's Nuclear Umbrella: US Extended Nuclear
Detenence for fapani, in lourrul of Nortlwst Asbn Stuili6,
(Vol.Vtr, No.4), Winter 7988., p.37.
These are non-possession and non-production of nuclear
weapons, and refusal to allow their introduction into |apan. The

latter, of course, has been breached by the Presence of United
States nuclear-armed warships in Japanese ports.
Kuriyama, tlew Drections for fapanese Foreign Policy in the
Changing World of the 1990s',p.13.
ibid., p.19.
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continuation of a strong United States strategic presence in the region,
there would seem liftle justification for a significant increase in the size
of the ISDF, or a maior change in ib structure. The danger that a
sudden withdrawal of United States forces from the Pacific might
create pressures in |apan for a compensating increase in the size of the
|SDF now seerrs to have receded, given Washingtonfs palpable
determination to retain a substantial military presence in the North
Pacific.

On the question of actual deployments, Australia has so far
accepted the lqtitimacy of fapan's sea-lane defence role with greater
equanimity than rnany other countries in the region. Both LCP and
Iabor governments have done so because ]apan has legitimate defence
concerns, particularly oisd-ois the Soviet Union, and because it
demonstrably shares Western s€cudty interests and goals as an
integral part of the US alliarrce shrcture in the Asia-Pacific region. The
Hawke Govemnrent has also indicated that it would welcome a peace-
keeping role for the JSDF and has generally encouraged lapan to play a
more active role globally. These policies are coruistent with Australia's
long-term strategic interets in ensuring that fapan continues to
exercise its natural leadership role in a peaceful and constructive
rnanner. fapan's involvement in UN peace'keeping operations, and in
clearly defined non-combat roles, is an appropriate middle course,
which allows Tokyo to counter criticism that it is 'free-riding' on
defence without unduly offending the sensibilities of its neighbours.

However, it would not be in Australia's interests for fapan to
develop a capacity to proiect military power well beyond the limits of
maritime defence as presently construed, or to acquire nuclear
weapons or 'intelligent', non-nuclear space weapons. Australia should
also discourage Japanese exports of dual-use technologies which have
military applications. Equally, Australia should make clear its
opposition to suggestions that ]apan should develop an autonomous
defence capability consonant with a strategy of military self-reliance.7l
Military self-reliance is neither feasible nor desirable. The level of
expenditure required to provide a genuinely independent capacity to
defend the fapanese homeland against rnaior attack would severely tax
even fapan's robust economy, and would be well beyond the scope of

77 Shintaro Ishihara, an ultra-nationalist Diet member, has proposed

iust such a policy. Far fustqn Frorcmic Roieut, 20 |une 7991,p.52.
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curent deferrce experuliture. Sudr a Policy would attract little support
dometically or internationally, arut could well ignite a regional arms
race. As rerrarlced by ot e forrrs Chinese mifitary officer:

The day that we see tnore fapanese destroyers in
Asian waErs than ships from the US 7th Fleet, that
day ]apan will be seen as a threat.72

In the final analysis, the US security relationship remains the
most critical constraint on future |apanese rearrnament, in both the
conventional and the nudear arenas. This is acknowledged by the

fapanese themselvesF and is a powerful argument for Australia
continuing b support the rnaintenance of the U$fapan Security
Treaty, regardless of the outcome of proposals for enhanced regional
dialogue on security issues. The abrogation of the U$lapan Security
Treaty, in the abeence of an alternative framework acceptable not only
to fapan but also to its neighbours, could destabilise the region and
je'opatdise Australia's own relationship with laPan.

ibid.
ibid.

72
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CHAPTER 2

JAPAN: ECONOMIC SECURITY

Historical Economic Linkagee

It is not generally appreciated that Au$tralia had a vibrant
trade relationship with fapan in the 1920s and 1930s, based on wool,
wheat and meal In the late 1920s, exports to fapan accounted for
around 7 per cent of total exports arul by 193$%, the percentage of
total exports destined for the fapanese market had reached 14 per cent,
which made Japan Australia's second largest rnarket.l Imports from
fapan, rnainly of textiles and silk-piece goods, were significantly lower
in both volume and percentage terms, but they still comprised 5 per
cent of total imports in 193F35.2 Trade virtually ceased during the
Second World War, and thereafter rose slowly to pre.war leveli. In
1957-ffi, before the signing of the watershed Australia-|apan
Agreement on Commerce,3 |apan was Australia's third most
important trading partner, receiving 13 per cent of Australia's exports
(A$205 million) and providing 2 per cent of imports (A947.6 million).4

The 1957 Agreement on Commerce provided a much needed
framework for the economic relationship and symbolised the political
reconciliation between the two former wartime adversaries, ending a
long period of mutual distrust and antagonism dating back to the
previous c€ntury.S Much of the impetus for improved relations came

From data supplied by the Departnrent of Trade and Industry inJ.
Stockwin (&.), Australia anil lapan in thc Sanntia (Angus and
Robertson in association with the Australian Institute of
International Affairs, Sydney,'1,972), Appendix 2, p.2\7.
ibid.
This agreement, which caused considerably controversy at the
time, was the culminationof almost 18 months of trade talks, and
followed the relaxation in import licensing of fapanese goods in
19il. A. Renouf, A Fighteneil Country (Macnrillan, South
Melbourne, 7979), p.63.
Stockwiry Australin anil lapan in the Seoentia,p.22l.
For a more detailed treatment of Australia's historical attitudes
towards Japan, see A. Dupont, Australia's Thrut Percqtiotts: A

2

3

4

)
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from the Country Party,led by |ohn McEwen. McEwen saw Japan as

an alternative rnarket for Aushalia's primary products at a time when
Australia's traditional markets in the UK and Europe were threatened

by the emerging European Economic Community. He was suPPortd
Uy nirne Minis-ter Robert Menzies who, despiE his strong emotional
at&achrrcnts to Britain, recognised that:

fapan was, and would be for many years to come, $e
greatest industrial nation in theWestern Pacific ... that
in consequence she would be ... a large importer of
primary products and minerals of which we were, and
are, producers!6

Menzies prescience was borne out by the extraordinary
growth in bilaterai trade between 1958 and 1978. In the first decade in
wfrictr the Agreement on Commerce was in effect, Australia's exports
quadrupled from A$205 million (1958-59), to A$822 (7968-69)' and in
ttre roilbwing decade (1978-79), increased five.fold to A$4.1 billion.

fapan's share of Australia's exports in the saAe Perlod increased from
ti.e pr cent (1958-59) to 28.8 per cent (1978-791, having peaked at 34

per ient in 197G77. Imports showed a similar gtoryt! pattern,

representing 3.8 per cent of total imporb in 1958-59 (A$60 million),
aiaV.eper cent in797*79 (d$2.4 billion).7

The extent of Australia's trade reorientation away from the UK
and Europe towards lapan is dearly illustrated in the following
figures. ln the early 1950s, nearly 6|0 pet cent of Australia's exports.

*it t to Westem Euiope, arui one third to Britain alone. In the space of
two decades, this pattern was almost reversed. By 7975, Western
Europe actounted fbr only 16 per cent of Australian exports, and the

Surch fur Security, C-anberra Papers on Strategy and Defence

No.82 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra 1991).

Cited in G. Greenwood, Approacha to Asiu Anstralian Postwar

Policiaanil Attituda McGraw Hill,Sydney, 7978), p.191.

Foreign Trade, Australia: Exports anil lmpwt+ Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS), cat. no5409.0.
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United Kingdom a tiny 4 per cent. By contrast, Iapan received one
third (33.1 per cent in 7974-7il.s

Initially foodstuffs, coking coal, iron ore and wool made up
the bulk of Australian exports to |apan. In 1970, Australia provided
nearly half of fapan's bauxite, one third of her coking coal and around
25 per cent of her iron ore and concentrates.g As a result, between
19656 and 7974-75, gross output in the mining sector grew four times
as fast as gross domestic product t0 providing a maior stimulus to the
Australian economy. fapan also took a very high proportion of
Australia's agricultural exports. japan's growing economic
importance to Aushalia was reinfor*d by the increase in volume and
percentage terms of Japanese imports, which made up over 20 per cent
of total imports by 197G77.tt This exponential growth in two-way
hade had already made Japan Australia's most important trading
parbrer by 1970.

In the mid-1970s, Aushalia-japan trade entered a new phase.
Australian exports of foodstuffs, coking coal, iron ore, and wool, began
to decline as a proportion of trade while the share of energy
commodities, particularly steaming coal and liquid natural gas,
manufactures and other raw materials increased.l2 On the Japa.nese

10

l1
72

P. Drysdale, 'Australia and fapan in the Pacific and World
Economy' in P. Drysdale and Hironobu Kitaoii, lrpan anil
Australia: Two Societies and Their lnteraction (Australian National
University Press, C-anberra, 198D, pp.421422; and N. Meaney, T.
Matthews, S. Encel, Tle lapanese C-onnution: A Surury af Australia's
Izailqs' Attituila Towards lapn anil the Australia-lnpon Rehtionship
(longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 1988), Appendix II[, p.148.
H. Arndt, 'Australia's Economic Relations with ]apan:
Dependence or Partnership', in I. Stockwin (d.), Australia anil

I apn in the Sanaiia, p.32.
Rqort of the Ail-Hoc Working Committe on Australitn-:lapan
Relations May 7978 (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 79781,p.47.
ibid.
P. Drysdale, N. Viviani, Akio Watanabe and Ippei Yamazawa,The
Australb-lapn Rehtbnship: Towarils the Yur 2000 (Australia-

Japan Research Crntre and fapan Center for Economic Research,
Canberra and Tokyo, September 1989), p.18.
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side, capital ard technology-intensive rnanufacturres supplanted those
produced prirnarily by labour as the dominant category of o(Ports to
Australia.l3 Perhaps the most significant developnent, however, in
terms of the composition of trade, has been the growth in services,
especially in tourism and financial services. While still small in
absolute terms, this sector is growing extremely rapidly. In 1982,

fapanese comprised only 5.7 per cent of touriss arriving in Australia,
but in 1990, that percentage had risen to 27.2 per cent. fume 500,000

fapanese are expected to visit Australia in 1991, and the proictions are
for two million a year by the end of the decade, which would rcpresent
about one third of the total foreign tourist traffic.la h additiory many

)apanese are also beginning to contemplate spending Part of their
retirerrent years in Australia.l5

Table 1: Selected Exports to fapan,1989-90r

Commodity A$ million Percentage Exported
To Japan and Rank

Coal
Aluminium
Iron Ore
Beef
Gold
Gas
Woodchips
Zinc Ore
Cotton
Crustaceans and Molluscs

3,140
r2s8
1,182

813
67
329
365
305
226
242

s(1)
ss (1)

54 (1)

3s (2)
24(21
67 (1)

97 (7)

46 (1)

40 (1)

s0 (1)

Source: ABSa Prelimlnary and subF<t to revisiqt

13

14

15

By 19E8, the combined share of capital and technology intensive
manufactures had increased to about 92 pr cent of total |apanese
exports to Australia. ibid.
Age,79 ]une 1991.

Age,4 Mardr 1991 and Asahi EoaningNatn,29 March 191.
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The Economic Relationship Today

looking at the economic relationship today in profile, the
following statistics highlight the importance of fapan to Australia's
future economic well-being:

o Since 7970, Japan has consistently taken over 25 per
cent of all Australian exports and, since 198O has
provided around 20 per cent of imports.l6

o In dollar terms, 198&89 two-way trade was well over
lL$22 billion tT making IaPm o'r single most
important trading partner by a significant margin over
the US, the second-ranked natiorL and a substantial
margin over all other trading partners. Australia now
elPorts morle nvlnufactured goods to fapan alone than
all her exports to the UK, and has considerably more
total trade with ]apan than with all of Western
EuroPe.l8

. Iapan's preeminence as a trading partner is reinforced
by the high percentage of key commodities which it
takes from Australia, illustrated in Table 1.

o The economic relationship is no longer based on
merchandise and commodity trade. Trade in services,
particularly tourism, is growing rapidly. The net
effect of these changes will be to enhance japan's
position as Ausbalia's most important trading partner,
and more than compensate for the plateauing in some
traditional exports of raw materials.

o Total |apanese investment in Australia has increased
substantially in the past decade. Although it is still
primarily directed at the tourist and real estate sectors,

16 Aration of Traile Australia,Time Sgrirs 7971.-72 to 1988$9, Central
Statistics Section (CSS), Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade
@FAD.

17 ForcignTrade, Australia, ABS.
lE Drysdale et aI., Thc Australia-lapan Relatiottship, p.52.
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and is criticised for being too narrowly focused,r9 11 ie

nevertheless an important sourc€ of finance' If
fapanese investment were to dry uP,, _as some

commentators have predicted'zo this would severely

disruPt the Australian economy.

Comprehensive S ecurity

It is clear from this brief analysis that Australia's trading
relationship with tapan is fundamental to Australia's future economic

security, notwithstanding the relative decline of fapan's importance

over tire past 15 years compared with Australia's other Northeast

Asian trading piutnere.2l For this reason alone, Australia has a major

interest in ensuring the stability of the relationship because any

significant shift in fipan's economic Policy or circumstances is likely to

have a disproportionate effect on Australia, particularly if Fe nature

and consequences of such changes were not anticipated or fully
understood by C-anberra.

Such changes might occur as a result of deliberaE Policy
decisions by I"p"", or as the unintended consequenaes of evenb or
decisions n6t retatea b the bilateral relationship. A princ example of
the former is Japan's Comprehensive Security initiative which, while
not directed sfecificatty it Australi4 has potentially far-reaching
ramifications for Australia's economic interests. Two of the six

elements of the policy of Comprehensive Security are designed to

guarantee japan's food and energy -requirements 
through

iiversification of suppliers, thus ensuring stable, long-term sources of
competitively priced food and energy raw materials. As Australia is a
maitr providei of these commodities to the Japanese market, there is a

risk thlt Australia's market share might erode if fapan were to adhere

strictly to the dictates of Comprehensive Security.

19

20

21

Austr alian Fircncial R@ieu, 19 fuly 1990.

ibid.
China, the ROK and Taiwan accounted for 20 per cent of
Australia's exports in 1988, compared with 13 per cent in 1975,

while fapanis lhare has stabilised at around 26 pr cent. Dysdale
et al,Thc Australia-lapn Relationship, PP.24 and 28.
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As has already been noted, many of the Australian exports of
raw materials and agricultural products, which fuelled the first wave
of expansion in bilateral trade, have declined in importance in both
relative and absolute terms. While part of this decline has been due to
structural changes in the fapanese economy, it is also related to ]apanis
application of the comprehensive ethos. For example, at the 14th
Australia-japan Coal Conference, held in October 1990, the Executive
Vice-President of the Tokyo Electric Power Company, Mr Toshiyuki
Kondq told the conference that although his countq/s demand for
sbaming coal would increase, fapan would attempt to rcduce its high
dependence on Australian coal by seeking alternative suppliers. This
was despite Australia's reputation as tlre most competitive coal
producer in the world.22 japan has also subsidised inefficient dornestic
and international coal producers in order to reduce its dependence on
Australian coal. Around 10 per cent of steaming coal used in fapan is
still produced by |apanese mines at twice or two and a half times the
world price, which represents a subsidy of about A$2 billion dollars.23
In C-anada |apanese coal buyers have generously supported the
Quintefte mine, which has operating costs far in excess of the
intemational market and could not survive without fapanese
assistance.24

Australian exports of uranium and rare metals could also be
affected. At present, Australia is a principal supplier of manganese,
cobalt, vanadium, nickel and uranium ore to Japan.25 Australia's
r.ecord as a stable, competitive low-risk supplier has so far enabled it to
capture a significant share of this expanding market, in which Japan is
heavily reliant on imports. However, in the longer term, these factors
may not be enough to guarantee Australia its current market share.

fapan's quest for food security is diametrically opposed to
Australia's interests as a major supplier of agricultural products and
processed foodstuffs. Apart from having one of the most highly

Aushalian Fiwncial Raicut, 29 October 1990.

From data supplied by the Australian Embassy, Tokyo, April
1991.
Presentation by |. Doherty at the Australian Coal Supply
Symposiurn" National Agricultural and Resources Outlook
Conference, 30 |anuary 1991.

Rix,'fapan's Comprehensive Security and Australia', p.82.

v2

23

24
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protected agricultural sectors in the world,26 |apan is highly import-
dependent in a number of staple food products (wheat, feedgrains),
but self-sufficient in others, such as rice and vegetablesp although
rnany of these homegrown items are produced by heavily subsidised,
inefficient,local farme6.28 fapan has worked assiduously to improve
its food seU-sufficiency and orrrent proptions indicaE that it will
achieve some succ€ss in this endeavour in the medium-to-long term,
particularly in the areas of wheat, soybean grains and sugar.29 In
addition, as with other sectors, the logic of C-omprehensive Security
has led Iapan to seek alternative sourc€s of food supply. The
combined impact of these two processes has been to restrict Australia's
food exports to fapan.3o

These developments have clearly croncerned the Australian
goverrunent and precipitated Prime Minister Hawke's plea, at the
October 1990 ]apan-Australia Diet Members Friendship league, for
)apan to ease agricultural protection - which tre argued was
unnec€ssary because Ausbalian could be trusted as a reliable food
supplier.3l Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, C'areth Evans, was
equally insistent thatJapan should recognise that'food security should
not, in this day and age ... be the only consideration that counts'.32 The
question of food security, and Australia's access to |apanls lucrative
market for foodstuffs, is likely to continue as a significant issue in the

Drysdale et al., Tle Austr alia-l apan Relatiotrship, p.!i6.
Rix, Japan's Comprehensive Security and Australi{ p,82.
The ruling Liberal Democratic Party is extremely sensitive to
pressure from domestic suppliers to restrict foreign imports,
because of its traditional reliance on political support from rural
electorates.
Rix, Japan's Comprehensive Security and Australi{,p.82.
ibid. Exduding meat and cereals, exports of foodstuffs to lapan
dropped from 9 per cent of total o<ports in the mid-1970s to 7.6
per cent in 1988. Drysdale et al., Tlu Australia-lapan Rehtbtrship,
p56.
Australian Financial RerriaD, 20 September 1990.
ibid.
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bilateral relationship, notwithstanding both countries' agreement on
the need for 'a freeing up of the global economic system,.33

Adjusting to Change in the fapanese Economy

Another challenge to the economic relationship, and one
which will have far-reaching consequencEs for the nation;s long-term
economic- security, is Australia's capacity to accurately prediit and
ldapt to the stmctural changes which are currently taking prace in the
fapanese economy. The weight of the |apanese economy has shifted
away from the labour-intensive industries of the lgios and 1920s
towards the more capital and technology-intensive industries of what
Alvin Toffler has referred to as the post-industrial 'third wave,.3
Japan has emerged as a'major cenfie for the generation and diffusion
of technology'.3s ttte trend towards increaJing value.added, high-
quality, sophisticated product design and innovation in fapanese
manufacturing, me:rns that, in the future, Iapm will place a greater
premiul.r on those goods and services which contribute directly to
twenty-first century technologies and associated life-jtyh
developments.

Although there will be a continuing demand for the low value-
added energy raw materials and primary products which still
constitute the bulk of Australia's exports to |apary Australia will need
to complement its commodity trade by increasing cooperation with
fapan in areas such as biotechnology, the environment, space,
telecommunications and leisure. The furore in Australia ovei the
Multi-Function polis (MFp) casts some doubt on Aushalia,s ability and
willingness to construct the qualitatively different partnership with
lapan which will be essential to Australia's economic security in the
next century.

Opening Statement by the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Senator Gareth Evans, to the 16th Australia-]apan Ministerial
lomlittee in Tokyo, 27 January 7989. Australian Foreign Affairs
Raoril, (Vo1.60, No.1), p.3.
A. Toffler, TlEThird Waoe (William Morrow and C-ompany, New
York,1980).
Drysdale et al., The Australia-lapan Relationship, p.fi .
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Moreover, Australia's 'track record' in anticipating the rate

and exEnt of economic change in )apan is not reassuring. During an

earlier perid of economic restructuring in fapan, which was well
underwly in the mid-1920s, Australian official and business forecasts

were opiimistically predicting further rises, in both volume and

percentage terms, of tte lusUalian exports of the raw rnaterials which

ilaa r"Ui""a ]apan,s first- and second-phase industrial developnrent.35

These expectations were never realised as ]apanis share of Australia's
exports failed to readr the levels forecast for the 1980s and began to
decline from the peaks attained in the boom years of the mid-1970s. By

1983, it was clear that'the basic materials industries' were among the

low-growth sectors of the ]apanese economy.3T

Balancing the negative bilateral aspects of |apan's search for
food and energy security, and Australia's potential vulnerability to
structural changes in the ]apanese economt is the mutual dependence

which has chaiacterised the relationship for the past three decades.

Sone would argUe, in fact, that )apan is more dependent o-n Australia

economically than Australia is on laPan, in the sense that imporb
from Japan of motor vehicles and consuner durables are less vital and

more easily substituted than the raw materials supplied by Australia.3S
others contend that the relationship has now developed sufficient
monrntum to counterbalance any conscious or unconscious attempts

by fapanese policy rnakers to significantly diversify away from

Australian suppliers of food raw materials.

Certainly it would aPPear that, as long as Australia remains

competitive, there will be limits to the diversification premium

fapanese industry will be prepared to Pay in pursuit of gnergy an{
food security. Moreover, flpan's options may be limited for political

% Meaney et al.,The lryans Connation,p.26.
s7 Speech by Frime Minister Flawke to Australia-japan,^|apan-

Australia Businessmens' Cooperation Committees, 26 October
1983' Anstralian Foreign Affairs Record' (vol54' No'10)' p'650'

Hawke also referred to the 20 per cent downward revision in the

fapanese government's energy demand forecast for 1990, which
carriea 'maior implications for lAustralia's] energy resources

trade'. ibid., p.651.
3E Rqort of the N-Hoc Wnking Cammittee on Australia-lapan

Relatiotrs,p.42.
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and economic reasorui. Australia has been able to obtain a dominant
share of the |apanese rnarket in several important commodities not
only because it is the most efficient producer, but also because its
record as a reliable and politically stable supplier is increasingly
acknowledged by fapanese business and political leaders. The Gulf
crisis will have reinforced these attributes, and Iapan may find
alternative suppliers (such as Brazil, C-anada and South Africa)
attracted by potentially more lucrative markets in Europe.

Japan's Global Role: Trade

Aside from the bilateral dimensiory Australia is also a
beneficiary of japan's newly acquired status as a rnaior economic
power. Iapan is the principal engine of growth for the whole western
Pacific, and as a mapr tsading nation shares with Australia a
commitnpnt to the continuation of the rules-based multilateral trading
regirne, embodied in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATD. |apan has also been a central player in furthering regional
integration through organisations like the Pacific Economic
Cooperation C-onference (PECC), the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) group, and through the mediums of direct
inveshnent, technology transfer and foreign aid.

The trade tensions which are now threatening japa.n's markets
in the US and Europe are likely to affect Australia in two ways. The
|apanese eaonomy, despite its impressive successes, is still heavily
dependent on the continued growth of exports of motor vehicles,
consumer appliances and computers.39 If fapan's growth should
falter, as a result of rising protectionism in Europe and the US,
Australia will suffer to a greater extent than almost any other country
because of its high level of dependence on fapanese hade, tourism and
financial flows. In the longer term, Japan will inexorably move
towards a doser association with the other dynamic economies of
Northeast Asia. Tokyo has already begun to seriously consider the
potential for greater trade and economic cooperation with its
Northeast Asian neighbours. TheJapanese model, variously described
as the lapan Sea Basin Economic Zone or the North Pacific Economic

3e Age,19 fune 1991.
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Developrnent lnitiative,40 would link fapan with the resourcerich
Soviet Far East and with natural markets in China and the Korean
peninsula. Australia could well find its dominant position as a maix
-upplier of energy raw materials to fapan under threat, unless it can

anlicipate and respond to the changes arising from doser economic

cooperation in the Northeast Asian sub-region.

Japan's Global Role: Finance

By 1990, lapan had overtaken the US as the world's largest aid
donor and source of international bank credit and direct investnent.

Between 1986 and 199O Japan:s official Development Assistance
(ODN to the developing world rose from US$5.6, billion to US$8.9

billion, representing 035 per cent of GNP. By comparisory in the same

perid, US ODA fell from US$95 billion to US$7.6 billion (0.15 per cent
of Gntp).lt Over 50 per cent of Japan's ODA is directed towards the
Asia-Pacific region, and although only a small percentage of tlrit go"t
to the Southwist Pacific, |apan is already an important aid donor in
Australia's immediab neighbourhood.4z

As noted by Alan Ria |apan has a complex set of motivations
for aid-giving. hn his study on fapan's aid program, Rix identifies
national seU-interest as the primary impetus:

... the balance within this national interest has shifted
over time away from hade promotio& to resourc€s
development, technology trade and more recently to

41

N See articles by M. Walsh in the Age, 19 June 1991; and G.

Klintworth in the Arahalian,2l June 1991.

Sydney Morning Heralil,l6 july 1990. The figures are for fiscal

year 1989, ending 31 March 1990. Some query whether fapan is,
in fact, the world's leading aid donor, as 55 per cent of bilateral
aid extended by Tokyo is in the form of loans. However, fapan
will probably increase the grant comPonmt of ODA in the future
to levels more comparable with those of the US, Europe and
Australia. Fa F.astern Economic REUian,20 June 1991,p.63.
In 1975, Japanls Pacific aid was US$5 million. In 1989, it was
US$93 millioru half of which went to Papua New Guinea- Sydnq
Morning H*aId, "1,6 luly 199O.
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political and security obiectives and wider issues of
international status.43

Of equal imporhnce has been pressur€ from the US and
Europe for fapan to rnake a gteater contribution to the international
community and global security, by increasing its aid disbwsements
rather than by military spending.44 Although this strategy has not
won universal endorsenrent in Tokyo, the government seerru to have
acrepEd the desirability of increasing the level of ODA spending to
the UN-recommended level of 0.7 per cent of GNP. At present GNP
values, this would see |apanese ODA doubling to US$20 billion.as

The implications for Australia are considerable. The slreer size
of Japanese aid greatly enhances fapan's ability to set agendas and to
proiect its influence; particularly among the micro+tates of the Pacific,
where the impact of Japanese aid is magnified by the smallness and
fragility of the Pacific island economies. Unlike Australian aid,
fapanese aid is highly tied and is seen as a poliqy instrument, with the
underlying philosophy emphasising donor and recipient
'cooperation'.,6 There have been a number of instances when fapan
has used its aid leverage to inlluence p"licy decisions of recipient
countries.4T Nevertheless, Australia has generally welcomed and
encouraged fapanls higher ODA contributions, because Japan's
policies are seen as broadly consistent with Australia's interests in
maintaining the Asia-Pacific region's pro-Western leanings, and
fostering a wide range of formal and informal economic linkages
which will benefit the whole region.

Dwarfing fapan's ODA disbursements, however, are the
private flows of fapanese financial resources. ln 1989, these flows

R. Rix, lapn's Aiil Program: A Neut Gloful Aganila,Intemational
Developncnt lssues No.12 (Australian Government Publishing
Servicr for AIDAB, Canberra, April 1990), p5.
E ar Eastrn Ecorcmic Rarieu, 23 May 1991, pp.18-1 9.
ibid., 20 |une 1991, p.63.
Syilnq Mnning Haalil, 15 fuly 1990.
One of the rnore notable examples occured in 1985, wtren Japan
sucressfully persuaded Burma to implement a package of
economic reforms by threatening to cut off aid. Iapan provides
over 70 per cent of Burma's aid. ibid.
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totalled US$6,7.5 billion, and lending by Iapanese commercial banks

acf,ounted for another US$36, billion.aS This rnade fapan ttre single

most important sourcE of global finance for tlre developed as well as

the deviloping world, a iatistic which underlines_fap:rn's -pivotal
position in ttrelnternational financial systern Should lapanls abilityto
iecycle its export-based wealth be seriously eroded in the futurel9 ftg
Asia-Pacific iegiot is likely to be the big loser as the maiol recipient of

Japanese officill aid and private investment. This could have serious

consequences for Australia, becaus€ of its own increasing dependence
on Japan to fund its balance of payments deficit, and because a sudden
reduction in private lapanese financial flows could destabilise

international financial maikeS and have a deleterious effect on global

trade and development.

How We Perceive Each Other

Relationships between nations, no less than those between

individuals, are determined as much by attitudes and perceptions as

they are by institutional and formal ties. More wars ard conflicts have

resutted from a mutual failure to understand the actions, values and
psyctrecultural perceptions of foreign states and their elites, than from
genuine threats to vital interests. In the case of Australia and |apan,
lte societ t dissimilarities between the two countries were a mafrx

neason for the antipathy which characterised their relatioru in the first
half of the tr,ventiith ientury, exacerbated in Australia's case by its
traditionally insular and xenophobic response to its Asian neighbours.
Although fear of Iapan has gradually diminished, as mernories of the

second world war have faded, and Ausbalia's political and economic

integration into the Asia-Pacific region has accelerated, fapan still
represene an alien and unfathomable culture for a great many

Australians. This is despite the dramatic growth in cultural exchanges

Far Eastqn Economic Raniao,2O June 1997, p.62.

|apanese banks are already having difficulty tTti"g capital

adeqnacy ratios. According to Eiichi Matsunpto, Vice'President
of the Bank of Tokyo, sustained flows of lapanese capital are

'reasonably assured' only for a few prime borrowers, such as

Asia's newly industrialising countries. ibid., PP.624.
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and tourism between the two countries, and the identification of a
range of mutual interests.

Unless this lack of genuine intimary and widespread mutual
ignorance can be overcome, then Aushalia's relations with fapan will
continue to exhibit a fragility which will have adverse bilateral
cons€quenaes not only in a political and strategic sense, but also in the
economic realm. As noted by a former Australian Chief Executive of
the MFFs ]oint Secretariat:

lncreasingly, balance of payments receipts will come
from services, whether consumd here or there, and
this is often a function of intensity of contact.
Experiences, enjoyment and knowledge cannot be sold
the same way as the bulk commodities which have
dominated our traditional trading relationship. The
markets are created by contact: no contact, no
understanding, no market.So

In the most comprehensive study of its kind, carried out by
three leading Australian academics, some two hundred Australian and
Japanese political, business and bureaucratic leaders were surveyed in
considerable detail about their views on the Australia-)apan
rclationship.Sl The study found that the Australian leaders generally
held a favourable view of lapan. There was a considerable degree of
respect for |apa.n's economic achievments, and acknowledgement of
the constructive role Tokyo played in regional and global affairs.S2
The importance of the relationship with Japan was considered to be
comparable to the importance of that with the United States, and well
ahead of that with any other country. In the economic arena, fapan
was ranked first among Aushalia's trading partners. The most
negative image among those interviewed, nuny of whom had
extensive dealings with Japary concerned the inability to communicate
and relate to the ]apanese. Australians corrunonly referred to the 'gulf
in culture' and the 'impossibility of knowing the dynamics and
nuances of fapanese socie$y'. There was also a feeling that some of this

s0 Australian,12 November 1990.
51 N. Meaney et al.,ThelapnwConnatbn.
s2 ibid., p.54.
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was'due to a calculated desire by the |apanese to hide themselves
from the scrutiny of others and to shroud themselves inmysteqy'.s3

Japanese attitudes to Australia display similar Patterns of
ambivalence. Although the fapanese consider Australia one of its most
reliable and friendly partners in the region, they ane relatively
uninformed about Australia.ll ln 7979, at the end of his tour as

Ambassador b fapan, lohn Menadue was nroved b obeerve that
although the Japanese realised that Australia's abundant low<ost
nesources had'helped lay tf,e basis for lapan's economic miracle, they
thought of us as dependent, and racialist, if tlrey thought of us at all'.55
While there is now gr€ater knowledge of Australia in japan, the

Japanese perception of Australia is still dominated by anachronistic
and simplistic image, and fapanese leaders, for tlre most part, do not
appreciate Australia's prirre commiEnents to Southeast Asia and the
Southwest Pacific.56

The lack of serious media attention to Australian affairs in
japan is quite striking and has crcntributed to the low level of )apanese
understanding and knowledge of Australia. When articles do appear,

they tend to be impressionistic rather than analytical, and concenfated
on trivial or sports-related items. In an address to the 17th Australia-
|apan Relations Symposium, in May 1990, the Director of Japan's
National Institute of Multi-Media Education remarked that :

rugby and the koala are the two main news items

[about Australia] in the ]apanese media in the Past 30

yearc ... As far as the general public is concerned, they
are not well informed about Australia. They do not
know about the political system, economic conditions,
culturd conditions.ST

ibid., p.95.
Age,Uune 190.
Forrxrer Australian Ambassador b China, Gart' Woodard,
paraphrasing Menaduds valedictory desparches. G. Woodard,
'China and japan: Where does Australia Go from Here?', Asion
Pacific R@ieu, (NoS), Summer 198637, p 3.
Meaney et al., The I apanw C-onnation, p.106.
Age,l fune 1990.
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In the deferrce area, the study showed that there was little
apprehension about fapanese expansionisrn, or fear that Japan posd a
dircct threat to Australia's security in the foreseeable future.s8
Horvever, the possibility that fapan might play a mone active military
role, or acquire a significantly larger defence force, aroused
considerable anxiety, and there was overwhelming rejection of the
notion that |apan should develop a nuclear weapons capability.sg This
r€sponse is particularly significant in the light of the Aushalian
govcrnmenfs overtures to fapan aimed at closer defence cooperation,
and C:nberra's rec€nt endorsement of an enhanced regional security
role for lapan. It suggests ttnt both goverrunents would need to
ercercise considerable caution in proceeding along this path, as there is
a strong residue of antipathy towards an exparrsion of fapan's military
pows, in contradistinction to ib economic and diplomatic agenda,
which is generally welcomed and regarded as cpnstructive.60

Meaney et al., The I apnse Connetion, p.f36.
ibid., pp.65-66. There was also an overwhelmingly negative
rcsponse to the idea of a formal defence alliance with lapan, either
bilaterally or in coniunction with the United Sates. ibid., p.85.
More than 75 Wr cent of the leaders surveyed believed that
diplomatic bonds should be strengthened. ibid., p.88.
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CHAPTER 3

CHINA: A SPECTAL RETATIONSHIP?

China's Seouity Policy and Strategic Posture

Tlrere are clear corceptual parallels with fapan in China's
holistic approach to national secudty. The chinese believe that
military sittltegy cannot be separabd from tlre inernd and external
politicil forces- which determine its context. In Gelber's words, 'it is
ihe ebb and flow of world politics which, in the end, dictates the way

in which connections or aililnces are formed and in which force or the

threat of force are used'.l This requires a continuouS reassessment of
the relative strengths and weaknesses of the most influential nations in
the intemational system, the likelihood of arrr€d conllict, and the

'balanCe between States aS actOrs and non state forCes and influences'.2

In the latter half of the 198&, China assesd that the relative

decline of both superpowers, and the reduced caPacity and willingness
of Moscow and Washington to pursue their quest for global pre-
eminence, presented China with a unique opportunity !o place

economic d-evelopment ahead of mititary preparedness in the more

stable and peaiefU environment which was anticipated. The

assumptions irnderlying this optimistic forecast were shattered by the

intemitional falloui from the-Tianannren massacre, the tumultuous
events in Eastern Europe, and the Gulf crisis. From the chinese
perspective, the emphatic victory of the western alliarrce in its
ionfrontation with Iriq seemed to herald a new order, transitional in
natur€, in which the US would once again be the dominant hegemon.3

H. C,elber, 'China's Defunce Posture, Implications for Australia' in
D. Ball, Strategy and Defence Australbn F-ssays (George Allen and

Unwin, Sydney, 1982), P.2U2.2 ibid., p.203.
3 See, for example, the views of influential Chinese academic Hua

Di in Recezt barcIopmnts in China's Domatic anil Foreign Affaits:

The Political anit strategic lmplicatiots for Northust Asia, working
Paper (strategic and Defence studies crntre, Australian National
university, canueno forthcoming), Dr Hua is currently a visiting
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In response to this reassertion of strategic primacy by Washington,
Beiflng sought a new alignment of forces to balance and contest US
power, choosing to reorientate its securig poliry away from'playing
global games with the United States and the Soviet Uniory to
developing intimate relations with ib Northeast Asian neighbours,
especially with |apan'.4

In purely military terms, the Gulf crisis also brought home to
China the technological, intelligence and doctrinal gaps which
separated China's military forces from those of the United States and
other advanced Western nations, in spite of the progress made on
defence modernisation in the 1980s. However, in regional terms,
China's crcnventional and strategic forces are still a potent
combination, and an effective vehicle for projecting China's influence
well beyond its own shores in pursuit of its strategic interests. They
include a 'long-term ambition to be a great powe/; reunification with
Taiwan; assertion of sovereignty over the Spratly Islands and the
continental shelf of the South China Sea; and a desire to limit the
political influence of fapan in Asia while preserving China's position
as a central player in the global balance of power.S

China's ground forces, although technologically inferior to
those of the United States, the Soviet Union, and in many respects

Iapan, are numerically still the largest in the world and represent an
effective deterrent to any would-be invader. China's air force is
stronger than any other in the region, although ib capabilities are
uneven and it has limited capacity to mount sustained operations
distant from its home bases. Of the three services, China's navy is
arguably the most potent, with a significant ability to project force

Scholar at the Center for International Security and Arms Control,
Stanford University.
ibid.
G. Klintworth, China's Modqnistion: The Strategic Implications for
the Asia-Pacit'ic Rcgton (Australian Governrnent Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1989), p55. See also Chong Wmk Chung, 'Chinese
Foreign Policy in East Asia: Trends and Implications' in
W. Taylor, Young Koo Cha, f. Blodgett, M. Mazarr (&s), Tlu
Future of South Korean-US Suuity Relations (Westview Press,
Colorado and Center for Sfategic and International Studies,
Washington, 7989), p.62.
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outside its territorial waters. It is the largest 'small+hip navy' in the

world,,5 with a substantial submarine fleet and amphibious force.

The importance attached to China's navy was un{erlined by
Navy Comrnander Zhang Lianzhang in 1988, when he proclaimed that
Chda would not be satisfied with conducting limited coastal defence

and that the navy would be strengthened so that 'it could intercept

enemy naval fories at sea at greit disAnce from Ctrina's coasf.T

Sorrrc-senior Chinese naval officels have also argued for the acquisition

of aircraft carriers, but is is unlikely that the navy will be able to
purchase carriers because of the prohibitive costs involved.8
Nevertheless, China's rnvy is gradually being transforrrrcd from an

exclusively croastal force,'to a fleet with blue water Prete-nslons', or at
least one i"t ich can police 'the Chinese lake' in the South China Sea.9

China's subrnarines, although noisy ard vulnerable to modern anti-
subrnarine warfare bchniques, are also capable of carrying out tasks at

considerable distance from China's shotres, arud could reach into areas

of the Indian Ocean proximate to Australia's northern and

northwestern coastlines.ro

China is the only Asian state which orrrently Po$sesses
nuclear weapons, and is the world's third rrnst powerfirl-ludear
weapons staie behind only the United States and the Soviet Union.rr
China's nuclear or strategic rocket forces contain the full panoply of
strategic and tactical nuclear weaPons, which can be delivered by a
variety of systems rangrng from 152 mm and 203 mry g,"ry to a trare

intercbntinental ballistic missile (ICBM), the CS$4, which has a range

Klintworth, Chitu's Moilqnistion, P.M.
Cited in ibid., p.45.
Dscussions with Dr Hua Di in Canberra,6 June 1991.

Cited in Klintworth, Chitu's Moilernistion, p.47.

China's Whiskey, Golf and Xia Class submarines all have the
theoretical range to operate in waters close to the northern
Australian coastline.
Chha is considered, by rrost actounts, b have surpassed the
UniEd Kingdonr, ard now rivals Frarre as the third-ranked
nuclear power. See Chong Pin Lin, Chitu's Nuelanr Wryorc
Strategy:- kailition Within Ewlutbn 0exingbn Books,

Massachusetts, 1988), p37.

6

7

8

9

10
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of 7,ffi miles.l2 Since 1982, China has developed a strategic nuclear
triad consisting of bombers, land-based systerns and subrnarine-
launched systems, as well as acquiring space,related technologies,
sudr as 'multiple satellite launch and geosynchronous satellite orbit
capabilities', which will radically improve China's nuclear targeting
sfstem.13

Chha is now estimated to have between 2CI and 300 nuclear
warheads,l{ almost half of which ar€ carrid by the ageing bomber
force.lS The only systems capable of striking Australia are the liquid
fuelled CS$4 ICBM, which probably now has a MIRV (multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicle) capability,l5 and the sea-
launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) carried by the Chinese Nav/s Xia
Class subrnarines, each of which contains twelve missile tubes.lT The
Xias are also armed with a limited number of subrnarine.launched
cruise missiles (SLCMs).

Modern Chinese strategic doctrine, drawing on the tenets of
classical Chinese military teaching, recognises the political,
psychological, diplomatic, and economic advantages which result from
the mere possession of nudear weaporui. This extra military
dimension has also found expression in the distinctively Chinese
conceptual approach to deterrence, which holds that nuclear weapons
arc but one component of a security strategy which integrates a range

t2

13

14

15

t6

R. Cordon, 'The Politics of Implementing China's Nudear
Doctrine Part II: 1959-Presen(, lourtul of Nmthast Asian Studia,
(Vol.V[I, No.2), Summer 7989, pp.27-22.
Klintworth, Chitu' s Moilanistion, p.8.
Exduding tactical nuclear warheads. Gordory 'The Politics of
Implementing China's Nudear Docbine', p20.
Chong Pin Lin, Chiru's Nuclar Wapons Strategy, p.47.
China already has MlRV-capable medium-range ballistic missile
systems. SeeI. Mohan Malik,'China and the Intermediate Range
Nuclear Forces TalV, Arms Control, (Vol.lQ No.3), December
1989,p.265.
Chong Pin Lin, Chiru's Nuclur Weapons Strategy, p58, and
Gordory'The Politics of Implementing China's Nudear Doctrine',
p.21. The CSS-NX-3 SLBM has a range of 550 to 1300 miles.
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of military and non-military factors in defence of national sovereignty

and national interests.lE

China's nuclear declaratory policy has long emphasised no

first use of nuclear weapons and proscribed their use, or the threat of
their deployment, against non-nuclear states or in nuclear-free zones.19

fire ultimaie purpose of China's nuclear weapons arsenal, according to

Chinese strategiC doctrine, is total nudear disarmarnent by breaking
the superpowir monopoly. This laudatory aim obscures !h" u."
motives for the development of China's nudear Program, which are

clearly rmted in the dictates of rulpolitik and include a complex and

intenbhted mix 'of national es@m, national autonomy, security,

global influence, regional Pre€minenc€, domestic political cohesion

and domestic economic development'.2O

China'e Threat Percep tions

In the mid-1970s, the United States was supplanted by the

Soviet Union as the chief threat to China's securityand to world Peac€.
China believed that global conflict was most likely to arise from the
strategic competition between the Soviet Union and the United States,

a competition which China adroitly exploited to considerable

advantage, following the maxim that china's relations with the two

supetpo-t,ets should be better than either has with the other.2l Fear of
Soviei aftack also drove China to seek a strategic alliance with the
United states, but by 1985 the Soviet threat had visibly diminished and
Chinese strategic aCsessments were asserting that China was'unlikely
to face any serious threat in the medium term and that mairr world
conflict was not a danger in the short brr& despite several persistent

hot spots'.22

Chong Pin Lin, Chitu'sNuclur Wuptts Strategy,pp-69 and127.
R.Fieldhouse, 'Chinese Nudear Weapons: An Overview', Worlil

Armmtents anil Disarmaneat, SIPRI Yurbook 1986 (Oxford

University Press, Oxford, 1986), pp.9-100.
Chong Pin Lin, Chitu'sNuclar Weapns Sfiategy, P.105.
Klintworth, Chitu's Moilqnistion, p 31.
I. Wilsoru Powq, Tlu Gun and Foreign Policy in Chitu Since the

Tieruntnenlnciilenf, Working Paper No232 (Strategic and Defence

1E
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20
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By 1989, China was sufficiently confident about its long_term
security environment to declare that it faced ,no immediate threat for
tw-enty years', and that the world was enEring a new period of
rclaxation and dialogue in which inter-stab competition would
increasingly be channelled away from military conflict towards
economic and technological growth.S Barely a year later, china,s
world view was markedly less optimistic, in -trre 

ctritt wind of
ecpnomic sanctions and general disapprobation which blew from the
west in the aftermath of the Tiananrnen nussacre. The Gulf crisis also
senred to remind Beijing of the omnipresent danger which regional
ggnfli{s co'rld pose to global security, and that china's positionin the
hierarchy of nations had weakened not only as a consequence of
Tiananmery but also because the new conjunction of forces had
diminished China's ability to play the US or thi Soviet card.24

The Strategic Significance of Korea for China

china has always viewed the Korean peninsula as vital to its
security interests for much the same reasons as fapan does. while
Iapa^ has focused on the threat posed by invading armies from the
chinese mainland moving down the Korean penlnsula, china has
historicllly seen the peninsula as one of the principar invasion routes
to the chinese heartland. The strategic significanie of the peninsula
has been reinforced in this century -by 

three events, ;ap"r,,s
colonisation of Korea, its later invasion of Manchuria, and the Korean
War, whig-lrough!-the reality of US military power to the very
borders of China itself.

Chinese s-gp=port for the DPRK has been nrore a consequence
of .global realpolit* than ideological affinity with the frickly
nationalism of Kim Il sung. As relations with the US and the Rok

23

24

Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, fune
l99l), p.6. Wilson points out that this assessment was not
unanirnously endorsed by the PLA, which rvas generally less
sanguine about China's threat environment.
Klintworth, Chhu's Modernistion, p.31.
Wilson, Power, The Gun anil Foreign policy in China Since the
Tunanman Incident, p.33.
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have improved, the glue which has bould china b tlre DPRK has

begun to fracture an! dissolve. This pfixess has be€n reinforced_by

thJrapid development of ties betrreen the Soviet Union and the ROK

which has inc[ased the onus on Beiiing to mal<" corresponding

adjustnents in its relationships with the two Koreas. china's own

pronounced shift away from the rigiditie of central controlp and its

"tor"t 
association wittr Ure capialist economies of the Pacific Rim, has

also encouraged the chinese leadership to look morP symPathetically
at the RO(, as an example of what might be accomplished

economically and as a potential Partner in Grina's modernisation

Progfart
Beiiingis new enthusiasm for enhanced relations with the RoK

is reflected'in-the boom in trade which has taken place since the early
1980s, and the regular contact which now takes pLace between officials
and businessmeti. This rapprochement seen$ to be partly,motivated
by a desire to bring about a historical strategic, Political and economic

r6atgrurrent of fories in Northeast Asia at the same time as ridding

itseliof the burden of the DPRK,26 and denying Pyongyang the

effective veto power it has exercised over China-ROK relations for
most of tfre 

-CoU 
War period. In Chinese eyes. thq 

-necessary
preconditions for breaking-down the legacy of the cold war on ttre
icoteat Peninsula are crois-recognition of the two sonereign Korean

state; the suspension of the anmral pint U$ROK Team Spi{tl{I""ll
exercises, anilttrc rerpval of us nuclear weaPons from the RoK,27 {1
of which look far more likely in the strategic envircnment of the 1990s.

China's imnediate strategic concern in rel'ation to the two
Koreas is to ensure that the uneasy Peace which has lasted for nearly

forty years is not shatteled by alenewal of hostilities, which could

tions: The China Factor/,

Northust ,4sian Stuilirr., (Vol.IV, No.3), Fall 19E5, p'15'
lourrul of

According to Hua Di, as a result of a secret policy report ryhith.h"
presented to Deng Xiaoping in late 1988, Deng issued a diSUye
inst uctit g the Governrrnnt to develop bilabral trade with the

ROK- no[only for economic reasons, but as means of facilitating

relations with Taiwan and |apan, "tuf 
hy*S the basis for a

Northeast Asian regional trading bloc. See Hua Dd', REai
Doelopnents in Chitu's Dottrstic nnil Forcigt Affoirs-

ibid.
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once again involve China directly - an obiective shared by the three
other mapr powers with direct security interests in the peninsula: the
U$ fapan and the Soviet Union. China sees the US military presence in
the ROK as a force for stability and an important nnderating influence
on the ROK sectrrity establishment. This particularly applies to the
poasible acquisition of nuclear weapons by the ROK. Ttrere is
evidence of an infornral agreement (or at least understanding) between
China and the US, to monitor and where possible restrain the nuclear
weapons ambitioru of their respective Korean partners.2S

The Strategic Significance of Japan for China

China's relations withfapan were transformed in the 1970s by
ttrc USChina rapprochement, and the Sino-fapanese Treaty of 7978, a
seminal event in Northeast Asian affairs,D whidr brought to an end a
long period of antipathy between China and fapan dating back to the
Japanese occupation of Manchuria in 1931.30 The new spirit of Sino-
japanese cooperation and partnership was attributable to a number of
factors, the most important of which was the developing consensus
that the Soviet Union represented the maior threat to regional and
global stability, and that both nations stood to gain considerably from
the trade and technological complementarities of their expanding
economies.

The shift in strategic alignrrrents during this period was
particularly dramatic. In 1969, the signing of the Nixon-Sato
communique, resulting in the return of Okinawa to fapan, provoked a
violent anti-fapanese outburst from Beijing, which fearcd that fapan

Based on discussions with US State Department officials.
H. Ellisoru 'The Pacific Quadrille Since 1983' in H.Ellison (ed.),

Ispan and tlu Pacifrc Quadille The trylajor Poutas in F,ast Asia
(WesMew Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1987),p233.
fapan had been nibbling away at the decaying Chinese empire
since 18!).5, when it took control of Taiwan and Korea. After
Manchuria, fapan seized fehol Province in 1933, Inner Mongolia
in 1935, and then invaded the Chinese heartland n 7937.
D.Bergamini,lapn's lnWrial Conspiracy: How Etnpaor Hirohito kil
lapn into War against the Wer.t (Heinenrann, Iondon, 7971), p.5.
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would begin to remilitarise 'with the blessing of the US'.31 As late as

1971, China was still vigorously attacking 'the renaissance of fapanese
militarism'.9 However less than a decade later, China's world-view
had converged to such an extent with that of fapa+ that both were
lambasted by Moscow for their putative rrrembership of a U$led, anti-
Soviet coalition.

The warming of Sino-Japanese relations could not completely
disguise the underlying competition and tension, never far from the
surface in relations between these two Asian giants. Indeed, nuny
commentators have remarked upon the cydical pattern of hostility and

cooperation which is a feature of sino-lapanese relations,S and which

is an inevitable by-product of the tectonic forces which build up when

two states, as pop,tlous, enterprising and accustomed to leadership
roles as Iapan and Cruna exist together in such close proximity. The
sense of distinct identity and cultural superiority, felt by each of the
Cldnese and fapanese, does not Promote natural partnership.

There is evidence that, in China's redefined threat

demonology, fapan has once again beconre of specific concern to
Beiiing, pirticularly to the PLA, because of the steadily improving
capabilities of the JSDF,34 fapan's rising defence expenditure, and the
sophistication and range of dual-purpose technologies produced by

|apanese industry. For example, a Chinese analysis of fapan's 1990

de-fence budget concluded that Japan was engaged in an arms build-up
using the 'soviet threaf as a pretext, and that it was purs-uing_'big

power diplomac/ and eralating 'military expansion'.3S Some

G. Choudhury, Chitu in Wsrlil Affairs: Tlrc Foteigt Poliry of the

Peapla Rqublic of Chitu Since 7970 (Westview Press, Boulder,

Colorado,7982r, p211.
Cited in J. Chaprnan, R. Drifte and I. C.ow, lapn's Quest for
Comprehensioe Saurity: Defence, Diplonacy, Dqndnce (Frances

Pinter Publishers, London, 1983), p.112.
See, for example, Klintworth, Chiru's Mdqnistion,p.93.
H. Gelber, Ciina' s N a t Econonric and Sttategic Uncertaintis; anil the

Suurity Prosprcts, Working Paper No. 190 (Strategic and Defence

Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra,

September 1989), p.5.

liefangjun Bao,28 fanuary 1991, cited in Wilson, Poutil, Tlu Gun
anil Foreign Policy in Chiru Since theTiarunmen lnciilent, p.28.
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Chinese strategic analysts have also warned that there will be a period
of escalating competition between Asian states in the post{old War
era, in which local disputes over sovereignty and resources nury
directly affect Chirn's securi$r interests.35 Although not directed
specifically at |apan, Beiiing does have longstanding territorial
disputes with Tokyo, and will continue to oppose any suggestions that
the ISDF should be deployed outside lapan, even in UN-sanctioned
peace.keeping operations.

Of rnore general concern to China is the extent to which
lapan's undisputed economic and financial preeminence will be
translated into political and strategic influence, and the challenge this
might pose for China's own aspirations for regional leadership. In this
context, it is interesting to note that China no longer expresses tacit
support for the U$Japan Security Treaty, or for the return of the
disputed Northern Territories to Japan.37 In the aftermath of the
Persian Gulf crisis, some Chinese officials believe that, under pressure
from the US and its European allies, |apan nuy seek to define sea-lane
security so broadly as to conflict with the maritime interests of China
and other regional states.38

On the other hand, China has already demonstrated that it is
prepared to weigh its security concerrs against the economic, financial
and political benefits which will accrue from closer relations with
Iapan. In a symbolic gesture of considerable import, Beiiing has
invited fapan's Emperor Akihito to visit China. This will be the first
tinr a |apanese emperor has set foot in China for 2,000 years.39 In an
equally unprecedented move, China will allow Japanese petroleum
exploration and exploitation of the Tarim basin in remote Xnjiang
Province, the first time that a foreign oil company has be€n allowed
access to Western China.ao

See Zhang Jingy, 'After the Superpowers', Far F-astsn Economic
Reuieu), 13 April 7989, p.24, cited in l. Mohan Malik, Chinese
Debate on Military Strategy: Trends and Portents', lournal of
Northast ' sian Stuilia, (Vol.X, No.2), Summer 7990,p.74.
Klintworth, China's Modernistion, p.93-94.
Interview with Chinese officials, April 1991.
Hua Di, Recai Darclopments in China's Domatic anil Foreign
Affuirs;and Age,12 August 1991.
ibid., p.25.
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China's Regional and Global Significance for Australia:
From Foe to Friend

The strategic importance of China stems from its central
position in the globat balance of power and its military and political
iapacity to influence developrrrents in the Asia-Pacific area. For much
of this century, Australia has viewed Chinese military power in
negative and hostile terms. At the nadir of the relationship in the mid-
1960s, Australia regarded China as tlre principal threat to Australia's
security and as an expansionist, militantly radical stab embarked on a
strategy akned at undermining WesErn and, by association,
Australian interests throughout Asia arul the Pacific. A gradual thaw
in Sino-Australian relations in the late 1960s and tt€ early 1970s

culminated in the Whitlam C,overnnent establishing diplomatic
relations with China n1972. Whitlam believed, as did many others,

that it served no useful PurPose to PerPetuate China's isolatiory and
that Australia's seorrity would be enhanced by'associating China in a
wider detente'.4l

While Australia's reasons for seeking a more constructive
relationship with China were fundancnAlly a recognition of Beiiing's
natural leadership role in the region and its vast potential as a market
for Australian eiports of agricultural products and raw materials,
china's rrptives were less discernible and more diverse. Therc is little
doubt that Gough whitlanris decision to recognise Beiiing as one of the

first acts of his Government, placing Australia at the forefront of the

'new wave of counbies to recognise China',42 was a political and

symbolic gesture which gained Australia considerable kudos and good
will in China. China saw Australia as a useful asset in its bid to re-
establish neglected ties with non{orununist Southeast Asian states

and with the island nations of ttre South Pacific, as well as a further

{1 S. Fung and C.Mackerras, Ftom Far to Fricnd*ip: Australia's
PoticiaTouarils the Paplds Fa?ublic of Chitu,1966-82 (University
of Queensland Press, St Lucia 19&5), P.190.42 G. Woodar4'Australia{rina: The Broadening Base of Reliations'
in H. Dunn and E. Fung (eds), Sint Austt alian Relations: Tlu Rrrnr d

1972-85 (Cenbe for the Study of Australian-Asian Relations,

Griffith University, Natharu 1985), p30.
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charurel of communication with its former protagonists; in particular,
with the United States and the Republic of Korea.

Throughout the 1970s, both countries began to see mutual
advantage in strengthening their ernbryonic relationship, reflecting
their growing congruence of views on a range of strategic and
international political issues. Chief among these was conc€rn about
the activities of the Soviet Union, ant the 'dangerous illusions'
stemming from detente, a subpt which dominaed the discussions
between Malcolm Fraser and Hua Guofeng during the Australian
Prime Ministey's visit to China in1976.43

Australia's condemnation of Vietnam's invasion of C-ambodia
in 7979,11and its reaction to the subsequent conflict between China
and Vietnam, seemd to place Australia firnrly in the Chinese camp, an
alignment which was confirmed by Frase/s attempt to enlist China in
an informal four-power alliance in 1980.4s By the early 1980s,
Australia's new political relationship with China had been firmly
cemented, and was considered sufficiently important by the Chinese
leadership for Premier ZJrao Ziyangto visit Aushalia in April 1983, the
first-ever visit to Australia by a Chinese head of government.45 Prime
Minister Hawke's speech at the welcoming luncheon for Zhao
underlined the extent to which cooperation with China had replaced
the implacable hostility of earlier Australian governments. Hawke
could rightfully daim:

friendship with China has beconre a significant
element in the foreign policies of all Australia's mapr
political parties and enjoys widespread support in the
Australian community.4T

The new friendship with China also extended to the defence
realm. In April 198O the Australian governnrent decided that the time
had crcme to open a strategic dialogue with China and, in the following

Fung and Mackerras, From Fur to Frienikhip, p.202.
Australian Foreign Affairs Rearil, (Vo1.50, No.l), |anuary 1979,p.42.
Fung and Mackerras, From Fear to Frienilship,p23Z.
Zluo's visit followed visits by Whitlam in 1973 and Fraser in1976
and 1982. Australian Fweign Affairs fucwil, (Vol54, No.4), April
19&3, p.133.
ibid., p.l35.
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year, the Australian destroyer escort HMAS Saran visited Shanghai
ind was greetd by a destroyer from the East China Fleet.48 Defence

Attaches were exchanged in 1982, and in 1985 Australia's Chief of the

Defence Force, General sir Phillip Bennett, made the first+ver official
visit to China by an officer of his seniority'o These fledgling bilateral
defence links symbolised the extent to which Australia's strategic

appreciation of China had evolved in the years following the
establishment of diplomatic relations.

China's transition from foe to friend had actually begun much
earlier, under the Gorton and later McMahon governments, By 1971,

the Defence Departmenfs Strategic Basis Paper was disccunting China

as a rnajor threit to Ausbalia's security'S0 In the 1976 Shategic Basis

Paper, CNna was assessed as having 'incipient global status' by virtue
of its developing nuclear weaPons capability, wNch gave it the
theoretical ability to launch nudear strikes against northwestern
Australia.Sr The paper went on to nob, however, that:

Military attack on Australia is considered most
unlikely to become a Chinese obiective for the
foreseeable future. At the sarre time, China is not a

sourc€ of military suPPort to Australia. Its military
posture is one of national defence as it neither

ihreatens nor supports other Powers of direct defence

conc€rn to Australia.S2

The authors of the 1976 pper acknowledged that China had
legitimate interests in acquiring influence in the regton, comrnensurate
with its global status, and that in time it could establish a 'prirnary
status' in Asia and the Pacific. The paper asserted that it was in
Australia,s interesb to limit China's influence, although it did not spell

Fung and Mackerras, Fron Fur to Ffienilship,P.246.
Australian Foreign At'fairs Recoril, (Vol56, No.9), September 1985,

p.976.
Submission by the Department of Defence to the foint
Parliancntary Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, 17

February, 1987,p.243.
B. Toohey and M. Wilkinson, Tlte Brrik, of lal$ (Angus and
Robertson, Sydney, 1987), p 229.
ibid.
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out clearly what these limits should be.s3 In regard to Taiwary it was
thought that China might at sorne stage seek to assert ib daims by
military force, and that Taiwan might develop a protective nuclear
weapons program. Both these prospecb were regarded with some
concern by Australia's defence planners.S4 ln the early 1980s,
Australian strategic assessments took a rrnre positive view of China's
contribution to the global strategic balance, highlighting China's role
as a counter-weight to the Soviet Union.Ss The sense of strategic
partnership felt by Australia towards China in this period, based on
mutual opposition to perceived Soviet expansionism, was reinforced
by the emerging Pacific concert,linking China with the United States
and fapan.56

China's growing influence and status in global and regional
affairs was the reason given by Prime Minister Flawke, in 1986, for
engaging China in a regular dialogue on a number of international
issues of importance to Australia, a dialogue which would have been
inconceivable a bare fifteen years earlier. During Hawke's visit to
China in 1986, discussions ranged overdisarmanrent and arms control,
the South Pacific, the policies of the Soviet Uniory ANZUS,Indochina
(Cambodia in particulat), fte Korean peninsula, Taiwan and the
transition in Hong Kong.57 Flawke's 1986 visit represented the
highpoint in Australia's ernerging relationship with China. The 'arid
distrusf of the 1950s and fte 1960858 had given way to a political
relationship which both countries viewed as constructive and
productive. China's new policy directions coincided with a more
assertive, pragmatic and independent Australian foreign policy, which
rccognised the primacy of the Asia-Pacific region for Australian
interests and China's central position in the regional order.

Nowhere was this convergence of interests more evident than
in relation to the major powers. Canberra and Beijing saw the Soviet
Union as a destabilising inlluence in the North Pacific and regarded a

ibid.,pp229-230.
ibid., p.230.
The 1983 SUategic Basis Paper. ibid., p.82.
Gelber, 'China's Defence Posture, Implications for Australia',
p.228.
Austtalian Foreign Affairs fuuril, (Vo1.57, NoS), May 1985, p.443.
Woodard,'AustraliaQrina', p.30.
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Unibd States military presence in Northeast Asia as contributing to
the security of the region. Both also enpyed good relations withlapan,
tLe ley regiornl member of the United States alliance.59 There were,
of course, differerrces of outlook on a nurnber of international issues,
most notably, the Korean peninsula. China supported the DPRK and
Australia, notwithstarding ib brief flirtation with Pyongyang in
1975p had been digned with the ROK since the end of the Korean
War. Australia also opposed China's nudear testing program,
dthough Canbera's criticism was more muted in the Fraser and
Flawke years than under Whitlam or his Liberal Country Party (LCP)
predecessors.5l However, these differences were seldom permitted by
Beiii"g or C-anberra to detract from the relationship.

The Significance of Tiananmen

The aura of amiability and even camaraderie, which infused
the bilateral relationship for most of the 1980s, was shattered by the
tragic and baurnatic events which took place in Beiiing's Tiananrnen
Square. The Tiananmen nussacre had a devastating psychological
impact on Western perceptions of China, destoying much of the good
will which had been built up since China's opening to the West alnpst
two decades earlier. The mass student demonstrations in Beijing and

C. Mackerras,'AustsaliaCrina: Political Relations Under Hawke'
in Dunn and Fung, Sirc- Australian Rclntiots, p.48.
Australia established diplornatic relatioru with the DPRK in 1971
but relations were 'interrupted' after less than a year. A. Selttt,
Australb anil the Republic of I@* Still Alli6 or lust M Frienils?,
Working Paper No.84 (Strategic and Defence Studie Centre
Australian National University, C.anben+ SepEmber lW), p.7.
Fraser made only a 'ritual complainfto the Chinese on this issue
in 1976. Fung and Mackeras, Frmt Eur to Efienilship, p.203. In
19ffi, Flawke welcorned China's decision to 'renounce
atnospheric testing, its willingness to participate in negotiations
on a comprehensive test ban in the C-ommiftee of Disarmament,
and ib support for the protocols of the beaty establishing the
South Pacific nuclear free zone'. Australian Foreign Affairs Rawi[
(Vo1.55, No.S), May l98/.,p.A3.
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their bloody suppression by the Chinese authorities in fune 1989,62
provoked an angry, emotional response in Canberra and a
'fundamental rnappraisal' of Australia's interests in China.53 While
the Western world in general, roundly condemned the Chinese
goverrun€nt for its actions at Tiananmen, the strength and vehemence
of Australia's rejection of China's actions exceeded that of most other
countries and surprised many observens, given the doseness of ties
between Australia and China and the considerable personal prestige
invesbd by Prime MinisterHawke in therelationship.fl

However it was the very perception of closeness, and the sense
of a special relationship with China tnvolving a partnership in the
future of the Asia-Pacific regionl, which more than anything else
actounted for the unusually strong response from C-anberra.65 In the
apt analogy of Russell Trood,'like a iilted lover, given the passion and
commibnent preniously demonstrated by Hawke and others in the
Governmen( the Australiaru felt that China had betrayed the tnrst and
optimism engendered by the reforms of the previous decade in which
Australia had as great an interest as any other country.65 A more
hard-headed view emerged in Canberra during the following weeks,

The rcasons for the widespread opposition to the government,
leading to the massacre of students in Tiananmen Square are
summarised by Colin Mackerras in his artide entitled, 'The
Political Situation in China in 1989', Australian-.Asian Papas,No5l
(Cenhe for the Study of Australian-Asian Relations, Griffith
University, October 19891, pp 32-A.
Speech by Penny Wensley, Assistant Secretary East Asia Branch,
Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Australian Forcign
Affairs Ruord,(Vo1.50, No.8), August 1989, p.415.
See for example, Hawke's motion in the House of Representatives
on 15 lune 1989, in which he expressed 'outrage at the massive
and indiscriminate slaughter of unarmed Chinese prodemocracy
demonsbatorsi. Aushalian Forcign Affairs Raoril, (Vol.6O, No.6),
fune 1989, p.266.
R. Trood, 'From Cooperation to Conflich Australia and China in
1981, Aushalian-Asian Papers, No51 (Centre for the Study of
Australian-Asian Relations Griffith University, October 1989),
p.67.
ibid.
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recognising the limits of Australiars'capacity b influence events in
China through unilateral actioni, anC asserting that as'many lines of
communication [shouldl be kept open with as rnany differcnt
segments of Chinese society as possible'.67 A Cabinet reappraisal,
based on a detailed submission from the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, also concluded that Australia's 'substantial long
term strategic and cpmmercial interests in China [shouldl be

preserved'.5E

Perhaps the most significant, long-term effect of the
Tiananmen rnassacne and the subsequent Purge of prodemocracy
supporters was tlre attitudinal change engendered in Australia
towards the relationship with China. Prior to the evenb of fuly 1989,a

caee can be made that Australia, along with many other Wetern
nations, had been seduced by the promise and mystery of China. The
four rnodernisations, ushered in with much fanfare by Beiiing inlg7E,
seemed to foreshadow the dawning of a new age in which a iudicious
mix of political liberalisatiory economic rcform and inernational
cooperation would provide the basis for a mapr transformation of
Chinese society, and cpncomitant Eade opportunities for those

sufficiently far+ighted and committd b invest in China's fuh'ue. The
pragmatic Chinese leadership cultivated and exploiEd tlrese optimistic
notions to good effect, but by early 1989 Weetern and Australian
disillusionrrrent about the prospects br substantial economic and
political reform in China was already b,egfuuting to rnanifest itself. The

Tiananmen rna$acre graphically, and brutally, brought home - to even

the npst enthusiastic supporters of the new relationship with China'
the limits of the reform process in China.

Reassessing AusEalia's Interesb

ln broader terms, China's stahrr€ and importance were
significantly diminished by its internal upheavals and by the even

67 Statement by Senator Careth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs
and Trads 13 |uly 1989. Australbn Foreign Affeirs Rmoil| Ool.6O,
No.7),fuly 1989, p.Y7.

6E Australian Foreign Affairs RKDril, (VoLeO, No8), August 1989,

p.415.
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more seminal events in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, which
together had the effect of lessening the strategic utility of the china
card, and shattering the image of 'cuddly communism, which had
captured the attention of the West in the 1980s.6e While Beifng has
succeeded in 'normalising' its relations with Australia and other
western nations since the Tiananmen russacre, the atmospherics of
the Australia{rina bilateral relationship are unlikely to return to the

El"yo" days of earlier times. Indeed, there are suggestions that the

lhinesg leadership was so annoyed by the sanctions applied by
Australia and other Western nations, notably the US and Fr-ance, thit
retaliatory action was considered. However, it was not pursued
because Australia, the US and France'were of such importanie to the
national economy that reactions against these states, would have
proven counteqproductive.T0

For Australi4 the shattering of illusions about the reform
process in china is likely to lead to a mor€ calculating and balanced
appraisal of Australia's security interests in China. One obvious
conc€rn is that if China's modernisation program falters, leading to
serious politt-cal unrest, a more inward-looking China may prove more
difficult to deal with on a number of important, unresoivid regional
conundrums including Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indochina, the Korean
peninsula, and ribet, as well as multiLateral issues sudr as arms control
and nuclear testing. on the other hand, a rnore confident and assertive
China, with ib growing nuclear and conventional capability, may pose
an equally vexatious problem if it attempts to reassert its traditibnal
suzerainty over North and Southeast Asia.

China's nuclear weapons program is an essential component
of china's military strength, and it is highly unlikely that china would
foreclose that option, or entertain notions of substintial nuclear arms
reductions unless, and until, the other nudear powers drastically
rcduced their arsenals.z It is in Australia's security interests that
china maintains iE moilus oiondi with both the soviei Union and the
United states, because military conflict with either of these nations
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Australian Fituncinl R@isro,28 March 1990.
Wilson, Pwq, the Gun anil Foreign Policy in China Since the
T iatunm en lnciil ent, p.22.
Malik,'China and the lntermediate Range Nuclear Forces Talk,,
p.265.
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would risk nuclear escalation which would have incalculable

consequences for Australia. In this respnt, the two most dangerous

theahes of potential conflict are the Sino-Soviet border and the Korean

peninsula, Lecattse they are the two most likely areas of confrontation
which might lead to a nuclear exchange.

From Australia's perspective, the chief significance of China's
nuclear weapons is not its capacity to directly threaten Australia.
China has never engaged in'nuclear blackmail',72 and it is difficult to
perceive the circumstances in which Beiiing yould tTI"t9 a nuclear

itrike against a distant, friendly, middle.level Power like Australia.T3

Howevir, China does derive implicit coercive power from the

possession of nuclear weapons. Taken in coniunction with its
conventional military strength, particularly its rapidly expanding
navy, China has a giowing capacity to propct Pow€r into the region

wrriirr it may be more willing to employ in pursuit of i1s- perceived

national interests in the more fluid and less predictable security

environment of the 1990s.

one particular area of concern is the south china sea, whidt is

a waterway of great strategic importance for Australia, because it is a

mapr shiirpin[ route al-ong which a substantial proportion of
Auitralia,i iradl moves. It is of no less consequence for the maior

powers and regional states, carryrng a gr_o1lng 1olumg of trade, and

providing ucc"lt to the Middle East and Indian &ean for the US and

$rri"t paiific fleets. Underlying the South China Sea is a sedimentary
basin which stretches from Eastern Malaysia to Thailand, rich in
marine resources and believed to contain extensive oil and natural gas

reserves. The key to conhol of these resources, and strategic

domination of tlie South China Sea, is two isolated and

unprepossessing coral island SrouPs known as the Paracels and

Spratlys.

ary Power'in Onkar Marwah and f'
iollack (eds), Milifary Pwsu anil Policy in , sian States: China,lnilia,

lrpan (W estview Press, Boulder, Colorado, 7980)' p.72.
73 Tiete is little doubt that the main military purpose of China's

strategic rocket forces is to deter an attack by thu SoJiet Union, as

virtually all rockets are targeted against the soviet union.
GordorL,llhe Politics of Implementing china's Nudear Doctrind,

P.22.
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Chha is in dispute with Viebram over the paracels, having
seized them in a militaqy operation inl974, and su@uently clashing
with vietnamese forces in 1983. china also has claims to the spratlys-,
and sea-bed and ocean resources in the westem pacific, whiCh have
also brought it into conflict with vietnam and other southeast Asian
countries.T4 c'hina has already constructed air bases in the spratlys and
Paracelg, extending its air coverage of the region. Its navy now
routinely operates out to a distance of 1,000 nautical miles into the
western Pacific, and maintains a strong and visible pres€nc€ in the
South China Sea, induding regular exercises suppoited by air and
submarine deployments.Ts china also conducts distant naval
deployments, which has taken mair surface elenrents to the South
Pacific.76

The combined effect of these actions has been to heighten
regional tensions and to trigger a reciprocal build-up of baseJ and
maritime folces by other daimant states, notably the philippines,
Taiwan and Malaysia, as well as viehrarnz Further incrementar
a.{y3nces by China into the Spratlys may elicit a stiffer response from
ASEANI countries, such as restrictions on tradeT8 and ev-en military
retaliation. None of this would be in Australia's interests. The dispute
over the spratlys highlights the need for china to be drawn into the
h9inlunl- dialogue on confidence and security-building reginres,
which offers the best prospect of peacefully resoiving such issues in
the uncertain 1990s.

In a 1984 clash with Vietnam, China assembled a 2,00(Fman
amphibious group in the Spratlys, supported by significant air
and sea componenb. Ngok Le,Chitu's DefenceModinistion Anit

YjltlfrV lailoship (Australian National University press, Sydney,
1989), p.l80.
Klintworth, Chitu's Moilrnisation, p.49.
These are often related to ICBM tests. As early as 19ge China
despatched a naval flotilla of 18 ships to an area 750 nautical miles
NNW of Fiji, in order to observe and recover the data from an
ICBM test launch. Australian Foreign Affairs Rroril, (Vol.Sl,
No.S), May 198Q p.135.
Age,l ]anuary 1991.

lf ng article by C.Macgregor, 'Beijingls policy in the South
China Sea', in tlnre Sundry Tima,3t March 1991.
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There is little doubt that china seeks an expanded politico-

sFategic nole for itself in the Asia-Pacific regioo and that it will
continlue to devoE substantial resources to modernising its nuclear

and conventional military forces alr a primary instmment for
proiecting power into the region. The prospect of china reasserting its
historical ihnuence, after more than a century of relative wealcnese,

should not in itself be of conctrn to Austalia, Provided that Beiiing

conducts itself within broadly acteptable nonns of international
behaviour, and does not attempt to use force iniudiciously, or in a
nulnner which transgresses the notion of legitimate selfdefence. The
most effecti*re means of achieving this goal is to ensure that China's

strategic capabilities are matchd by another rnapr Power, or

combinationof powers, so that Beiiing does not have free rein to pless

its territorial cliims or political ambitions at the exPense of others.

This will require a substantial and continuing United SqtT Pr$ence
in Northeasi ^A,si+ and a recognition by china that both soviet and

fapanese military forces are irreducibly part of the strategic equation in
the North Pacific.

In the longer term, Ausbalia should attempt P "*pTd
defence cooperation with china in order to complemenj^the existing
strands of the relationsNp to balance ties with the united states,IaPan
and other Asian nations, and to encourage regular dialogue on
politico-strategic issues of mutual interest. China's participation would
Le essential to tte integrity and efficacy of any new security regime for
the region which migfit enrerge in the comilg yean, for many of the

sanre 
-reasons as fapanls. nei;ing is simply too imPortant to the

security of the Asia-Pacific region to exclude.

In the area of arms control, while it is unrealistic to expect

china to divmt itself of its nuclear arsenal in the abserrce of a

comprehensive strategic arnrs reduction beaty, -Australia - 
should

".,"o.rr"gu 
china to refrain from exporting technology which could

lead to -nuclear arms proliferation, and to be npre open about its
nuclear assistance to recipient states. While there is no hard evidence
that china has ever supplied militaqy-related nuclear assistance to

other counbies, the secrecy which surrounds china's nuclear exports

is excessive, and has fuelled suspicion and undermined confidence in
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its pledges of non-proliferation.T9 Apart from exhibiting greater
transparency on nuclear issues, China's agreement to sign the Non-
Itoliferation Treaty (NPT) and the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCru80 would benefit Australia indirectlyby demonstrating China,s
commitrrrent to arms control, and to the confidence.building measures
which are critical to regional and global security.

Historical Trade Links

Australia's trade relationship with China dates back to 1788,
when three ships from Botany Bay visited the Chinese port of
C-anton.Er However, it was not until the great depression stimulated
an Australian search for new markets that a significant increase in
bade took place. For the next twenty years bilateral bade fluctuated
considerably, reflecting the wartime uncertainties and disruptions
which afflicted the Chinese polity during this tumultuous period.E2 In
the early 1950s, Australian exports to China, mainly of wool, entered a
perid of modest but sustained growthp followed by the beginning of
the wheat hade in 1951.

For example, China's disclosure that it has been assisting Algeria
to develop a nudear capability since the early 1980s has created
cgncern in the West, although the Chinese have denied that their
nuclear cooperation with Algeria has any military connotations.
Far Eastun Economic Roiaql6May 1991, p.15.
China's exports of missiles and missile technology to the Middle
East, in particular the mooted sale of the nuclear-capable M-9
short-range ballistic missile to Syria, tras focused Western
attention on China's role as an amrs exporter in the aftermath of
the Gulf conflict. Age,ll |une 1991.
K. Bucknall, 'AustraliaQrina Trade', Austtalia-,Asia Papers, No.9
(C-entre for the Study of Australian-Asian Relations, Griffith
University, 1980), p.14.
Among which were the Japanee invasion of Manchuria, the
Second World War, and theChineseCivil War.
By the end of the decade, Australian exports to China were
valued at A$102 million. Bucknall,'Australia{hina Trade', p.&.
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The potential for Australia{hina trade remained largely-

unrealised throughout the 1950s, despite intermittent shipments of
Australian wheat which showed considerable annual variations,
depending on China's import requiremenb. The dominarrce of wheat

sal-es tended to distort the overall trading pattern and accounted for
the oscillations in China's ranking as a trading partner from 1960 to
1973.u Imports from China, in the form of agriorltural products,
textiles and clothing, showed similar fluctuations, although the value
and volume of imports from China after the mid-1950s was

significantly less than exports, allowing Australia to run a substantial

balance of trade surplus which persisted until the late 1980s. The

composition of imports from China also changed in the mid-1950s, as

china began to export increasing quantities of textiles and clothing. By
the late 1960s, imports of agricultural products from China accounted
for only 10 per cent of the total volume of imports while textiles and
clothing had increased to over 50 Per cent.E5

Reflecting on the historical pattern of hade with China, it is a

curious irony thit while Aushalia has haditionally feared both the

myth and the reality of Chinese political and military Power, dating
back to the mid-nineteenth centurlr, there has always been a vocal pro-
china lobby in Australia which has argued for an expansion of trade

with china. Even at the height of the c-old war, when Australian
governments were Portralnng China as the Prynary .tfreat to
Australia's security, influential gpoups on both the left and right of the
political spectrum contendd that Australia could not afford to ignore
lhe vast potential of the China market, particularly at a trme when
Australia faced the loss of traditiond rnarkets in the UK and Europe as

a result of the formation of the EuropeanEconomic Community.ae

That assessnrent was vindicated in the early 1970s. Whitlam's
recognition of Beijing marked a turning point in Australia's relations
with Cfrina, and provided the political frarnework ne'cessaly for the
development of a more broadly based and stable reLationship. 1n1973,

a Trade Agreement was signed, granting China 'most favoured nation

status', errcouraging the exchange of technology, suPPort for the
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ibid., p.73.
ibid., p.41.
See H. Albinski, Attstralian Policies anil Attituila towmds Chitu
(Princeton University Press, New fersey, 19651, p.2!t6.
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principle of comrnercial and long-term contracts, and providing a
mechanism for annual irint hade dirussions.ST In the foilowlng
decade and a half, two-way tsade increased significantly.

Australia-China Trade Today

In 1972-73, Australia's ergorts to China totalled A$d2.9
milliory but in the following year, stimulated by the 1923 Trade

lgf.T*t, exports iumped b A,$1625 miltion. tn iggg-90, that figure
had risen to A$1.2 billiorU rnaking China Australia,s Enth most
impo{anj export destination. Imports showed even higher rates of
growth during this period. In \97T74, they were valued at Ag71.g
million, and after an initial hiatus they began to increase steadily,
reaching A$1.2 billion in 1989-90, the same level as exports.ss Chtuia
was ranked as Australia's ninth largest source of imports and ninth
FUet.94iry partner in 1990, with two-way trade amounting to
.A$2.6 billion.se

Australia has dosed, and bilateral tradeis now nrore orims lralatcd.
A notable trend is the lack of growth in Australia's overall share of the
China market. In 797T74, China took 2.4 per cent of Australia,s
exports, the same as in 1989-90, although the percentage share reached
a high of 4.8 per cent in pn-TB. Between fgg5 and 199O there was
actually a nqgative growth rate of -7.3 per cent in Australia's exports to
china, and overall growth was at lignificantly lower leveis than
Australia's trade with china's newly industrialising neighbouns, such
as Taiwan and the ROK.90 Australia's exports are Uasea on a narrow

lystralian F-yry Affairs Rearil, (VolSZ NoS), May t9fh6, p.391.
Arafion of Traile Ausbalia: Thne Sde lg7l-72 to tgfiB:gg and
Dirution of Trade Australia, 798g-90: Australian Trade With
Countrie, Country Groups anil Regbns, Central Statistics Section,
Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.8e Chiru: Country Economic Brif GEB), March euarter, lgg\,
Deparbnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
R. Garnaut, Australia anil theNortheast ,Asian Ascenilancy, Report to
the Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affairi and rrade
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range of raw materials and simply transformed commodities, notably
wo6l, wheat, iron ore, barley ind sugar, which are subict to wide
fluctuations in price and dernand. Imports from china, on the other

hand, while dominated by textiles and dothing, are sPread more

evenly, and are less affected by the volatility which afflicts Australia's
exPorts.9l

The vast potential of China as a mapr market for Australian
exports was undellined by the impressive rate 9,f St9-ft- which the

chinese economy experienced in the 1980s, following the reforms

initiated by the Sovernment in 1978. GNP increased at an average rate

of over 9 per cent, making China one of the world's fasbst growing

economies. Moreover, theie are strong complementarities between the

Chinese and Australian economies which .rre a source of mutual
attraction. China is relatively resourcePoor, with a vast population
and underdeveloped infrastructure, the antithesis of Australia. This

should ensure a continuing demand for Austsalia's traditional exPorts,

as well as presenting opportunities for Australia's manufacturing
industry, *tiict has yet to make signinficant inroads into the china
market, although there are some promising signs in the area of
telecommunications, mining, agricultural technology and Power
systems.92

Since the mid-1980s, Australia has been a favoured destination

for China's limitd investment funds. China's two largest overseas

investrnents (outside Hong Kong) are in the Australian resources

sector,93 where China is seeking to guarantee supplies of essential raw
materials as well as seeking to madmise the return on ib investrnent

funds. The value of china's share in these two Proiects and other

srnallef invesbnents is about A$3S0 million.94 Australian inveshnent

in china is primarily related to the forty or so ilint__ventures
established since the eirly 1980s. Estimated at around A$350 million

(Australian Governrnent Publishing Service, Canberra, 7989r'

p.72.
Chiru: CEB, and Direction of Trade Ausbslir,,7989-90.

Chitu: CEB.
The Portland aluminium srnelter, and the Mount Channar iron
ore mine. Garnaut, Australia anil tlu Northast Asian Ascenilancy,

P.98.
Chiru:CEB.

91
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by the Chinese, the value of actual Australian equity is probably closer
to A$100 million.es The Ausbalian experience in investing in Ctrina
has generally not been a huppy one because of excessive bureaucratic
red tape and high establishnrent costs.96

The prospects for growth in existing areas of trade are mixed.
111988 China purchased 10 per cent of Australia's wool exports, but
thil figue fell dramatically in the next two years and there ii unlikely
to be a significant improvement in the short-temedium term.9 In thb
area of food, demand for Australian bulk foodstuffs is likely to
increase in the long-term, but the rate of growth will be dependent on
continuing economic growth accompanied by liberalisation of China,s
market for agricultural goods.98 The strong growth in iron ore and
aluminium exports to China is expected to continue, as both are
fundanental to China's program of modernisation.

China has a poor comparative advantage in the energy-
intensive aluminium industry and in 1985 imported over 50 per cent of
its needs. Despite Australia's mapr role as a supplier of aluminium to
q" ROI and |apan, it has not yet established a comparable position in
China.99 In the non-hade sector, there are gmd prospcts for
promoting Australian educational services in the form of English
language, vocational training and tertiary courees, but there are
unlikely to be many opportunities in the service sector or tourism, and
business migration is virtually non-existent.1fl)

ibid.
Garnaut, Australia anil tlu Northeast Asian Axenilancy, pp.99-100.
In 1988, China's wool imports peaked at 180 million kilograms of
greasy wool, falling to 50 million in 1990. The Australian share of
this diminished market fell from 6? million kilograms to 10
million kilograms due to a complex range of fictors which
included increased foreign competition from New Zealand and
South America, high and volatile movements in the Australian
dollar, and Chinese domestic policies. Australian,S November
19n.
Garnaut, Australia anil the Northust r{sian Axenilancy, p.194.
ibid.,pp.227-?30.
ChittsCEB.
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Threats to Ausbalia's Economic Interests

It is dear from this
considerable economic stalc

eurvey that Austrdia has a
the continued growth and

brief
in

modernisation of the Chinese eaonomy, which reliates not only to the

oxisting bilateral economic relationship but also to China's_potential to

exert dconomic inlluence in the Asia-Pacific region. China is an

important trading partner for Australia, althorrgh its potential should
beheasured rnore in terms of its economy, whidr is only 1.5 times that
of Australia, rather than in terms of its population of 1.13 billion.lol
This was a point often lost during the heady bool Perid of the 1980s,

when t*ny Australian businessmen harboured unrealistic

expectations of market opportunities in china. Ttre Tiananmen

-is".-e has had a salutary and sobering effect on foreign business

confidence, forcing a downward revision of western commercial
expectations. chiia has also been forced to a{opt mo.re sensible and

prigmatic policies towards the thinning ranla of woF* suitors,

.'t i".t in the long term should improve the business environnent in
china and help to stabilise the trading relationship between canberra

and Beiiing.

There are, however, a number of uncertainties about the

course of china's future development which may circumscribe its

economic prospects and, in the worst case, threaten ib whole

modemisation ptogtatt" First and forenpst are the recurring cycles of
political instability and reversions b economic autarky, which have

regularly disrupted China's growth, retarded economig progress, and
i"t iuitei the 

- 
development of a more broadly based trading

relationship with Australia The Tiananmen nurssacre can be seen as

the rnost r€cent rnanifestation of this cydi€l pattern. The political

instability which has plagued china throughout ttiq oqg.y has been

a principle cause of the volatility which has bedevilled bilateral trade,
alihough Australia's trade with China has been less sureptible to

political disruption than that of many other countries, because

Australian exports of primary products and raw materials are not

easily substituted.

101 Australian Financial Rarisw,S Iune 1991.
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Beiiing's ambivalent approach to economic reform has also

gitd questions about China's reliability as a trading parbrer, and has
dir€ct implications for Australia's economic interesis. The economic
reform process, whirh began in 1978, was successful in stimulating
growth, and many features of central planning were abandoned in the
early+o-mid 1980s. However, the limited introduction of free market
mechanisms, while stimulating spectacular incrcases in sorne areas of
productior; also fuelled inllation and consunrer demand leading to
serious balance of trade problems. comrption became rife, creating
resentmerrt arpng ordinary chinese and pressure for political and
social rcform at a time when increasing numbers of chinese students
werc being exposed to Western notions of democracy and freedom.

In response, the Chinese goverilnent slowed down the reform
Lrocess and reaffirmed the continuing relevance of central planning.
Ihe two mutually incompatible systems now coexist uneasily, creating
intense competition for resources, distorting prices and the value of the
national currency, and complicating rucrmonomic management.t@
Apart from the economic consequences, the qualified commilrrcnt to a
free market system has exacerbated tensions and differences between
those committed to radical, systemic reform in the liberal wing of the
Communist Party, and rnore conservative, doctrinaire members of the

tlnq elite who remain faithful to the tenets of Marxist orthodory.
This, in turn, could lead to renewed political upheaval, which wouid
have a depressing effect on bilateral trade.

Australia has a vested interest in seeing the elimination of the
crurent distortions in the chinese economy, particularly in the areas of
pric€6 and bade liberalisatio& and a less equivocal approach to
fundanental ecnnomic reforrn For political neasons, cNd pursues a
po[cy of self-sufficiency in areas such as grain productiory wt ich are
heavily subsidised. such policies contribute to pric€ distortions in the
chirrcs€ eaonomy, and are detrimental to nations like Australia which
have a natural comparative advantage in wheat and other grains.

The combination of political instability, tlre enatic rate of
change 

"ld 
th" contradictions inherent in the hybrid policy settings of

curent chinese economic planning, is already influencing Australia to
look towards China's regional competitors, in partiorlar the ROK and

r@ Chiw:CEB.
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Taiwan. Bilateral bade with both these countries exceeds that with

china, and in fune 1991 Australia took a significant step to improve
relations with Taiwan by posting a ile frcto ambassador to the
Australian Commerce and Industry Office in Taipei.tGl

While Australia is unlikely to popardise its ties with China by
recognising Taiwan as an independent nation, the strengthening 9f
ecoriomic tints wittr Taiwan is a sign that Austrdia wiU in futu'e take

a more hard-headed and, sonn would argue, a less compliant
approach to China. Australia's burgeoning trade with Tlyan will
inevitably reduce china's leverage over canberra's china Policy in the

long terrry and increase ttte Ukelihood of disagreements^arising over

Taiian, particularly in the event of a return to power in Canberra of a

LCP government. The LCP is likely to be more enthusiastic about

trade with Taiwan than the Labor Party, and less supportive of the
,special relationship, with china claimed by the Hawke Governrnent.

However, China's economic importarrce to Australia is not

only a function of the bilateral relationship. Although chF" is not yet

a giobal player in financial or economic terms, it is certainly one of the

larger rig6nat economies. China features prominently in the

caliulatiois of all its neighbours and the region as a whole, simply
because of its overwhelming size, population and resources, both
human and natural. The various proposals for regional economic

groupings which have emerged in recent years havedl ryught to
include ct ina as an active member, in recognition of china's almost

unlimited economic potential. There is also a broad consensus about

the positive political benefits which would accrue from China's
integration inio the matrix of interdependent relationships whidt
increasingly binds the nations of Asia and the Pacific.

Taiwan exPert in the DePartnent of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), was sent to Taipei-for three
years-in June 1991, to undertake normal 'diplomatiq political and
iommercial reporting, and to liaise with Taiwanese officials'. In
addition, a new Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan section has been

established in DFAT as a result of a policy rcview in 1990, which
recommended sbengthening ties with Taiwan. Taiwan was also

given permission, in March 1991, to establish a trade office in
Canberra. Australian Financial Raniant,2l fune 1991.
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Australia has actively supported China,s entqy into APEC, the
most prominent of the regional cooperation forums, and China has
reciprocated indirectly, by criticising Malaysia's competing proposal
for an East Asia Economic Grouping (EAEG), which includes China,
but exdudes Australia.l04 china also seems interested in promoting a
china-centric, economic subgrouping,linking it to ib Northeast Asian

leighbours'lupur,, the two Koreas, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Mongolia and
the Soviet Union. According to one advocate, the eniouragement of
'Northeast Asian C-o-Prosperi$/ would assist China,s economic
developmerrt and contribute to global stability, by drawing on the
cultural affinities and economic complementarities of the member
countries to challenge the hegemonic inlluence of a single superpower
or frading bloc - a clear reference to the United Statet and the
European Community. 105

Such a grouping if it were to eventuate, would pose risks as
well as offering opportunities for Aushalia in much the sarne way as
similar proposals advanced by Tokyo and Seoul. In the long term,
Australian exports of sorrp raw materials and energy commodities to
China could be replaced by Siberia's natural resources. Equally, rnator
new resource and infrastructure developments in the soviet Far East,
marrying |apanese capital and technology, Korean consFuction and
manufacturing expertise, and Chinese labour, could generate sufficient
dynamism to stimulate growth throughout the broader Asia-pacific
region and create demand for Australian exports and skills. In either
event, Australia cannot afford to ignore such developrnenb or their
consequenc€s, because they will directly and substantially impact on
Australia's economic security in the twenty-first century.

See, for example, the comments made by Sun Zhenu, Drector-
General of the Departrrcnt of American and Oceania Affairs in
the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade. Sun
asserted that the EAEG would be divisive and muld not hope to
play as important a role as APEC. Sunilay Age,23 fune lggl.
Hua Di, Rnent Dnelopnents in Chiru's Dorll*itic anil Foreign
Affairs. See also the artide by Gary Klintworth in the Australin,
21 fune 1991.
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Mutual Perceptions

Historically there has been little contact between Chinese and

Australians, apart from a brief period in ttre mid-nineteenth century
when significant numbers of Chinese came to Australia in search of
gold or ls indentured labourers. In China, very little was known of
Australia before the establishment of diplomatic reliations in 1972. As
observed by the Gamaut Report:

The only widespread, popular perception of Australia
was for its sheep and wool - in a rcrnarkable Piece of
brand identificatiory an association etched in the word
the Chinese used for wool.lo5

Australia's decision to market its educational courses overseas,

particularly in Northeast Asia, stimulated a new awareness of
Australia in China, which accelerated in the mid-1980s aided by a new
emphasis on cultural relations activities by the Australian government
and the personal relationship established by successive Australian
Prime Ministers with their Chinese counterparts. In addition, large
numbers of Australians began to travel to China as tourists, and a
considerable number of Chinese students came to Australia, mainly to
study English language courses. l(7

These exchanges, along with numerous other formal and
informal linkages which now bind the two countries, have started to
impact, in a generally favourable way, on the popular perceptions and
images which each country has of the other. Chinese tyPicaly Tg"td
Auslrafia as an empty, physically beautiful country, whose people are

friendly and enioy a high standard of living.lG Armng Chinese

officials, Australia's attraction has stemmed from a perception that:

Garnaut, Austr alian an il the N or thast r4sian,4s enilancy, p33 1 .

By 1989, there were 15531 Chinee students enrolled in ELICOS
(English Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students)
associated colleges, and a backlog of 37,ffi Chinese applicants
awaiting processing. Far Easten Economic Rmieu,20 fune 1991,

P.13.
Garnaut, Austr alin and the N or thust'4sian'4xenilancy' p.332.

105
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Australia is a large, resource.rich land, having nrany
characteristics and problems akin to the developing
world but for reasons of history, already possessing i
modern, developed economic system and specialised
research base. Quite apart, therefore, from areas of
potential cooperation which arise from natural affinity
and complernentarity (eg. agriculture and mineral
extraction) China has begun to look to Australia as a
sourct of some of the technological and managerial
skills it is seeking.loe

On the Australian side, China is a country of great fascination
and attractiory although there is still considerable public ignorance of
china's rich cultural, literary and scientific history. Australians have a
generally positive view of china but there are residual concerns about
china's ability to threaten Australia's security, and ambivalence about
closer economic tiss.u0 The Tiananmen nnssacre impacted quite
sfongly- in a negative way, on Australian attitudes to China, although
Australian antipathy was directed at the governrr€nt, which wis
widely seen to be reactionary and repressivC. In general, Australians

1t€ still relatively uninformed about China and have yet to
demonshate an awareness and understanding of the country
consonant with the realities of china's bilateral and wider importance
to Australia's future.

l(D Woodard,'AustraliaCrina', p.31.
110 Gamaut, Australia anil theNorthust Asian Axenilanry,pp32h324.



CHAPTER 4

THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA (BOK):
AN EMERGING PLAYER

The ROK's Security Environment

The devastation wrought by tlre Korean War has imbued in all
South Korean governnrenb i keen awareness of the political and

military threat ipreented by tte opposing regqe in Pyongyang' The

*tn" of siege ind fear of imminent attack from the Democratic

People,s nep"uutic of Korea (DPRn has dominated tlle RoKs threat

perceptions'for most of its short efstence as a sovereign state, and it is
6t fy it recent years that Seoul has corne to accept that cFlgo in the

$o[nl and regional security environment have diminished, to some

Extent, ttre thieat from ths North. From the ROK perspectiye the

reduction in tensions between the four maix Powers - the us, the

soviet union, china and |apan - all of which have direct interests in
the Korean peninsula, has enhanced the stability of the rcgi9n-, as has

the passing br tne ideological dogmatism and disputation of the cold
War.r T[e ROK,s optimism about the favourable nature of the

emerging power configurations in Northeast Asia has been reinforced

by th"e ri..us of its Northern Poliqy' in eroding Chinese and Soviet

support for the DPRK.

seoul is less sanguine about the us rapprochernent with the

soviet Union, because it ii thought that reconciliation between the two

superpowers may eventually undermine ttre US commitment to the

nOf lna Japan.f The Soviei Union remains [longyanq's chief arms

supplier, ani neither Moscow nor Beiiing has sufficient leverage over

rcin u dung to force maior Policy changes. !n regard lo 9u DPRK,

despite soie ptogress on lnter-Korean dialogue. and tfg. steady

growth in bilateral trade, the RoK political and military establishment

Is generally sceptical about flongyang's willingness to ameliorate its

See tvtinistry of National Defense, Republic of
White Papa 1989 (Ministry of National Defense,

Korea, Defaw
Seoul, English

version, April 1990), pp.3935 and 52.

ibid., p.53.
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qntrync!{ hostility, or to change its basic obpctive of communising
the South,3 certainly while Kim Il Sung rernains at the helm.

The Stsategic Significance of fapan for the ROK

tr(orean anirrnsity towards fapan is a deeply entrenched
peychological constant which, aE noted earlier, inhibits the
developnrent of closer defence qcoperation between seoul and rokyo.
Bittemess and hostility towards Iapan sbrns not only from fapan s
humiliating occupation of Korea from 1910 to 1915, but also from
Confucian Korea's sense of outrage and betrayal over fapa.n s
emulation of the west and its apparent rejection of traditional Ealtern
values and culture.4 Although ,apan is one of the ROI(s most
important trade partners and both counhies have been rnembers of the
US allianca system in Northeast Asia for almost forty years, ROK-
IlRan relations are still deeply infected by their traditionai enmity and
distrust. In public opinion polls, Koreans usually place fapan at, or
near, the bottom of their least liked countries, a feeling reciprocated by
the fapanese.S

From the ROK perspective, the US military pres€nce in the
region is not only cmcial to its security against attackirom the North,
bu! it is equally important .rs a guarantee against future Japanese
military expans_ionism, which in the long term could pose a greater
threat to the RoKs security than the DPRK. seoul is acutellaware
that, if a power vacuum developed in Northeast Asia, the |apanese
government would come under heavy pressulE from conservative
elements in the community to translate its formidable economic and
technological power into strategic equivalence, which might include a
nuclear dimension.5

ibid., pp57-58.
Lee Chong Shrk,lapan anil l(oru TIu Political Dimansion (Hoover
Institution Press, C-alifornia, 19&5), p3.
ibid., p.2.

19r 9xa1n]e in the ROKDefaw White Paper 1990, the Ministry of
National Defense assessed that fapan intended to build an
independent defence system which might lead fapan to becorre a

3

4

5

5
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There are, however, influential Koreans who argue that the

ROK must conre to terms with a more powerful and assefive laPan.
These sentiments are essentially those oftre Hawke C'ovemment - that
it would be better to engage Iapan in bilateral and regional-defence

cooperation rather ttran isotating it, thererby encouraging unilateralist

senhment among fapanese defence Poficy rnakels-whic! would be

inherently *r""durgurous, and potentidly destabilising.T The ROK

gonertmltt seems to be moving toward-s this view. [n recent years

ihere has been a significant insease in bil,ateral exdranges on security
issues, particularly counter-terrorism, a *b-tT! of great co^ncern to

both countries prior to, and during, the Seoul Olylnrcl' ql{O, ROK

naval vessels participated in the Ulled Rim of the Pacific Exercise

(RIMPACEX 9b), a m,tttinational naval training exercise.s This was the

first time fapanese and RoK forces had exercised together, albeit

within the US alliance framework.

There are indications that the US is quietly encouraging

increased defence cooperation between the ROK and fapan for

financial, as well as poiitical and strategic reasons.g As a first step

such cooperation is likely to take place within ure triaSulq security

framewoik which binds the US, fapan and the ROK since this
framework is clearly more palatable to both Tokyo and segu] in tlre
short-to-medium term, than a bilateral security pact Ttre RoK also

now feels more confident of playmg its soviet and china cards as a

means of deterring or containing any fapalese straEgic. or Political
initiatives which might encroach upon the ROKs security interests.

t"ititaty power in the region. Such a rtove, th" P"?"t argued,

would produce'a negative impact on the ryulty o-f SoIu':
l€e Ki Tuk, 'So*. drestions bn |apanese Defense' in W' Taylor,

Young Koo Cha, J. Blodgett and M. Mazan (eds), Tfte Future of

South-Korenn-IJS Secuity Relatiotts (WesMew Press, Colorado and

Center for Strategic and International Shrdies, Washington, 1989),

P.80.
Th. PACEX series of naval exercises began in 19n' In
RIMPACEX 90, the RoK contributed two 150Gton escDrt vessels,

the Seoul-Ham, and the Masn-IIam, both of which wer€

manufactured locally. Kor a Tima, 25 March 1990.

Hankuk llbo, 2 April 1990.
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The Sbategic Significance of Chinafor the ROK

Despite China's support for the DPRK, and its recent history of
strategic and ideological opposition to the US (and by extension the
ROK), Koreans have always accorded China, as an acknowledged
source of their cultural and linguistic heritage, respect, admiration ind
a degree of warmth which is noticeably absent from Korean attitudes
towards lapan. This partly explains the great enthusiasm in the ROK
for developing ties with China, whidr goes beyond the cold calculation
of strategic, political ard comnrercial advantage which will clearly
actrue from the establishnrent of an official relationship with China.

- 
For many years, ROK policy has been aimed at decoupling

China from ib dose relationship with the DPRK in the same way thai
the DPRK has striven to break the security nexus between Washington
and Seoul. That the ROK has been demonstrably nx)re sucressful ihan
the DPRK is largely attributable to ib burgeoning trade with China
which has provided maior incentives for both nations to eschew the
e-ntren hq hostility of the cold war. Initially conducted discreetly
through Hong Kong and various front companies, in rccent years trad-e
has been increasingly open and direct - as evidenced by the
establishment of a Chinese Trade Office in Seoul, and a reciprocai nOX
commercial presenoe in Beijing.l0

The ROK has rmved decisively to capitalise on the momenhrm
gelerated by these expanding comnercial links by targeting the
political relationship with China. Roh Tae Woo,s ,Northem policy,,
unveiled in 1988, has aheady achieved significant sucoess in
strmgthening ile facto political ties with China.ll The Tiananmen

Bilateral trade grew from US$18.8 million n t979 to US$148d.6
million in 1987. E. Graves, 'ROK-US Security C-ooperation:
Curent Status' in Taylor et al., Tlu Future of South Korun-lJS
Sntrity Rclations, p.70. In 1990, it was estirnated b be US$35
billiorU exceeding DPRK{dna tsade which is arround US$480
million (1990 estimab). Sino-ROK trade could reach US$7 billion
ry 19f,4. Fo EretqnEconomic Rmieto,6 ]une 1991, pp.1Fl6.
Ostersibly aimed at establishing a 'rapprochement with North
tr(orea, eventually leading to reunification of the countrS/, the
unstated aim of the Northem Policy is to detach tlongyang from

It
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nrassacre briefly intemrpted the expanding dialogue between seoul

and Beiiing Udt ttre ROfs low-key, pragmatic l?Potue to China's

domestit [roblems contrasted favourably, in China's eyes, with
Western criticism.

Australia's Defence Links with the ROK

In strict bilateral terms, Australia-RoK defence exdranges and

cooperation outside the framework of the united Nations command

tuNcl are not of great consequenae. During ttte 1970s and most of the

1980s, Australian-sensitivitiei about the human rights record of the

Park and chun regimes, and fear of upsetting the soviet u:rion and

china, circumscribed defence cooperation.r2 sihce 1985, there have

been a limited number of visits by senior serving officers of both

defence forces, including the Australian Chief of the Defence Force.

Generally, however, bilateral exchanges are desultory. There are no

Australiin military observers at the annual Team Spirit exercises in the

ROK which are the hrgest and most complex pint exercises of their
kind in the Asia-Pacificregion, and there ane no Australian military
personnel on exchange with the ROK or attending ROK staff collEes,

attnougn a Korean A^y officer is attending the Australian Army staff
College, Queenscliff, in 1991.

Australia expressed interet in the possibility of local defence

manufacturers acting as project rurnagement consultants and

providing servicing 1nd testing expertise for the aborted ROK

its two most important allies, China and the Soviet Union. For a

full exposition bf the Northern Policy, sx fuckgroundu,lFTb
About the Northern Policy of the Republic of Korea', (No'49),

2 March 1989 (Korean Overseas Information serviCe, Ministry of
Culture and tnformatiorL Seoul, ROK; also I. Cotton, 'North
Korean Isolation and the Prospects for National Reunificationl,
The lournal of Defnce Arulysb, (Vol'II, No2), winter 1990, p'161'-

12 For example, in 1978 the Deparunent of Foreign Affairy opposed a

visit to tni nOf by the joini Services Staff College on the grounds

that it might be misunderstood in Beijing and Moscow' Canbma

Times, 7 September 7978.
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purdnse of F/A-18 (Hornet) fighter aircraft from the US.13 The most
likely area of future defence cooperation is in the protection of sea
lines of communication, which are vital to the tradi and security of
both countries. In 1990, RoK naval vessels participated for the first
tirre with Australian naval vessels in RIMPACD( 90. ROK
participation in naval exercises of this kind is likely to become a more
frequent occurrenc€ as the RoK seeks to develop a blue water navy,
and to strengthen and diversify its military ties with other Asia-pacific
nations.

Australia's active membership of the UNC constitutes an
important part of the overall defence relationship because, in seoul's
eyes at least, it is a highly visible demonstration of Australia's
commitrrrent to the security of the RoK. For many years, Australia,s
liaison officers attached b the uN were the main itnnnet for inter-
governmental communication. The two liaison officers were
integrated into the Australian Embassy as Defence Attache and
Assistant Defence Atache in 1965, although the Assistant Defence

4ttThe position was abolished in 1982 as a result of financial cuts by
the Departnent of Defence.

The Defence Attache is a member of both the United Nations
Liaison and United N_ations Advisory Groups,14 the latter providing
advice on armistice affairs to the senior Member of the united Nationi
Command Miliary Armistice Commission (UNCI\{AC), which is the
most important political component of the uN's organisation in the
RoK. The Australian Defence Attache can theoretically serve as the
rotating rnember of the high-profile LJNCMAC,Is but cannot in
practice do so because he is the only officer on the Advisory Group

Th€ ROK had intended to purchase 120 Horneb. CanbmaTima,
21 March 1990. However, the order was later cancelled and
replac{ b1a cgmparable order for F-15 (Falcon) fighter aircraft.
Australian Foreign Affairs Rnoril, Nol.47, No.9), September 1925.
p.499.
The LJNCMAC has five nrembers - a US representative, two ROK
officers (one of whom is now the Senioi Member), the British
head of the Commonwealth Liaison Mission or his British prcV,
and an officer selected from the LJNCMAC Advisory Groui ona
rotational basis. UNC Regulation60Gl of 5 March 19g0.

14
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whose rank is below that of full colonel.l5 The reluctanc€ of Australia

to upgrade the rank of the Defence Attache s€ems to be based on a

desire to maintain a low-key defence relationship with_the_loK, and

reflects a certain official amLivalence about Australia's UNC role and

the obligations this might entail in tlre event of renewed hostilities on

the Korean peninsula.lT

The Defence Attache-s UNC functions are primarily symbolic.

Apart from his membership of UNCMAC, he wears two other uN-
related hats, one as Part of the anachronistic British Comrnonwealth

Liaison Mission to it" UNC,I8 commandd by a British Brigadier

General, and the other through participation in Joint observer Team

investigations and sp*i"l lnvestigative Team investigations,

"o*rnorlly 
referred to as the IOTSIT. His JOTSIT d"!gl include

verification of DPRK infiltration tunnels, inspections of uN guard

portt it the Demilitarised 7nne, and investigations of claims of

armistice violations.r9

The ROK's Broader Geostrategic Significancc

The RoI(s regional and global geostrategic circumstances

invest it with a securif significanG for Australia that far outweiShs

the limited bilateral defe]rce links. Tlre Korean peninsula has

historically occupied a prominent position in the East Asianbalance of

power. Is modernday relevance to the security-of the..regio.n stems

irom the far-reaching consequences a renewal of hostilities between

North and South *oi,td have for all the maix Powers - China, ]apan,

oreans will not deal with UNCIvIAC

representatives who are below the rank of colonel at meetings of
the MAC.
Based on discussions with former Australian Defence Attaches

and DFAT officers.
Australia and New Zealand are supposedly represented on the

UNCMACby this British officer,but the commonwealth Liaison

Mission seenrs to serve little other PurPos€, certainly from an

Australian point of view.
Interviews with fot^er Defence Attach€s and Defence officials in

Seoul and Canbera.
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the Korean War has left the Korean peninsula as one of the most
heavily militarised places on earth, with the 750,00Gstrong arnred
forces of the ROK and 43,000 US service personnel facing some
1,111,000 DPRK regulars.2o Added to this equation are the extensive
air and sea assets which the US maintains in close prodmity to the
Korean theahe, the tactical nuclear weapons which are deployed by
the US in the ROK,21 and the nuclear and conventional forces
possessed by the DPRK's main benefactors, the Soviet Union and
China.

Although the region is accorded little attention by Australian
policy makers or strategic analysb, who are generally preoccupied
with contingencies closer to home, Australia might find itself drawn
into a future Korean crcnflict for one or more of the following reasons.
First, it can argued that Australia has residual commihnents to the
defence of the ROK as a rrcmber of the UNC and as a signatory to the
Sixteen Nation Declaration of 1953. Secon4 should US forces be
engaged in Korea, as ttrcy almost certainly would in the event of
conflict with the DPRK, under the terms of the ANZUS Agreement
Australia would be obliged to consult with the US, and might come
under considerable pressure to make a military contribution to the
ROK's defence. Third, if attacked by the DPRK, the ROK would
probably ask Australia for assistanct, and make it clear that future
relations would be contingent upon a positive Australian response.22

None of the above factors would necessarily guarantee a direct
Australian militaqy involvement in Korea nor, on balance, is Australia
bound to support the ROK militarily as a result of ib ANZUS or UNC

fhc Military Balance, 199U1,991 (International Institute for Strategic
Studies, london, Autumn 1990), pp.166and 168.
The US Defense Department has crcnfirmed that there are nuclear
weapons in the ROK. See L. Brown, Amsican Security Policy in
Asra, Adelphi Papers No.162, Spring 1977, p3l; and also W.
Tayloa'Challenges to ROK-US $curity Relations', in Taylor ef
al., T lrc F utur e of S outh [Glr ean-US S eadty Relatiotts, p. I 1 8.
See A. Selth, r{usfralia and ke Rqublic of Koru. Still Allics or lust
Gooil Frinils? Working Paper No.&4 (Strategic and Defence
Studies Cenhe, Australian National University, Canbera,
September l9Br,pp.l2-27, for a fuller discussion of these issues.
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obligations. However, in the event of a renewal of hostilities on the

peni"nsula, there is a strong case for arguing that Australia would find
it difficult to reist pressure to make some form of militarl
commitnrent as a result-of the totality of its interests in the RoK and

its relationships with the united states and LaPgn. Moreover,-war on

the peninsula would not only fundamentally threaten the stability of
the iwo Koreas but also the whole North Pacific balance of power'23

Australia also has an interest in the outcome of the long-
running process of inter-Korean dialogue on reunification. The two

XoreaJare still far ipart, despite over twenty years of negotiations on

this question, and there is widespread scepticism internationally,2a 3t6
in thi ROK that any significant progress will be possible while Kim Il
Sung remains in power. There are signs, however, that the DPRK is

slowly, but inexolably, being forced to modify its u-ncompromisilq
reuniiication Pohcy. 

-Pyongyang 
has long oPPo$-separate UN

membership f6r tni two Koreas, arguing that it would be an obstacle

to eventual-reunification. However, in a maix concession,Ilongyang
submifted a forrnal application for UN membership in |une 1991, after
the soviet Union and china both indicated they would not oPPose a

similar application from Seoul.s

North Korea's leaders are also uncomfortably aware that their

increasing isolation from their traditional great power suPPorters, the

Soviet Uiion and China, is gradually eroding their position aisi-ois
the South, thus increasing pressure on them to make further
adiustrnents in their reunihcation strategy, Encouraged by these

ctatges in the strategic and political'landscape, the ROK is openly

^ootli"g 
the possibility of signing a peace treatyllth theDPRK after

the twJKoreas have been admitted into the UN. This would entail the

dissolution of the UNC and the abrogation of the military armistice
agreement.26 President Roh Tae woo has also confidently predicted

For a useful analysis of the significance of the two Koreas to the

security of this tegion, see P. folomka ,ThcTrtto l{orals: Catalyst fw
Conflbi in F,ast kin?, Adelphi Papers N.o.ZOg, Summer 1986'

See F. Downs, 'The Politics of Divisior{, , sia-Pacific Defence

Rqor tn, f uly 1990, pp.1 S15.
Canbma Tima, 11 fuly 191.
According to the Foreign Minister, l,ee Sang Ock. Telegraph-

Minor,l4 fune 1991.
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that reunification will eventuate 'in the mid-1990s, and within this
decade at the latst',27 although such public optimism has not been
reflected privately by many influential Koreans, who worry about the
economic and political cosb to the ROK of reunification in the light of
the German experience.

The Nuclearlmbroglio

Perhaps the issue of greatest import for Australia on the
Korean peninsula is that of nudear proliferation, given the compelling
evidence that the DPRK has embarked on a nuclear weapons prqyam.
Concern about developments in the DPRK was expressed puUtiity in
Australia by Dr Paul Dbb Deputy Secretary of Defence, irDecember
1989, when he told the Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Trade and Defence, that the most serious issue regarding nuclear
weapons in the Asia-Pacific region was 'evidence with regard to North
Korean nuclear weapons developnenf .2E

Although the facility was not specified in the committee
hearing Dibb was dearly referring to the construction of a 30 MW
research reactor and associated facilities at yongbyory some 90
kilometres north of tlongyang, which raises serious questions about
the ultirnate purpose of the DPRK's nudear program. This reactor,
which is 'suspiciously large' for a research reactor,2g would be capable
of -producing an estirnated G8 kilograms of plutonium a ylar,ao
sufficient for one or two 2Gkiloton weaporur, roughly the size of the
nuclear devices detonated over the Japanese cit5r of Nagasaki in 1945.

Australian, 18 June 1991.
Canbma Tima, 2 February 1990.
The reactor is larger than the 26 MW Dimona research reactor in
Israel, suspected of providing rnaterial for Israel,s nuclear
weapons prqtram, and about the same size as the Iraqi Tamuz I
reactor d9s.tr9fd !y tte Israeli air force, and the Trombay

l"t-tgt, which supplied plutonium for India,s atomic explosions
inl974. 'North Korea: The Yongbyon puzzle,, ,4siaanek,9 March
1990, p.18.
KmeaTbna,6July 1989.
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The development of a research reactor using locally produced

uranium and graphite, and based on an early British dqig_" which the

North Koreanl hive copied,3l is entirely consistent with Pyongyang's

autarkic policies in other areas of national development, and its
reputation for fierce independenc": ftuT is broad cons€nsus among

nOK, Japanese and American DPRK analysts that the facilities under

.ot,ri^"tiot at Yongbyon include a reprocessing plant and a high-
explosive testing facitity, and that the DPRK will be able to produce a

c"oae nuclear warheadby the seond half of 1993.32 According to the

|apanese, the DPRK has developed its own hot-cell reprocessing

i*t t otogy; in the absence of a fas[ breeder reactor, it is difficult to see

what ttribpnf would do with this supply of plutonium other than

use it for nuclear weapons purposes.S The highexplosive testing_

facility, located near the repr-oceising plant, is another indication of

ryonfyang,s intentions.sl Such a facility would be essential for the

dbvebpment of high-yield detonation devices, whidt are necessary to

trigger nuclear weaPons.

The DPRK already has a number of sysEms which are-capable

of delivering nuclear warheads. Most attention has focused on the

locally proaucea scud-B short-range ballistic missile, and a variant
with inextendd range known as the Scud-C, which is undergoing

testing.35 However, tt e DPRK's nuclear-capable MiG-23 and MiG-29

ca of the 60 MW C-alder Hall rnagnox

reactor, which the UK built in \956. Asbwek, g March 1990, p'18'
32

33

v
35

Washington Tima, 3 MaY 1991.

Interview with lapanese DPRK analysts.

KwuTima,5fuly 1989.

The DpRK acquiied Scud-Bs from the Egyptians in the early 1980s

and reverse engineered them to produce their own variants. The

Scud-B curently being tested appears b have enfgsed fuel and

oxidizer tanks, i rnoaifiea engine and a new guidance package'

See J. Bermudez Jnr quoted in the l@ru Thna, 15 June 1990, and

his article in I ane; s D4*, WeHy, 29 luly 1989, p'161' The Scud-C

was first photographed in May 1990, by a United States spy

satellite, and is Ueti-evea to have an improved range of between

370 and 550 miles (depending on the size of the warhead)' The

scud-cs are believed to be more acturate than the Husxin and the

Abbas versions of lraq's Scud-Bs. Kotu Tima, 6 June 1990 and 7
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aircraft would be more effective platforms for delivering the crude
nuclear weapons which the DPRK is likely to acquire.

flonryangis motives for developing nuclear weapons are not
entirely clearbut they probably include:

o I desire to gain leverage over the ROK and the US in
any future negotiations over reunification.

o A strategy of 'calcul,ated ambiguit/,s aimea at
complicating US/ROK war planning in the event of
renewed hostilities.

o I belief that the Soviet Union and China could no
longer be relied upon to provide a countervailing
security shield to match that provided by the US to the
ROK.37

o d response to the ROK's development of an extensive
nuclear power infrashucture and related expertise,
which gives Seoul the ability to develop nuclear
weapons in a rel,atively short time franre should a
decision be taken to do so.

o d desire to counter the US on+hore and off-shore
nuclear capability.

Whatever llongyang's motivatiory the possession of nuclear
weapons by the DPRK will have negative repercussions for Australia
across a broad range of interests. In the first place, it threatens to
destabilise the fragile balance of power on the Korean peninsul4 by
rcmoving the nuclear veto effectively exercised by the respectivb

:yry?oryel pabons of the two Korean states and increasing the
lilelihood that nudear weapons will actually be used in any rirture
conflict. The three nuclear powers with direct interestE in thC Korean
peninsul4 the US, China and the Soviet Union, ane awane that any
nuclear confrontation between them over Korea would run the risk of

%
s7

fuly, 1990- See also f.Ackermary 'lrlorth Korea,s Military Mighf in
CunentNals Supplatoi,lO April 1991, p.835.
Asiawe*, 9 March 7990, p.19.
See the comments made by Professor Kim Kyong Worg fornrer
ROK Ambassador to the Ug inNaasweek,8 April Def, p.SS.
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global nuclear war, and this prospect has served as a rnairr deterrent

io armed conflict. The DPRI( nudear weaporui Program introduces a

dangerous wild card into this high+takes gaTe, all-the more so given

fyoigyang's demonstrated capacity for independent action in the

military and terrorist domain.

There is also the question of the RoK and |apanese resPonse.

In the late 1970s the ROK attempted to pursue its own 
-nuclear

weapons option, which it was forced to abandon by the US'38 US

officials beliu.'" that the ROK still has contingency plans for

developing nuclear weaPons. The ROK could conceivably carry out an

tsraeli-styi-e preemptive strike on Yongbyonpe despite doubts about

the efficacy of suctr action should l}gngyang have alreadl stlcgeeded

in producing sufficient quantities- bf *eaponrgrade material for a

snrau numbe-r of nuclear devices. lapan will atso come under Pressure
to reconsider its anti-nuclear policies, although on balance neither

Iapan nor the ROK is likely- t9 ti"f incurring ttre qqth. of the

iniernational community (or, in fapan's case, the Poryerful domestic

anti-nuclear lobby) by oPenly producing nuclear 
-YiuPoN:Nevertheless, the acquisition'of nucliar weapons by the DPRK will

introduce additional fensions and uncertainties into a region whiclU as

noted by Foreign Minister Evans, has for {orty years been 'the eastern

fulcrumof the global East-West conflict'.4o

AsastrongsupporteroftheNon-ProliferationTreaty(NPT),
Australia also has a direct interest in ensuring that signatory states,

such as the DPRK, adhere to the conventions of the NPT regime. After

refusing for nearly six years to honour- ib obligations to permit an

Internaiional Atomic Energy Agency gAE$ inspection of its new

nuclear facilities, Ilongyan! finalty agreed to an inspection in |une
1991, less than two n'*i.s after foreshadowing its intention to apply

K to cancel the Pla"n* Purchase of a

French reprocessing plant. see Brown, Amqican sauri$ Policy in

,Asia,p.3"1,.
n nfrit 1991, the ROK's Defence Minister, Lee Jong Ku, issued a

puUL warning that the ROK had developed contingency plans

ior eliminatinf tte Yongbyon nuclear facilities. I-onilon Sunilay

Tima,2l April 1991.

Address by senator Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs

and Trade,at the 1989 Australia-Korea Forum'
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f9.9N membership.4l This followed pressure from the US, fapan and
the Soviet Union, which took the unprecedented step of threatening
sax$ory against the DPRK, including an embargo on Soviet-supplied
nuclear fuel, if the North Koreans did not comply with the terms oJ the
NPT.42 The DPRK's refusal to cnmplete a full*cope safeguards
agreement for the Yongbyon facilities threatened the viability of the
NPI, and undermined Australia's attempts to reduce regional tensions
by fostering greater security cooperation.43 Given its track record so
far, even if regular IAEA inspections of Yongbyon are carried out,
doubts lryyt the purpose and extent of ttre DpRK,s nuclear program
will probably persist. Iraq has already proven the IAEA's iniuitity to
detect a determined effort by a NPT signatory state to conceal
clandestine nuclear programs.,l4

Changes in the ROK-US Defence Relationship

Another strategic issue of consequence for Australia is the
gEryu whidr is taking place in the defence relatioruhip betr,veen the
Ro_K and the us. Apart from a brief period of uncertainty in the late
1970s, when ltesident C-arter proposed the withdrawal of all US
ground forces from the ROK, the US militaqy commitment to the ROK
under the 1954 Mutual Defence Treatfs has remained a reassuring

Sydnq Morning Hualil,l0 fune 1991. The DpRK should have

119ry_{ the inspection within 18 months of acceding to the NpT
in 1985. A. Mack, 'Is tlongyang the Next proliferltor?', pacifb
Rmrch, (Vol3, No.l), February, l9X),p.6.
Age,77 April1991.
S€e D. Ball, Air Powq, the Defnce of Australia anil Regiotul Suuity,
Working Paper No. 229 (Strategic and Deferrce Srudies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, April 1991), pp.1&20.
Time,8 fuly 1991.
Virtually all the 43,0m us air and grourud elements stationed in
the ROK are there under the terms of this treaty. It also provides
the umbrella for defence cooperation in a number bf areas
including w€u reserve storage, rnaintenance of US aircraft at
I(orean industrial facilities, and R & D on surfaceto-air missile
guidance technology. See loint Communique of 2lst Annual

42

43
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constant for successive governnrenb in seoul, and the principal
deterrent to an attack by the numerically superior forces of the DPRK.

Both the us and the RoK are having to rnake significant adjustnents
to accommodate the new strategic realities of the post4old War era
and to rethink the old assumptions which have underpinned their
defence relationship since the Korean War.

These change first became evident in the late 1980s when,
under the pressures of mounting trade deficits and Srowlng
Congressional reluctance to assurne the rrnirr burden of Western
defence,a5 the US governrnent began a rnairr reassessment of its
military deployments and strategy in the 'Asia-Pacific Rim'. The

resulting report concluded that while substantial naval and air assets

would be required in the North Pacific for the foreseeable future, to
safeguard vital sea-lanes and to protect us interests in the region, the
US $ould aim to reduce the overall level of its ground forces by ten
per cent in Japan and Korea, and persuade the host nations to assume

I greater proportion of the financial costs of maintaining US forces in
their countries.4T

As a consequence, the US announced, on 30 fanuary 1990, the
withdrawal of iust over 2,000 ground support personnel out of the
43,000 US troops stationed in the ROK. This withdrawal was to be

completed by mid-1992, with a further Phasd reductio-n of an

additional 3,000 non-combat personnel scheduled for completion by
mid-1993. In additiory five US air force bases were to be consolidated

in two locations, and an additional squadron of F-16 fighter aircraft

Security Consultative Meeting between the US and the ROK
Korea Tima, 21 fuly 1989.

Particularly for countries like the ROK, which is perceived by
many Americans to be getting defence on the cheaP while
engaging in unfair trade practices, which are deemed to be the
root cause of the us trade deficit.
Age, 4 April 1990. See also the Report to Congress by the
Departnent of Defense entitled, A Strategic Ftamaowk for ,the
,asian-Pacifrc Rim: Looking Towatils the 21.st Cntury lUS
Government Printing Office, Washington DC, April 1990),

particularly pp.9-10, which spell out a three'phase process for
restructuring and streamlining US forces in the ROK.
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lvas to be provided.4E washington also asked smul to double its
financial conbibution from 30 per cent to 60 per cent of the costs of
Trl4"ing us force in the RoK.4e Along *itt ttese adjustments,
the RoK was encouraged to assunp greater operational resfonsibility
for ib fo"g* by modifrng rts command strucdure,so and to irep"". ro"
the appointrnent of a RoK officer as the senior memuer oruNcMAc.sl In the lolger terrn, washington will probably make
further reductions over the co'rse of the nixt decadsleavinj only a
token ground force supported !y naval and air units.52 Eventially, all
ground elements rnay h withdrawn. It is also likely that the us will
nemove its tactical nuclear weaporur from the Rok, as part of its
t_frtugy for discouraging the DPRK from proceeding with the
development of nuclear weapons.53

. Drpit these reductions, the us crearly has no intention of
yacatfg $1_t_egiol or of completely withd.ar,"i.g its military forces
from the RoK in the foreseeable fuiure, as sorrre commentators have
s]8gestea. Apart frgm tfe continuing need to rnaintain a strong
deterrent posture against the possibility of a future attack from the
North, the us now has mor tFl ideological r€asons for ensuring the
viability_of the RoK. Economic ties havJdeveloped to such an extent
that the us would be seriously affected by the disruption to bilateral

Korea Tima, 3l January 1990.
Koru Tima, 18 February 1990.
seoul later announcad the creation of the position of chief of the
General staff for National Defense (chuigang IIbo, 2 February
1990), and a.five-year plan aimed at ae-potitiiising the military
1nd emplasising professional career developrrrentl po, Eastqn
Economic Ranietu, 14 March 1991, pp.?3-30.
Muior General Hwang won Tak- was named as the first RoK
senior LJNcNdAc officer on l-5 March 1991, over the protests of
Ilongyang . I@ru Tima,26 March 1991.
fny * -ftg predictions of several leading ROK defence
1F yt! including q $" Pyongfun of yonsei University. IOra
Tim*,21February 1990.
WashingtonTim*,3 Mgy 1991. At the time of writiag, the US was
considering^unilaterally withdrawing its tactical r,".i*t weapons
from the RoK as part of ib new grobar nuclear arms reduction
s&ategy.
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trade which would inevitably accomPany a rnapr conflict on the

peninsula, particularly if hostilities spread to- L"Pql and the rnapr
ihipping 

"oittus 
serving both countries.ll Tlre US military presence in

tfre.nOr is still the most critical comPonent of the regional security

structure which has successfully detened conllict on the Korean

peninsula since 1953. For this reason alone, Austsalia has an interest in
ensuring that the US and ttrc ROK suctessfully manqgg this cunent
perid if transition and that a too.rapid US witMrawal does not fuel a
compensating military build-up by the RoK which would not only
heig'hten tensions in the rqilol b1t also threaten the hard-won

deriocratic gains made since Roh Tae Woo's election in 1988.ss

Australia-ROK Trade

The substantial and sustained growth in trade between

Australia and the RoK has been central to the overall relationship,

parallelling the remarkable transformation of the RoK economy; the

hOf Ur rLovered from the devastation of the Korean War to become

the world,s tenth largest trading nation in the space of thrS decades.56

The ROK,s impressiie economii performance is clearly reflected in the

figures for trvo-way trade with Australia. In 1965, Australia's exPorts

to"tt" RoK totalled 0.2 per cent of total exports, valued at A$37.8

million.sT By 1990, this figure had grown to 55 per 99nt 
(As,2'67

billion).ss Imports from the-ROK showed lower, but still impressive,

rates of growth. l^ 1972-79, they accounted for only 0.25 per cent of

nt political constihrency in the US in
the form of the 800,000 to 900,0Gstrong Korean-American
community, which has further strengthened bilateral ties. Fat

Eastqn Economic Ranieut, 14 March 7997, pp 3G38'
See Far Easta n Econotttic Rwiatt, 1 5 February 19,0, p'32'

Econombt, 18 August 1990, P.12.
Garnaut, AttsFl alia anil the N or thust, sian Axenilancy, P'72'
Direction of Traite Australia, 1989-90: Austtalitn Trade with

countris, country Grutp anil Regbns, central statistics section,

Departnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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total imports (A$10.4 million), but by 1989-90 the percentage had risen
to 2.4 (A$1.25 billion).se

By 1990, the ROK had overtaken New Zealand to become

l,-u.str1li-a's third largest export market eo behind only fapan and the
united states, and showing the second highest trend [rowth rate (19.5

ryr cenlf of the _top ten destinations for Australian exports.6r rhe
impo.t figures reflect similar rates of incrcase from a lower base with
imports from the ROK showing the second higtrest trend growth rate
9f any country in the top En sources of imports (21.2 per ceirt) over the
tiveygg period between 1985 and l990.a ffre nOX is currently
Australia's eighth largest sourc€ of imports.63 Although in volume
terms Australia is a less significant parErer in the Rol(Joverall trade
pichrre, Australia's importance has grown steadily to the point where
it is the ROK's fourth largest supplier (3.2 per cent in 1990), and
despite its_small population the RoK's thirteenth most important
larket (1.6 per cent in 19n).6 Since 1952, two-way tra-de has
increased over 1,00Gfold, with a 28 per cent compound annual growth
rate.55

Australia's share of the ROK's trade has been disproportionate
to its size and economic strength largely because of the higtrdegree of
complementarity between the two economies. fire RoK is a irnirro.
ir,nage of Aushalia in resource terms - it is a small country (about half
the size of the state of victoria), densely populated (apprlximately M
million people), poor in minerals and rnountainous, wiih only about 20
per cent of its land available for cultivation. Most of the mineral
resources, heavy industry, mining and power generation located in the
northern part of the peninsula were lost when the country was
partitioned along the 38th parallel at the end of the Korean War.'

fi
61

52

53

4

ibid., and Direction of Trade Australia, Time Sda lgTl-72 to 1.9gg-
89.
I(orea Tima, 22 February 1990.
Dirrtion of Traile Australia, 7g8g-90.
ibid.
ibid.

lalculated -by the C-enhal Statistics SectiorU Deparfinent of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, from ROK Customs dita. See also
Korea Tima, 22 February 1990.
Korea Tima, 26 fune 1990.
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Bilateral trade has developed along a dassical pattern redolent

of Australia,s earlier experiences with japan. Initially fibr-es, bulk
foods and minerals formed thebasis of Australia's o<ports to the ROK,

followed by processed raw materials an4 nrore recently, the beginning

of highquility goods and services. Unprocessed primary_products,
nota6ly iion ore, coal, wool, wheat and beel still comprised 52_per cent

of Auitr.ata,s exports to the ROK in 1989/n, but this was a dramatic
fall from the 75 per cent they constihrted only three years earlier
(1985/86) and refiects a significant growth in exports of elaborately

transformed materials GTMs) and simply transformed materials
(sTMs), particularly aluminium, which increased by ovgr 100 per cent

between 1987 and- 1980.66 The most promising growth areas in the

merchandise sector look to be cottoru beef, car parb, building
materials, and processed foods. other prospective gtol14h areas are

education, tourism, business migratiory and new technology such as

information industries, aerospace, biotechnology and environmental

conhol technology and equipment.6T

Tourism promises to draw Australia and the RoK together in
much the same way as the flow of |apanese tourists to Australia has

done for Australia-lapan relations since the mid-1980s. compared

with |apan, which aicounted for over 77 pr cmt of- tourists to

Austrilia in 1989, the number of ROK tourists was an insignificant
proportion at 05 per cent.6E However, based on current proieetions,

i*ttr'"".r 15-20,000-Korean tourists will probably come to Australia in
financial year 199G91 and, in the longer term, the Australian Tourist

Commission estimates that 250,000 Korean tourists can be anticipated

annually by the year 2,ffi0.t9 As more than 50 Per c€n! of Koreans

expect [o ipend US$3,000-6,000 per person during a typical overseas

66

67

68

69

Irrt"*i"*t with officials of Austrade and the Deparfinent of
Foreign Affairs and Trade in Canberra and Seoul.

ibid. Aluminium has not been induded because it rnay have

reached saturation point in terms of Australian exports to the

ROK.
Garnaut, Attstralia and the N ortheast,4sian Axenilancy, p'2a6'

Kor ea Her al d, 26 | anuary 1997,
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excursioryz) the revenue implications for Australia are obvious, not to
mention the general stimulus to the economy and to the bilateral
relationship such an influxof Koreans would bring.

The Security Implications for Aushalia

As with Iapary and to a lesser extetrt China, it is clear that
Australia cannot afford to ignore or be complacent about the economic
aspects of its relationship with the RoK, given the extraordinary
growth in bilateral bade and the RoK'; increasing economii
importance to the Asia-Pacific region. Whereas, fort/ years ago,
Australia defined its security interests in the Korean fninsuta-in
exclusively strategic and political terms, such a narrow definition is no
fonger apprgpriale or meaningful in assessing Australia's real security
interests in the ROK.

to begin with, Australia has compelling economic reasons for
seeking the retention of a strong US military co-mmihnent to the RoK
as a guarantee of the regional balance of power and the security of the
RoK itself.7l over 5.5 per cent of Australia's exports are now destined
for the RoK, and the RoK provides 2.a pir cent of Australia,s

ilp"T:.3 Military conflict between the two Koreas would popardise
these linla and, in a worsmase scenario, could even lead to a virtual
cessation of trade for a substantial period of time. In Australia,s
current parlous economic state, the intermption of hade and other
economic exchanges with the ROK would have serious repercussions

These are 1989 estimates, based on a survey for the Australian
Embassy conducted by tlre Hankook Research Company, entitled
'Report on Image and Understanding of Australia' , i+ Jine 

.1,9g9.

Iryt: the original justification for the US military presence in the
ROK was to deter a DPRK attack, it is clear that baianceof-power
concerns are now an equally important reason for the retention of
US forces, a fact acknowledged by ROK prime Minister Kang
Io*g Hoon, in February 1990. Se IIn rtyreh Shinmun, g
February 1990.
This figure does not indude income derived from ROK
investrnent and tourism, which is likely to become an increasingly
important source of revenue in the future.
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for the Australian economy, particularly if the conflict spread to Iapln
and China, which togethei aicrcunt for a third of Australia's total trade

and, in tapan s case,i substantial proportion of foreign investrnent and

inconrc- from tourism. tn addition, the rnanner in which the

reunificationissue is resolved will have considerable economic as well

as sbat(€ic implications for Australia, as will the eventual political

form a uninea Korea will assume. A dynamic, derrpcratic Korean state

of some 65 million people could play a significant role in regional
development and provide rrew trade opportunities for Australia.

one of the less well-known and potentially contentious

aspects of Australia's role as a malrr supplier of energy-rel,ated raw

miteriats to the ROK is that Australian uranium accounb for over one'

third of the ROKs domestic consumption of uranium.T3 Already,

nuclear power represents 37 pr cent of the RoI(s installed Power
capacity, and over 50 per cenl of electricity is-achrally-generated by
nucteai power because it is used for base load.Ta By the- y-ear 2,000,

nuclear lt 
""gy 

is expected to contribute 47.4 pe-r cent of the ROK's

total inshlled'po*ei generation capacity and 15.1 Per cent of total

energy consumption.fi Although- uranium ore is present in the

*.ttt!^ half ofihe Korean peniniul4 it is not economically feasible to

mine and process the ore, or the 700,000 metric tons of monazite

deposits 
"ot 

tuitri.,g thorium distributed along the waterways of the

so.tthert provinces. As a result, the RoK has to import virtually all its

uranium iequirements and has usually done so on the basis of long-

term conEa&s from supplier counbies like Australia. In May 1979, the

ROK initialled an Agreement with Australia concerning cooperation
in the Peaceful Useiof Nuclear Energy and the Transfer of Nuclear

Material.

Australian sales of uranium, like many of its other energy ra\f,

material exports to the ROK could be threatened by the expanding

trade linla- between Seoul and ib Northeast Asian neighbours,

principally the Soviet Union For example * Y"y qry- the ROK

I'o"A,iaed an agreement with the Soviet Union to import 390 tonnes of

wer C-orporation (KEI{O) imported

477 tonnes of uranium from Australi4 or 36 per cent of its total

needs. KoruTima,3l March 1990.
74 KareaTima,2T February 1990.
7s ibid.
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will not affect current arrangements with Australia, seoul's eagemess
to establish economic and political ties with Moscow could erode
Australia's market position.

There are also political sensitivities associated with the sale of
Australian nuclear material to the RoK, grven seoul's stated long-term
aim of developing a nudear reprocessing capability, and the ever-
present danger of nuclear conflict on the Korcan peninsula. Australia
fas gone to considerable pains to ensure that the safeguards provisions
in its nuclear agreement with the RoK include an-undertaking that
nuclear material will not be diverted for 'military or explooive
pqposes',Z and that the ROK must obtain prioi conseni from
Australia for any rebansfer of enridred or repiocessed Australian-
sourced nudear material. The agreement also contains a sanctions
artide'acknowledging Australia's right to suspend supplies and to
require return of material in the event of detonation of a nuclear
device, failure to comply with IAEA safeguards, or breach of the
agreement.'78 If the ROK were ever to enrbark on its own nuclear
weapons program, under the sanctions article Australia would be
forced to suspend exports of uranium to the ROK, which would have
negative consequences for the broader relationship as well as incuring
immediate penalties in lost income.

The nexus between the economic, political and strategic
interests which Australia has at stake in the RoK received little
recognition in C-anberra until the latter part of the 1980s. As noted by
one Korean academic, the ROK and Australia each ,regarded the other
strictly in commercial and bilateral terms, and within-this framework
each ... maintained a strictly mercantilist policy towards the othe/.79
The tendency to view the relatioruhip as consisting of a number of
discrete elenents was not conducive to ttre development of a broadly
based relationship nec€ssary to sustain the monrentum and dynamism

Nuclur Fuel, 19 March 199O, pS, arul press Release by ROK
Ministry of Energy and Resourc€s,8 May 1990.

lf Flt of the agreement rn Australian Foreign Affairs Rrcoril,
ffol5Q No.5), May 1979, p.300.
ibid.
Speech by Dr Young Soo Gil at the Australia-Korea Forum,
Canberra 21 November 1989.

78

79
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for future growth. Such an approach also denied Australia a

rit"iri.u"t viice in decisions takerin Seoul which had the potential to

impact on Australia's interests.

Inaddition,tradeissuestendedtoaffectthewhole
relationship to a disproportionate extenL because it was the only area

of significint contaci and exchange. Whenever a conflict over trade

urori there were insufficient mectanisms and linkages,.both formal

andinformal,tofacilitatespeedyandnon-acrimoniousconllict
resolution. In 1984, a Trade Development council Mission to the RoK

commented that'the number of cuftural exchanges and other links do

not seem to be commensurate with the degree of economic importance

that Korea holds for Australia'.80 This stood in direct contrast to the

*u*g"^"r,t of Ausbalia's relations with China and |apan' In 1986' a

senior"Australian diplomat could clainr" with some convictiory that in

[!"ra to both Chfia and fapan, Australia had 'the most intricate

,dr"t,rr", for ministerial meeings and bureaucratic back-up in the

totality of our foreign relatioru'.El

The shallowness of the relationship threaters Australia's

economic interests in two other ways. First, Australia sfill lacks the

political leverage and general influence to counter that of the RoI(s
Ither mapt dua" pa"rtners, IaPa& the US and the EC' This is

particulariy important in areas iuch as beef and agriculture, where

potiticat fu"toouru at least as important as commercial considerations

in determining suppliers and market share' Secrcnd, the ROK s

determinatiot to i*iute the DPRK, by successfully prosecuting its

'Northern Poliqy', is preoccupying policy-makers in Seoul and causing

them to focus on economid bppoitu"ities in the Soviet Union and

china, the DPRK's traditional allies and rnaior trading partners.

Of all the Northeast Asian states, Seoul has been the most

enthusiastic proponent of sub'regional economic cooperation and

integration. TheRoK is currently-lookil8 at two_potential economic

cooftration protrts. One, often teferrea to as the lfunaai-f'1an 
(after

the giant Korean trading company), envisages ROK exploiation of

ril, (Yol57, No'10)' October 1985'

pp.90G907.
El Wmdard, 'China and |apan', p.4.
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Soviet Siberian resources in minerals, gas, oil, forestry and fishing.S2
Hyundai has plans to develop natural gas reseryes on Sakhalin Island,
and Gorbachev and Roh agreed to cooperate on itint exploration and
development of the Sakhalin fields during their meeting on Cheju
Island in May 1991.83 The Sakhalin venture is partly dependent on
DPRK cooperatiory as a pipeline carrying the gas to the ROK will
transit the DPRK.&a The Yakhutsk coalfields are also of interest to the
ROK. These mooted projecb are, of course, a long way off, and there
ar€ nrany political and economic obstades to be overcome. There is no
doubt, however, about the determination and commitment of the
South Koreans to tap into the abundant natural resources of the Soviet
Far East, or the impact that these developments will have on
Australia's exporb of energy raw materials to the ROK.

The other focus of ROK interest is trade with China across the
Yellow Sea, 'based on ROK and Japanese capital and technology,
Chinese and North Korean labour, and the relatively welldeveloped
indusbial infrastructure of the region'.&5 Already there is a
burgeoning network of economic arul personal links across the Yellow
Sea crcnnecting the ROKs heavily populated west and south coasts
with the Chinese ports of Shanghai, Quingdao, Weihai and Daliary
which will be further strengthened when diplomatic relations are
established. These developnenb present opportunities as well as risks
for Australia. However, unless Australia is able to substantially
broaden and entrench its economic interests in the ROK before
Northeast Asian integration gathers pace, Australia may face a serious
erosion of its markets in the ROK and, in the worst case, economic
marginalisation.

There are signs that policy makers in Seoul and C-anberra are
seeking to redress the asymmetries in the bilateral relationship and to
provide the foundation for a deeper and morc diverse parhrership.
Following an unprecedented number of high-level official exchanges

Far Eastnn Eunomic Raniant, 9 May 1991, p.18.
ibid. There is a possibility that Australia's BFIP rnay be involved
in a consortium with Hyundai, and the US oil company Amoco,
to develop oil and gas reserves offshore from Sakhalin. Australian
Firuncial Rrtrieut, ?:6 luly 1991.
Aushalian, 21 June 1991.
Far Eastern Esnomic Revieut, 30 May 1991, p 56.

E2
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in the late 1980s, ctrlminating in the visit of President Roh to Australia

in November 1988, a string6f new initiatives were announced, which

included the convening of-the first Australia-Korea Forum to examine

the fuh.rre of bilabral [es.s6 The follow-up meeting of the Forum, in
April 1991, l,aid out a blueprint fortlre future of the relationship which,
iitq alia, recomrnenrded 

-a 
broad range of nreasures to 'improve

understanding, enhance confidence and strengthen cooperation-.87

Regional Cooperation

The growing commonality of interests between Seoul and

canbera has-also been reflected in multilateral and regional forums.

The most important of these, in the economic and trade area, are the

Multilateral'irade Negotiations (MTN), and the Asia-Pacific Economic

Cooperation (APEC) process. Under the Flawl.e L^abor Government,

far greater salience thatr 
"uer 

before has been accorded to economic

fact6rs in Australian foreign policy, in recognition of the- serious

domestic and intemational consequenaes of the nation's declining

competitiveness, and the threatened demise of the glolTl trading

system represented by GATT.88 Althg$l gTPtTti"g. sorne

reservationi about agricuitural liberalisatioryEg Seoul has beentroadly
supportive of Austrilia's position in the Uruguay Rorln$ MTN' This is

larg'ely due to its own dependence on trade, and tlre consequent

see speect by Prime Minister Flawke in seoul on 30 fanuary 7989.

AustiatianFireign Affairs Rearil, ffol.6O, No.l), fanuary t93f, P'9'
See Report of Itre i(orea-Aushalia Forunr' Agadn fw lyvalia'
Korea ioopuation Touails the 21.st Cntury (Departnrent of Foreign

Affairs and Trade, C-anberra, 199D,p.23.
Richard Higgott provides a useful analysis of Australian Policy
responses to changes in the international economic order in The
politics of Ausltralia's International Economic Relations:

Adjustment and Two-Level Games" Australian lourrul of Political

Sciance, N o1.26, No. 1), 1991.

Canbma Time, 19 November 1990.
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vulnerability of ib economy to the formation of restrictive trading
blocs and other impediments to the free flow of tsade.90

It was the potential of regional economic cooperation to
promotie trade9l which first attracted pollcy makers in C-anbena and
Seoul to the idea of etablishing h rqgular process of regional
consultation on trade and economic issues'.92 The Australian and ROK
enthusiasm for APEC can also be explained by their desire for
alternative trade strategies, should the weakening of GATT signal an
outbreak of global economic conflict which would diminish all but the
sbongest national economies. If this were to eventuab, then both
Australia and the ROK would have little choice but to align themselves
with an Asia-Pacific regional grouping possessing sufficient
countervailing power, to contest the economic suprernacy of the
European Community and North Arnedca.93

Hawke's decision to announce the APEC initiative in Seoul,
during his visit to the ROK in fanuary 1989, succeeded in attracting
Korean support for the proposal at a tirn when there was considerable
uncertainty about the attitude of the United Stabs bwards a regional
grouping of this nature. The announcerrent by Fhwke also signalled
to the Koreans that there was a greater role for middleranking powers
such as Australia and the ROK in the age of tle 'new nrercantilism',

See, for example, the |oint C-ommunique of the Sixteenth
Australia-ROK Ministerial Trade Talks. Australian Foreign Affairs
Recoril, (Vo1.59, No.8), August 1988, p.323.
There were of course many other factors - enhanced
manoeuwability for the economic diplomacy of both nations,
particularly as a supplementary measure to the C-airns Group
activity in the Uruguay Round. See A. Fenton C-ooper and
|.Bonnor, Asia-Pacific Economic C-ooperation: An Evolving C-ase
Study in Leadership and Cooperation Buildingl, lntqtutiotul
lournal, (VolXLV), Autumn 1990, pp.Sa5-851.
Fact Sheet No.4O October 1989, Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade.
fu Koru Tima,20 September 1989. In responding to Flawke
Roh asserted that 'the nations of the Pacific Rim ... must close
their ranks to cope with the shock waves of change now battering
the world'.
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less dominated by American hegemony and 'characterised by more

diffuse and plural structures of power/.94

Korean Perceptions of Australia

As in Australia's relationship with fapan and China,

Australia's relationship with the ROK has been weakened by the lack

of traditional links and by mutual ignorance of each othey's social and

cultural makeup. Like Ausbalians, Koreans have always been an

insular people, in 
^ote 

than just a geographic slF.. {tttg-Wn tneir

horizons hive expanded as ine nOf has propelled itself into the

modem, post-industrial age, Korean perceptiory 9f tlP outside world
since 1953 have been largely conditioned by their relationships with
the United States and japan, almost to the exclusion of other nations'

Knowledge of AusUalia ins tended to be extremely limited, dated and

stereotyp6d. Typically, Aushalia has beenreg"tgd as a large, remote,

underiopuhtfr, wealthy, predominantly whitg- society, located

incongrubusly at the souihern gateway to Asia. Until 
-very lecentql,

the siilgle most recalled 'fact'about Aushalia was the White Australia

policy,"which was widely thought to -be 
still in existence'9s That

i*t "ptio" 
has been signiiicantly eroded over the past three years but,

grrr"tr the extensive ties which now bind the two countries, Korean

i"mpressions of Australia, though generally positive, are still relatively
uninformed.

A poll conducted for the GarnautReport in July 1989levealed

that Koreans rated Australia's standard of living well above their own

but below that of the United States, the United Kingdor& |apan and

the former Federal Republic of Gerrnany. On a scale of popularity,
Australia was ranked- behind only the United States, the United
Kingdom and cermany, but in terms of those countries with which it

Po[tics of Australia's lnternational
Economic Relations" p.4. The elements of the new lrErcantilism
are threefold, according to Higgott - increasing economic

nationalism, the emergence of the 'new protectionism', and a

decline in United states willingness, or ability, to exercise

leadership in international economic institutions'
95 Based on the writey's own observations between 1984 and 1987.
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was considered essential to 'get dongi, Australia was seen as
moderately irnportant, well behind the United StaEs, fapan and China,
but comparable with C*rmany, the United Kingdom ard Canada. The
most common images of Australia were those relabd to Australia,s
gmgraphy or climate, followed by its flora and fauna. There was little
knowledge of Australian cultural, intellectual, or sporting pursuits or
awareness of specific aspects of Australia's lifestyle, or standard of
living.96

A separate poll carried out by the Hankook Research
Company for the Australian Embassy, specifically aimed at assessing
Korcan attitudes to Australia as a destination for invesbnent, tourism,
immigratiory and educatiory made some equally revealing findings.
The survey concluded that Koreans were 'misinformed about the
general industrial structure of Australia', in perceiving the country as a
'r€source based economy with little in the way of secondary
industries'. Racial discrimination was listed by 20 per cent of
respondents as a disincentive to investing in Australia. ln regard to
emigratiory Australia received a very high rating, but scored relatively
poorly as a desired educational locatiory principally because
Australian tertiary institutions were considered to lack quality and
pr€stige. Australia was a popular holiday destinatiory although
measured on a statistical 'actual purchase intention' it was well behind
Hong Kong, Taiwan, the United States and Singapore. Finally, and
probably most significantly, despite their generally superficial
knowledge of Australia, Kor€ans gave Australia a very positive overall
evaluation (over 38), substantially higher than, for example, the
United States (2.9r.Y7

96 Garnaut, Australia anil tlte Northeast ,Asian Arcenilancy,pp.32G3?8.
97 The ratings used conformed to the following guidelines:

3.75andover = verygod
35G'3.75 = good
3.25-3.49 = fair
3.0G3.24 = poor
below 3.00 = very po<)r

(Hankook Research Company, T,eport on Image and
Understanding of Australia'.)
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Ausbalian PercePtions of the ROK

It is difficult to write with any authority on Australian

perceptions of the RoK simply beca-use thene has been no research of
l"y iig"ifi"ance directea sp6citically at this subiect. Anecdotal

"*'la"t"e 
suggests that Australian irnage of Koreans..are as

stereogrped iia simptistic as the evaluations of Australians by

Xoreans. Perhaps the most important difference is that Australian
feelings about Kote"t s are, on lhe whole, considerablY 

-less 
positive.

This ii attributable to the lack of political plurality in the ROK and

welldocumented cases of hurnan rights abuses. It is also, however, a

product of the extrencly narow, limited and overwhelmingly

iregative Australian and Western nndia coverage of $e ROK which

foirses almost exclusively on the perennial and often violent

confrontation between the government and militant student grouPs.

Th€se unsavoury images were balanced, to a certain extent,,by
coverage of the seoul olympic Games, dthough one.could argue that

this ev-ent was as idiosyncratic and unrepresentative of everyday

Korean life as baton-wielding combat policemen and rampaging

students. Nevertheless, Austrilian attitudes towards Koreans and

Asians generally are slowly becoming more informed and less

suspicious. As noted in the Garnaut Report,

Australians are now more than ever before, aware of
the economic imperatives of their place in th9 reeiol'
Unlike earlier generations, they do not feel greltly
threatened, a plurality aPProve current immigration
policies, tourism is widely accepted as beneficial and

lhere is a perceived need for increased Pe-rsoftto-

Person conticts and for increasing the study of Asia in

the education sYstem.98

Nevertheless, the RoK has failed to capture the imagination or

the interest of Australians in the way that china and fapan have, as

evidenced by the relative lack of institutional and financial resourc€s

devoted to tire ROK and ttre dearth of Australian media coverage of

anything Korean other than ttre obligatory student demonstrations.

fn" nO=fr bw profile in Aushalia is partly attributable to ib

oillwst Asian Axendanq, P i2O'
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geographical positior; sandwiched between the truo Northeast Asian
giants, fapan and whose preeminence in cultural, population,
strategic and historical terms has tended to deflect attentionaway from
the two Koreas. There is little doubt that if the Korean peninsula was
located alrrn-st anywhere else in Asia, it would command far greater
aftention and status in Australia than it does at present.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The preceding Pages provide some serure of the broad rangg oj
interests which e,usdaiia-trai at stake in fapary China and the ROK.

They also illustrate the inadequacy of.traditional miliarydominated
definitions of national sec""ity, which ignore or understate the

interrelationship between the economic, political and. strategic

dimensions of security. For rnost of its history, nnst notably dyring the

perid of the Cold War, the Australian approach to nltiolaf.security

inestiots has been dominated by the Anglo-Annrican'realis( view of

the world, and the central 'realif preoccupation with military threats,

tt","gio*l and global balance of powei, and defence of territorial

integri"ty and nati6nal sovereignty. fnis focus is most evident in the

,"rrfir.uf Reuiao of Australia's O4rhce C-apbilitia, writbn by P-aul Dibb

in 1986, in wNctr Australia's regional security interests are defined and

orderd primarily in terms oi geostrategic proximity,l and military

threat contingencies.

Theproblemwithsuchanalysesisthattheyignoreawide
range of non-military factors, particularly those of an economic

natire.2 As has alreidy been noted in this PaPer, eco_nomic policy

decisions taken in Tokyo, in regard to structural adiustnents or

bilateral trade, could have significantly more far-reaching effects on

Australia's national security intermts, than many of the contingencies

Dibb d"pi.ts A"stralia's regional security interests in a map at the

end of tire report, showing a series of concentric circles radiating

out from pa'rwin. See hia Report to the Minister for Defence,

Reuieu of Australia's D$orce Ctpabilitia, March 1985 (Australian

Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 19t36), Map 1t

In fairness to Dbb, hisieport had very specific terms of reference

and was directed at the 
-Defence 

Forces' The point is, however,

that the Departrnent of Defence definition of national security

used by p$U in his report, with its emphasis on protection

against 'armed attacK br the threat of arnred attack, has

cJnceptually dominated Ausbalian thinking -and rylicy..on
national r6*rity at the experuie of broader, alternative

interpretations. See ibid., P.36.
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mentiond in the Dibb Review and the subsequent 19gz Defence white
Paper. Both these reports also devote insufficient attention to the
implications, for Australia, of military conllict in areas outside
southeast Asia and the southwest pacific. For example, the chart at the
end of the Dibb Review _depicting Australia'a regional secadty
interests does not extend to ]apan or the two Koreas. yet a renewal of
hostilities on the Korean peninsula, or an outbreak of conflict
involving any of the Northeast Asian states, could have far rnore
profound security implications for Australia than events closer to
home.

Indeed, whether Imked at from a politico*trategic or
economic perspective, it is difficult to escape the conclusion tfiat the
Northeast Asian subregion, and its p"i"cipul member states, is at least
as important to Australia's security as southeast Asia or the southwest
Pacific. And if one acc€pts the thesis of C,areth Evans, that ,the
instruments of policy required to protect our security interesb go well
beyond those administered by the Minister for Defence,,3 it lo[ows
that the more complex security environnent which Australia faces, as
it approaches the new milleniurn" demands a more comprehensive
uluYdgl and. policy framework than the reductionist, distorting and
single'dimensional logic of Australia's traditional defencedriven
approach to national security policy.

Iapan

_ Iapan is dearly the centrepiece of Australia,s relationship with
Northeast Asia, and already ranks with the united states as the nation
with the greatest capacity-to directly affect our national security
interests, in the analory of the matrimoniar contract, ,for richer or for
poorer, for better or for worse'. The incipient bilateral defence links
are likely to increase fapan's overall importance to Australia in the
long terni and strengthen the trilateral relationship which binds
Australia and |apan to the United States in strategic partnership.

Ministerial statement by the Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Senator C,areth Evans, entitled Australia,s negiolu,t Seuity,
(Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, C-anberra, December
1989), p.15.
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The great strategic and political question for Australia is not

whether nd" will occripy a rnore prominent position in the S]obat
hierarchy 6f tnu new iniernationat order, commensurate with its

"*r,orr,i", 
technological and financial strength. It is rather the

directiory form andtirrrension of |apanls global strategy which is of
foremost concern to Australia. Ikle and Nakanishi are right to argue

that fapan needs'a broad strategy consonant \dth its self irnage as a

humanistic, dernocratic and peaceful nation'.4 However, the corollary

to their thesis - that'the gQraphic horizon of lapan's defensepoltcy
must expand beyond tlie region of thq Iapanesg islands - is less

demonstrable or-compelling,-because of the regional and domestic

sensitivities which would complicate, and con$train, any attemPt by

Iapan to proiect military powei beyond the confines of homeland and

r.i-lut " defence. fne- participation of the JSDF in peacekeeping

operations under UN auspicns would be a positi"i-"1t1velcome
demonstration of Japan's commiunent to the values of the UN cftarter,

and to the uN as a pillar of the new global orde1. Beyond that,

however, the security interesg of both Aushalia and fapanwould be

best served by a tipan which fulfils its new global and regional

responsibilitiei accoraing to the non-military prescriptions of the

Kuriyama formula.

IaPanhasalreadyshownanabilityandwillingnesstoPungue
its interna'tional obpctives through the medium of ib aid policies and

investrnent strategies and, lesl directly, through its formidable

economic leverage] particularly in the Asia-Pacific n€iory where it is
now the dominant economic and finarrcial Power. ln regional terms

alone, Iapan has an unparalleled capacity to --affect 
Australia

economically because of the sheer magnitude, as well as the diversity,-

of the bilateial trade in goods and services. Even in the cdculiation of
national interest favoured by the'realists" any mapr disruption to the

pattem of bilateral trade, whetheras a consequenc€ of-military.conflict
or economic policy decisions taken in Tokyo, could have.potentially

devastating cbnseq,ret ces for Australia's economic security. That is
certainly the lesson of the structural changes in the fapanese economy

of the past two decades, and the underlying dangel of the policy of
comprehensive security, through which Tokyo seeks to pursue its

f. flle *a T.Nakanishi, 'fapan's Grand Strateg/, Foteign Affairs,

(Vo1.69, No.3), Summer 1990, P.81.
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mercantilist aims and to ensure its own national security. The
challenge for Australia will be to manage its relationship withlapan in
such a w.af tha-t the expansion of fapan's security horizons, and fipan s
assumption of a global leadership role, does not lead to regional
instability, or come at the expense of Australia,s vital interesb.

China

Australia's peculiar historical ambivalence towards China has
made it particularly difficult to define the clear parameters of the
bilateral relationship, or to come to terms with the nation's enduring
security interests in the 'middle kingdom'. since the end of the second
world war, Australian attitudes towards china have oscillated
through a full range of emotions, from the entrenclred hostilip and
enmity of the 1950s and mid-1960s to the effusive amity of the mid-
1980s. what appears to have emerged in the waLe of the Tiananmen
nurssacre is a more hard-headed and perspicacious evaluation of the
Australian interests which are invested in China. They are substantial
and multifarious.

In strategic terrns, China's importalrce stems from its central
fgfUon in-the-global balance of power arul its capacity to proierct

Irut""y and political influence in the Asia-pacific relion by virtue of
its geostrategic importance, natural and hurnan resources, nuclear
weapons and the size of its conventional armed forces. There is an
alternative view, tlrat China's strabgic strength has been
ov-erestimated by the !-vesg that it is not a great power economically or
miliarily; and that it should be seen for what it ls - a big but backward
country, which is visibly unstable.S while there is some truth in this
portrayal, it should not obscure the fact that china remains the pre-
eminent Asian military lrcwer, with a capacity unmakhed outside the
soviet union or the united states to exerl strategic influence on
Australia's regional security interests, as well in the-broader areas of
arms conhol and nuclear proliferation.

Australia should seek to ensure that any attempt by China to
reassert its historical primacy in Northeast Asia, and beyond, is not
injurious to the interests of other regional states, or detrimental to the

s Time,l0 June 1997,p.23.
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evolving dialogue on regional security cooperation whicr-r will provide

the baJis for future peace and stability in Asia and the Pacific.

Australia should also endeavour to draw china into this dialogue by

increasing bilateral defence contacts, and by -encourl4lg 
China to

pursue u-poli"y of constructive engagement with its neighbours which
es"hern's the s.ttlett ut t of regional disputes by militaqy force. In this

respect, Beiiing,s approach to the spratly Islands imbroglio will be a

litmus test of its wiilingness to dernonstrate that chauvinism has no

place in the external policies of a modern and enlightened China.

Australia would be best advantaged by a china committed to

a gleater degree of political liberalisation and to unambiguous

eco-to*ic refo-rm, rather than the hybrid Policy seftings which are

currently retarding economic growth and distorting prices and

exchange rates. While Australia has substantial commercial interests

in Chiia, China is currently of less consequence than its potential
would suggest because of the recurring cycles of Political instability
and reveriions to ideological dogmatisrn" which are a direct cause of

the volatility that has affiicted Australiaqrina trade since the early

1950s. If the economic reform process should falter, there is a risk that

the anarchical tendencies in Chinese society could again rnanifest

themselves in ways which would have negative consequences for
Australia's security interests in China. The complementarlty of the

Chinese and Australian economies, and the Political and cultural ties

which now link the two countries, will guarantee that Australia retains

a foothold in the chinese market for the foreseeable future. However,

the shallowness of the trade profile, and the possibility of closer

Northeast Asian economic integration, suggest that Australia will have

to work hard to ensure that its interests in China are preserved and not
marginalised in the longer term.

The ROK

Australia's security perspective of the ROK has been very
much conditioned and shaped by the image and experiences of the
Korean War. The ROK was regarded by sucressive conservative

goverrunents in Australia as a pro.western redoubt in an Asian

Iommunist sea which threatened Australia's interests, and even its

very existence. However, there was little genuine Australian affinity
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with the_Korgn people or knowledge of Korean society, history or
culture. This distorted and idiosyncratic view of the RoK ins served to
obscure the RoI(s real security importance to Australia which is an
almalgam of many factors.

First and foremost, is the critical geostrategic position the
Korean peninsula ocrupies at the fulcrum of Northeast-Asii, where the
interests of all the four rnapr pacific powers intersect. As a
cons€quence, any renewal of hostilities between the two Koreas poses
the risk of a wider regional or even global conflagratiory a scenario
y$:h has been complicated by the DpRK,s nucleariveapons prograrn
while the growing rapprochenrent between the RoK, bti"i and the
soviet union on the one hand, and the accomrnodation between the
us ard the soviet Union on the other, lessen the likelihood of armed
conflict on the peninsuLa, the risk of war will remain until North and
south Korea achieve their oft-stated goal of peaceful r,'eunification.

It is dearly in Australia's interests for there to be an end to the
artificial division of the Korean natiory provided the outcome is a
unified Korea which shares Australia's iommitment to democratic
values, and which is prepared to work with its neighbours in a
constructive and cooperative way. Australia has an additional reason

{9_r 
wishing to see the removal of one of the last vestiges of the cold

war in Asia. As a result of ib residual uN commitrnenb, and its
alliance relationship with the RoK and the us, there is a possibility
that Australia muld be drawn into any future military confliit
involving the two Koreas. At the very leait, Australia r,"orrid find its
economic, political and strategic interests under threat to a far greater
extent than was the case during the 199l persian Gulf crisis, shoirtd ttre
ROKs economy and sovereignty be threatened by war.

The reduction of the US military prlesence in the ROK,
including the eventual removal of US land-based tactical nuclear
weapons, is not inconsistent with Australia's seurity interests, as long
as there is a reasonable transition period which will allow the RoK
and its Northeast Asian neighbours to adjust b tlrc new strategic
realities. This- process of readjustment should ideally be caried ouiin
the context of a more comprehensive framework for arms reduction on
both sides of the Korean p€ninsula. until that ropp"*, Australia
should support a continuation of the ugRoK rrautual befense Treaty,
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because it is still crucial to the strategic equilibrium of the whole

Northeast Asian region.

As with laPan, and to a lesser extent China, the ROK is now

vital to the economic security of Australia as our third most important

market, and a significant futurc source of tourism and investment'

Any iislocation- of this trade could have potentially serious

aorir"q.r"r,a"r for Australia, especially if it were to occur in a relatively

short tme frarne, as the result of mititary conllict or unanticiPatd
policy changes in seoul. In regard to the latter, a substantial

ftoaaet ing ind deepening of the bilaEral relationship is Canberra's

best guarlntee thai the-ROK will continue to take account of

Australia's economic interests.

The root cause of Australia's still tenuous and shallow links

with the ROK is the extremely limited and superficial knowledge each

country has of the other, and the general view of Australia, cpmrnon to

it" ndX, fapan and China, that-the southern continent is a vaguely

idyllic, piedominantly white appendage of Asia; rich in natural

teio.trces, but with little to offer in the skills and human resources

which are the key to succ€ss and prosperity in the !"g"ty-ftTi century'

Failure to change this perception, or to disregard ttre--r.aRi{ changes

which are translorming ttre ROK economy, and propelling the nation

along the road to developed country sta_tus and economic integration

with its Northeast Asian'neighbours, will diminish our security in the

long term, no less than political instability or military cpnflict: all are

integral parts of the same security equation.

Australia would do well to recognise this nexus and emulate

the holistic Northeast Asian approach to security. lapary China and

the ROK all acknowledge thai security is not only a function of
military strength, or dependent solely, or even PlnciPa]ly: on the

defence forceJ. A truly comprehensive security Poli.y, designed to

maximise the protection afforded to a nation's vital interests, must

harness all the constituents of national Power in defence of its
institutions, values, prosperity and sovereignty.
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Australia has traditionally defined its security interests in
terms of military threats to the nation's territorial integrity and
sovereignty, and since the 1986 Dibb Report, Rwian of Australia's

Defmce C-apabilitia, Southeast Asia and the South Pacific have been

accepted as Australia's 'sphere of primary shategic interesf. This
monograph argues that both these assumptions are seriously flawed.
In the more complex and interdependent world of the post€old War
era, Australia must take a more holistic approach to sec'urity which
recognises the linkages between the political, economic and strategic

dimensions of national security, and the increasing salience of
economic factors.

The monograph seeks to illustrate these linkages by
identifying Australia's national security interests in the dynamic
Northeast Asian states of lapan, China and the Republic of Korea
(ROK), and analysing the implications for Australia of developments
in, and betwee& these states. One of the principal conclusions reachd
is that the Northeast Asian sub-region is already critical to Australia's
security, whether broadly or narrowly defined. Individually, and
conlointly, japan, China and the ROK have as much claim to inclusion
in Australia's primary area of security interest as the more
geographically proximate countries of Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific.


